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Private Client Tax Director - work for a hugely successful
tax practice

Corporate Tax Senior Manager - one of the fastest
growing tax teams in London
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£Six figure package

£90-95,000 plus package

This is not your average ‘mid-tier’ firm, but a successful, global
business. The partners have a track record of developing their
staff and the firm has a real need to advance people.

The partners at this award winning international firm pride
themselves in their commitment to investing in new talent. Your
ideas and suggestions are listened to at this firm. The senior
partners have a process in place that allows employees to
discuss ideas and contribute with suggestions on anything and
everything. In other words partners pay attention to you. As a
result of this staff feel involved in their environment are happier
and more productive.
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reorganisations and transfer pricing.

This is a role that will advance you to partner. The firm has
succession issues and this is one of the fastest growing firms in
London. Contact me for more details on this position. Ref:10013

This is a dynamic firm that has one of the fastest growing tax
teams in London. An ideal position for an ambitious individual
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from Kent. You can therefore understand that the standard of
clients at this firm mirror that of London, which is very
noteworthy for a firm outside of London.

The trust team members are all independent and report directly
to partners. The team has a flat structure with no hierarchy. On
joining you will be assigned a mentor figure who will be a partner
of the firm. Their role as your mentor, will be to ensure you are
happy, productive and are getting all the support you need.
There is a level of equality and respect in this firm that you do
not always get in the profession. The firm treats its trust team
with the same respect as it does the partners.
The work will involve you looking after 100-120 trusts of varying
complexity. You will deal with the trust administration and all
the related issues arising from your clients.
Contact me for more details on this position. Ref:4808

Go to www.creativetaxrecruitment.com
for more detailed job descriptions

You will deal with a range of entrepreneurial clients and deal
with tax consultancy projects that include, transactions for
entrepreneurial, growing businesses including corporate
reorganisations, tax due diligence, acquisitions and disposals. You
will also review the corporation tax compliance of more junior
staff.
The role is Corporate Tax Manager, but what is most interesting
about this opportunity is that the progression is up to you.
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Welcome from the editor
chris.mattos@lexisnexis.co.uk
Editor-in-chief, Tax Adviser

So tell me what you want

A

s we approach the January deadline,
getting things off our to-do list and
passing them back to our clients as
quickly as possible can be a tempting prospect.
However, such haste can result in having to
rework advice which is ultimately unsatisfying
for all concerned. On page 12, Elizabeth
Lavercombe provides a few words of advice
to advisers on what a client really wants. She
notes that it may sound simple, but too many
advisers miss that clear communication (in both
directions) is fundamental to a successful client/
adviser relationship.

MTD for VAT

Clear
communication
(in both
directions) is
fundamental to
a successful
client/adviser
relationship

VAT is now at the forefront of the Making Tax
Digital proposals. In practice, this means for
many businesses that the majority of the MTD
requirements will still apply, even though
mandation for income tax has been deferred.
On page 30, Richard Wild provides an update
on what HMRC are currently advising they
really want to be digitialised in respect of VAT.
Although mandation may (at the moment) just
be for VAT, for many businesses the practical
impact will be much wider than this, requiring a
significant change in behaviour, record keeping,
and reporting – within a period of less than
eighteen months. This is no mean feat and if not
started already, planning should begin now – or
perhaps in February!

Where and who?

Two simple questions, which will often form
the basis of client due diligence, feature in two
recent cases which are reviewed this month.
On page 21, David Hughes examines the
recent case of Development Securities v HMRC
which involved the determination of the
corporate residence position of three Jersey
incorporated companies. The First-tier Tribunal
set out a very detailed review of the facts and
the key matters affecting central management
and control. David considers what the decision
means for corporate residence issues.
On page 40, Keith Gordon considers a recent
VAT case concerning the identity of the person
to whom services were provided. The case
is a good reminder of the need to check the
contractual and invoicing arrangements where
supplies are simultaneously made to more than
one person.

Anti-Money Laundering

Advisers acting on behalf of trusts often
have a number of questions relating to client
due diligence and risk reviews. Anti-Money
Laundering Guidance for the Accountancy
Sector has been updated allowing the
introduction of the Money Laundering
Regulations 2017 and advisers need to ensure
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John Preston

Trouble in Paradise

A

nd then there were… the Paradise Papers!
I wasn’t sure I wanted to write about
them since it is hard to think of anything
particularly original to say. Saying that the gap
between avoidance and evasion is being blurred
is hardly news! Nonetheless, the issues thrown
up by the publication of the Papers are of
significance and deserve consideration. So here
goes.
Firstly, we should remember that these
documents were stolen. The argument that
their theft and publication is justified as it is in
the public interest for matters such as this to
be subject to public scrutiny is far from clear.
The mere fact that someone is wealthy does
not automatically mean that the public have a
right to know details of their lawful activities
howsoever that information is obtained. To
the extent that someone has information that
indicates criminality or extreme artificiality – and
some of the allegations may indicate that – they
should notify HMRC. I have heard it suggested
that HMRC ‘cannot be trusted to investigate the
rich’ absent public scrutiny but this argument
is both unjust and highly dangerous. If society
deems the publication of information such as this
to be desirable, then the law should be changed
so that people know the consequences of their
actions before undertaking them.
Secondly, there is the implication that
anything done ‘offshore’ is by definition a
dubious thing. The negative impact of this
approach on the pension and other savings of
millions of citizens would be significant so surely
there needs to be a more nuanced discussion.
I accept there is an argument that there are
currently limited mechanisms by which some
extremely aggressive offshore planning may
come to HMRC’s attention but substantial
progress has been made in addressing secrecy in
tax havens and exchange of information between
revenue authorities. This must continue as must
the drive for better standards of behaviour
amongst tax advisers globally.
The above points are valid and there are
others I could make in the same vein. As tax
professionals we need to continue to make them
and will do so. However, as I have remarked
before, anyone who considers that there really
isn’t a problem in the first place or that the
solution is simply to ‘get the facts out there’ is in
my view missing the point. This issue remains at
its heart a political and emotional one and simply
applying logic will not resolve it. It is wrapped
up in current political debates about inequality
and the impact of austerity, about transparency
and what privacy means in the current ‘social
media and Wikileaks’ world. That is why it was
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so important that we, together with six other
leading bodies whose members work in tax,
updated Professional Conduct in Relation to
Taxation (‘PCRT’) earlier this year. We need to
continue to demonstrate that we understand
the changes in public expectations and react
accordingly. That will enable us all to continue to
be proud of our Institute, our qualification and
our role in society.

Please get involved

This week (as I write) I will be chairing the annual
Council Strategy Day when Council gather to
debate strategic issues in greater depth than is
sometimes possible at busy Council meetings.
One of the key issues this year will be how
further to improve engagement with our
members. Although our surveys suggest that
our members do generally feel connected to us
as an Institute, we know there is more we can
do. You’ll hear more about this in the coming
months, but this is a good time to encourage
all members to get involved with our Institute.
Between ourselves and the ATT, we are a family
of over 30,000 members and students yet our
paid staff only number 80. This ratio is only
possible because of the brilliant work of over
700 volunteers who give their time for free
working on branches, committees etc. but we
are always looking for new people. Similarly,
although a lot of members attend branch events
and conferences, a large number don’t. Most
people tell us that they get real value from their
involvement, not just technically, but by building
networks and gaining different experiences.
For those members who haven’t yet been to
a branch or a conference, perhaps it’s worth
considering? Similarly, if anyone wants to
volunteer to be more actively involved, please
just let us know.
May I take this opportunity to offer all our
members and their families my very best wishes
for the festive season and to hope you have a
happy and healthy 2018.

John Preston
President, CIOT
president@ciot.org.uk

This issue
remains at its
heart a political and
emotional one
December 2017 | www.taxadvisermagazine.com

Spring Residential
Conference 2018
Friday 23 – Sunday 25 March 2018

Book online at:
www.tax.org.uk/src2018

Queens’ College, University of Cambridge
Programme topics will include:
Getting to grips with the residence nil rate band
Lucy Obrey TEP, Higgs & Sons

Finance Bill 2018
Chris Jones BA CTA (Fellow) ATT, Tolley

The gig economy and the pitfalls of using personal
service companies
Susan Ball CTA (Fellow) ATT, Crowe Clark Whitehill LLP

HMRC clearances – the do and don’ts
Pete Miller CTA (Fellow), The Miller Partnership and
Martin Roberts, HMRC Clearance Team Leader

Helping businesses grow through the use of
entrepreneurial tax reliefs
David Marcussen CTA, Marcussen Consulting

Cross-border VAT – essential facts to avoid errors and
optimise the VAT position
Malcolm Greenbaum CTA ACA, Greenbaum Training &
Consultancy Ltd

Client due diligence – what do the new rules require
you to do?
Charlotte Ali Chartered Institute of Taxation

Conference fee: £635
(booking before 28 February 2018) £715 thereafter

Practical uses of trusts
Bob Trunchion CTA FCA MSc TEP, MHA MacIntyre
Hudson
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How to protect yourself against PII claims
Karen Eckstein LLB (Hons) CTA ATT, Bond Dickinson LLP

Merseyside Branch
Annual Dinner
Thursday 1 March 2018
Crowne Plaza Hotel, Liverpool

Book online at:
www.tax.org.uk/merseyside

The Merseyside Branch of the Chartered Institute of Taxation and Association of Taxation Technicians
is pleased to announce that its annual dinner will take place on Thursday 1 March 2018 at the Crowne
Plaza, St Nicholas Place, Liverpool, L3 1QW and is kindly sponsored by the Equiom Group.
Our guest speaker will be Dominic Frisby, who,
alongside being an actor (the ‘Inbetweeners’ movie),
comedian (resident MC at London’s oldest comedy
venue, Downstairs at The King’s Head), voiceover actor
(such as the ‘booking.com’ commercials), TV Presenter
(‘The Money Pit’ with Jason Manford on Dave) is a
financial writer (author of the books Bitcoin the end of
Money? And Life a er The State’) and columnist at The
Guardian.

Tickets for the evening cost £65 plus VAT. The tables seat
ten people and we would be delighted if you would like
to take one, or indeed more. We stress that the evening
is open to all and one does not need to be a member
to attend Indeed we typically find that well over half
the attendees are not We aim for a relaxed, convivial
atmosphere and plenty of firms invite clients, targets and
intermediaries.

Please contact our Chairman, Michael Spencer, Grant Thornton, Royal Liver Building, L3 1PS for
further details at merseyside@tax.org.uk
www.taxadvisermagazine.com | December 2017
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ATT welcome
page@att.org.uk
Tracy Easman

Santa has his ‘naughty’ and ‘nice’
list and I have mine

A

s another Christmas approaches, we
all know that is a reminder of another
significant tax return deadline that we
have to meet. To those of you in compliance
roles, how are you managing the process for the
31 January 2018 self-assessment deadline?
Santa has his list and I have mine; they are
similar in that they both have the options of
‘naughty’ and ‘nice’ and both his list and my list
are top secret.
Are you looking at your tax return control
list only to find you could be using the same
one as last year? I know I do. Every year I like to
be able to swap a client from the ‘naughty’ list
to the ‘nice’ list because of the welcome little
surprise arrival of paperwork from them in
September instead of receiving the papers on
27 January – very close to deadline day. Then
we have the same culprits each year who give
information close to the deadline and say ‘oh
mine only takes a little while’; they stay on the
‘naughty’ list.
Human nature is often a mystery to me
and I wonder if, when Making Tax Digital is
with us, anything will change in regards to
people’s attitude and planning for tax return
deadlines. Will an increase in the number
of deadlines make any difference to our
clients’ approach and the functioning of their
business? Although the start date has been
delayed I am already reviewing the position for
my clients to ensure that they are just as ready
as I am for the big digital switchover. The
ATT and CIOT continue to run briefing events
on Making Tax Digital and with the support
and regular updates in Tax Adviser from the
technical teams at Artillery House our journey
should be a little less rocky than we might
have feared.
Something else I have to consider for the
practice is the new General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) requirements. The GDPR
is the most important change in data privacy
regulation in 20 years. It replaces the Data
Protection Directive 95/46/EC and was
designed to harmonise data privacy laws
across Europe, The enforcement date is 25
May 2018, at which time those organisations
in non-compliance will face heavy fines.
As something of a squirrel that has run her
own practice for over 14 years, I am not keen
on considering the amount of data I have but
I appreciate the need to do so and I know
my practice will have a miniscule amount
compared to others. The ICO website (https://
ico.org.uk/for-organisations/data-protection-
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reform/) gives us all guidance. I have my
reminder set for review as my first job for
February.
What else have I been up to this month? I
continue to be involved in the rewrite of PRPG
– Professional Rules and Practice Guidelines.
This is progressing well and we hope to have
this ready for you all in 2018. The range of
members in ATT and CIOT is vast. We have
members in practice, members who work in
commerce & industry and HMRC and we all
know that one size definitely does not fit all.
Since the last issue of Tax Adviser we have
seen the release of the Paradise Papers. This
was a huge leak of financial documents that
throws light on the top end of the world of
offshore finance for members of the general
public. Although this may sound like an Agatha
Christie book, I am sure Lewis Hamilton
wishes he knew ‘whodunit’ and released
the information. We all now know about his
private jet and how many holidays he has had
in it. The public’s appetite for gossip on who
spent what and what tax they did not pay
seems greater than ever.
I write this column before I have heard
Chancellor Philip Hammond’s Budget speech.
If only my crystal ball was working and I knew
what he has in store for us all. It has been a
frenzied year with two Finance Bills already
and various Brexit related bills. In that regard,
the tax profession may not welcome too many
rabbits being pulled out of the Chancellor’s
hat. We will deal with the snowball from
Parliament and continue to advise clients the
best we can.
So, my friends, until next time. Back to my
list – more tax returns to do. Please have a
wonderful Christmas and my very best wishes
to you all for 2018.

Tracy Easman
Deputy President, ATT
page@att.org.uk

We will
deal with
the snowball from
Parliament
December 2017 | www.taxadvisermagazine.com
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Connections
at Christmas
PROFILE
Name: Julie Cameron MA, CTA, ATT (Fellow)
Position: Independent tax practitioner
Email: jvc@btinternet.com
Profile: Julie is an independent practitioner specialising in private
client tax, compliance and administration. She is also a volunteer for
Bridge the Gap, a member of the CIOT and a Fellow of the ATT.

Julie Cameron reflects on the relevance of the Christmas story to the work of the tax charities
Whittling away at tax debt

At this time of year, I often see carved
wooden nativity scenes at craft markets.
I could never aspire to the skill of hand
carving so am full of admiration for those
who can fashion figures from pieces of
tree. Inevitably, my thoughts are never
far from tax and they lead me to wonder
how craftspeople like wood carvers
survive when they are not reimagining the
Christmas story. Craft-related activities
don’t exactly make for millionaires after all.
The situation must be worse when
other life issues complicate the already
stressful task of earning a living. TaxAid
had one such client – whom I will call
Noel. Noel had mental health problems
including psychotic episodes, which were
precipitated by a relationship breakdown.
He found it difficult engaging with the
NHS mental health support on offer and
medication only made things worse. By the
time he came to TaxAid, a despairing Noel
was weighed down with multiple debts.
Noel had originally registered as a
self-employed artist and wood carver,
sporadically boosting his income by
labouring, interspersed with periods
claiming Job Seeker’s Allowance (JSA).
When he contacted TaxAid, Noel’s debt
was about £5,000. He was incredulous that
the tax was only £1,200, so penalties and
interest made up over 75% of what was
owed. Noel had managed to complete tax
returns online (but not on time) so had
no returns outstanding. He was making
payments to HMRC when he could, but it
was not reducing the scale of his debt.
TaxAid appealed against the late-filing
penalties and managed to persuade HMRC
to cancel them. This drastically reduced the
debt for Noel, and gave him the confidence
to take on negotiating with HMRC on
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the outstanding amount. TaxAid director
Valerie Boggs told me that this was an
unusually good result for the client: ‘We
don’t often succeed on a penalty appeal
where the client is still working. HMRC’s
view is that if you can work you can
complete your tax return on time.’

Connecting the old and the new

The circumstances of the Christmas
story portrayed by those wooden
figures I mentioned is still very much in
evidence: homeless couples, temporary
accommodation, refugees, all are part of
our world. Gabriel’s case was typical. He is
illiterate, so it was his partner who got in
touch with TaxAid. Gabriel’s debt was some
£12,000, made up of tax determinations
and penalties. He was struggling with
drug addiction, but when he became
homeless Gabriel was offered temporary
accommodation at his partner’s family
home. Unfortunately, he was then arrested
for the possession of a ‘bladed article’, so he
moved into his brother’s address, followed
eventually by accommodation in social
housing with his partner. She then obtained a
NVQ and was able to secure work.
During this period, however, Gabriel had
not worked. For him it was a constant battle
with his addiction and he fell into crime;
he spent much of this time carrying out
community service orders, resulting from
various criminal convictions. By 2015, keen to
escape the cycle of crime and drugs, Gabriel
found work as a labourer in the construction
industry. Now aware of his need to file a
return, he submitted his 2016 tax return,
which showed an overpayment of CIS tax
withheld. To his horror, this was set against
outstanding tax from earlier years and
Gabriel was suddenly aware of his precarious
tax position. During the long period of

instability, Gabriel had become registered as
self-employed, possibly through his brother
and, of course, the inevitable happened:
HMRC had issued penalties for noncompliance, followed by determinations,
which surfaced once Gabriel was in the tax
system.
As ever, TaxAid’s approach was
pragmatic: the charity made every effort
to find details of income in earlier years,
including a request under the Data
Protection Act for any employment income
or JSA. TaxAid also obtained evidence of
the convictions. The result of this in depth
approach was a claim for special relief for
three years, supported by completed tax
returns – which demonstrated that no tax
was due.
Gabriel was overjoyed when the claim
was accepted and the determinations
reduced to nil. Even better, the CIS overpaid
for 2015/16 was repaid to him, amounting
to just less than £2,000. He and his partner
now have three children, so the refund has
helped them with all the costs that a family
brings. Especially at Christmas.

The tax advice charities

TaxAid and Tax Help for Older People, the
two sister tax advice charities, helped some
22,000 people in the year to March 2017.
People like Noel and Gabriel come to them
because they critically need professional
advice – but can’t afford to pay for it. All of
them are vulnerable and many are in crisis.
The help they receive is frequently life
changing, and gets them back on their feet.
But demand for the charities’ services
outstrips their resources; and the funding
environment for charities is becoming
more challenging. Their Bridge the Gap
appeal is therefore seeking support from
the tax profession for their vital work.
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BRIDGE THE GAP
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This Christmas, join our many supporters in the tax profession…..
Donate now–and help deliver this essential service
We need:

1,000

supporters

to give
£100 a year
(that’s £8.50
a month)

100

©

Ist

supporters
to give
£1,000
a year

Will you become one of the 1,000 (or one of the 100)
and join our many supporters in the tax profession?
Donate at www.bridge-the-gap.org.uk/donate.aspx Or donate by standing order using
the form at http://www.bridge-the-gap.org.uk/Content/Standing_Order_16.pdf

Advice changes lives

Help provide advice for vulnerable people
Regular giving will provide a safety net for the poorest, most vulnerable people.

Donate at www.bridge-the-gap.org.uk
or email: grace@taxvol.org.uk
www.taxadvisermagazine.com | December 2017
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COUNTRY BY COUNTRY REPORTING

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

The first Country by Country Reporting
deadline is 31 December, and the
results of a recent survey show that
senior tax managers have more work
ahead before they can file successfully.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Although advisers may be close to
completing the data aggregation
piece, many advisers have unanswered
questions around how to submit the
report to HMRC, and how to ensure the
XML file will be accepted on deadline
day.
zz
What can I take away?
Practical guidance around how to
manage the XML conversion piece and
how to keep up with HMRC’s and the
OECD’s requirements. This article also
provides information on how advisers
are preparing and what next steps
they need to take between now and 31
December.

Ready,
set, go!

W

e have known that the OECD’s
Country by Country Reporting
(CbCR) has been on the horizon
for a few years now, but the first deadline
is rapidly approaching and companies still
have further work to do to be fully ready
to file.
To create a picture of how companies
are dealing with their reporting obligations
we took a survey in Q3 2017, asking
senior tax managers and transfer pricing
professionals at multinational enterprises
across the UK about their readiness for
the new measurement. Although 50%
of respondents are finalising their data
aggregation piece, others have been
preparing since 2015, and are looking
ahead to fully understand HMRC’s
submission process.
As you would expect, early focus
has been on data collation. Once this is
established, the final piece is to submit
the data in the right format. Although
converting a document into XML is
manageable with an internal IT team, there
are concerns around viewing validation
errors, and receiving support if there are
any errors in the document on deadline
day.

Navigating towards the first filing

Keeping up with the guidelines is an
additional challenge for filers. 94%
of respondents do not feel they have
received sufficient support from local
tax authorities, and are awaiting further
clarification around some of the filing
specifics and what the submission process
will look like. One senior tax manager
commented that the HMRC guidelines
provide little more information than
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Andy Gent considers the challenges ahead
for advisers dealing with the different
stages of the Country by Country Report
the OECD guidelines, and another felt
the lack of information suggested the
measurement had been rushed.
With just four weeks to go until the
first deadline, tax managers are having
to keep up with both the OECD and
HMRC to process any changes in the filing
requirements. The OECD’s September
update clarified that all gains, income
or other inflows shown in the financial
statement should be counted as Revenue
and reported in Table 1, a question which
several tax managers raised with HMRC
earlier in the year. The transitional relief
has also been outlined for firms with a
short accounting period, and they can
expect to file at the same time as MNE
Groups with a fiscal year ending on 31
December 2016.
There’s a similar feeling towards the
OECD’s scope of reporting. Despite these
recent updates, there are some questions
around specifics of populating, such as
language options for Table 3, and the

exact scope and reporting requirement for
Private Equity firms.
Partly, the lack of guidelines could be
due to the deceptively simple layout of
the OECD’s templates. Compared to a
filing requirement such as AIFMD, which
has over 300 data points to populate, the
Country by Country Report appears to
comprise of just three sheets, asking for
relatively simple-to-gather information.
As any tax professionals working on the
report will know, the reporting itself
is more of an undertaking than it first
appears, requiring multiple rows of data
per entity within each jurisdiction and
specific formatting around the data
entered.
Most multinational enterprises will
have produced documents that resemble
the CbCR in the past, but are finding
differences between existing reports
and the OECD’s XML schema. This may
mean that data collection methods have
changed, and firms will need to collect the
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Reporting in XML

required information from every one
of their entities.
The OECD templates are available
as a guideline, but do not provide
sufficient detail to file. Specific
schema requirements, for example
reporting on the full address of each
jurisdiction, are not built into the
OECD templates and will need to be
updated based on the most recent
guidance. This is an ongoing process
as there are likely to be changes to
the XML schema and alterations in
what the OECD requires.
This is in line with our previous
experience of supporting clients
through new filing requirements.
There is often great uncertainty,
and filers want to have access to as
much information as possible to get
ahead. The best way to prepare, even
when guidelines are not as clear as
anticipated, is to keep up with the
latest news from local tax authorities.

The XML format was one of the first
requirements confirmed by HMRC for
CbCR.
Regulatory filers from MNEs are likely
to be familiar with the iXBRL format used
for annual returns to HMRC. Unlike iXBRL,
XML is not a human readable format, and
is used to standardise data, reducing the
time needed to analyse information.
The survey found that 29% of firms
anticipate producing and submitting
the report to be the biggest challenge
for CbCR. Encouragingly, no firms are
considering an in-house XML conversion
build.
This reflects a growth in understanding
of the changing requirements of financial
reporting and the complexity of updates.
Firms who built their own XML schema
tool for AIFMD found that they needed
an alternative solution within a few filing
deadlines. This is in part due to how
frequently the regulators update their
reporting requirements, which means
updating in-house schemas and variances.
Between physically updating the software
and having the in-house knowledge to
understand changes, an in-house build
often requires two or three permanent
staff members dedicated to the task,
adding a significant cost burden to the
reporting requirement.
Instead, 37% of firms are looking at
external providers for the XML conversion,
with the remaining 63% having not yet
decided how they will obtain their output.
This seemingly simple task can often
be overlooked as part of the reporting
process, and firms can wait until the last
minute to decide on a vendor. Partnering
with an external vendor will not only
provide built-in validation rules to reduce
the chance of errors on the HMRC portal,
but it also means there’s expert support to
call should the XML submission fail.

Next steps

By now, all firms filing by 31 December
2017 will have submitted a notification to
HMRC. Groups must notify HMRC each
year at the end of their reporting period
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if they intend to file, identifying whether
the group will file to HMRC or another
jurisdiction, who will be filing the report,
and the unique taxpayer reference number.
The next step for most groups is to
register via HMRC. Registration provides
groups with a unique country-by-country
ID number required to complete the XML
submission. HMRC have suggested that
groups should register at least one day
prior to their filing deadline to ensure they
receive this number in good time. However,
Arkk Solutions are strongly advising clients
to register further in advance to avoid any
last-minute problems and to take a look at
the HMRC portal before the filing deadline.
Registering early will also give groups
the opportunity to perform a dry run.
Testing that the XML file will be accepted
on the portal and solving any errors well in
advance of the filing deadline will ensure a
smooth submission process in December.
This is especially important as the team
member submitting the report on the
day may not have been responsible for
aggregating and populating the templates,
and will be less able to fix any technical or
content errors.
For any new filing deadline, best
practice is to start preparing early and keep
informed of the regulator’s requirements.
Tax Managers can perform a dry run on
the HMRC portal to ensure that their XML
submission will be accepted first time, and
should also ensure they have sufficient
support channels available should there
be any validation errors on Sunday 31
December 2017.

The future

Looking at the reporting requirements,
it is possible that the OECD are trialling a
relatively light version of CbCR, with the
view to expanding the depth of detail after
a three-year review in 2020. Any changes
to the reporting requirements will need to
be reflected in changes to the templates.
These will either be provided by your XML
conversion partners or will need updating
in-house by someone who understands the
OECD’s and local regulators’ requirements
in technical detail.
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IN HOUSE TAX

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

Advice given to clients can be late,
expensive and miss the point, which
is ultimately unsatisfying for both
parties.
zz
What does it mean for me?
This article suggests simple ways to
improve advice and client relationships
and remove some of the frustrations.
zz
What can I take away?
It sounds incredibly simple, but
too many advisers miss that clear
communication (in both directions)
is fundamental to a successful client/
adviser relationship.

H

aving been on the client side of
the fence for eighteen years, I
think it is high time to turn the
table and offer advisers some advice
on what clients really want. Much of
the following may well seem like stating
the obvious, but it is surprising how
often things can go wrong. As ever with
life, a lot of it comes down to good
communication, and much of the rest is a
matter of balance.
It does not matter whether the advice
is in relation to a complex international
corporate restructuring, the impact
of new legislation, or a more routine
question on the deductibility of certain
costs – the same message holds true for
all.

What is good advice?

For me, good advice relies on three main
principles:
zz
A thorough understanding of the
facts and issues on which the advice
is sought
zz
Knowledge of the relevant legislation/
case law and correct application of
this to the question
zz
Effective communication of the
resulting advice back to the client

The seven habits of good advisers

In order to provide this good advice, I
would like to suggest the following seven
habits of good advisers:
Communication: listen hard to the
client and keep in contact
Like a good doctor questioning a patient
to discover the underlying cause of the
ailment, it is vitally important to listen
to what the client is saying, and to ask
questions to elucidate where information
is missing or unclear. The client may well
have been mulling over the issue for
weeks or months on their own before
seeking third party input and therefore it
may be necessary to ask them to take a
step back and start from the beginning.
1
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Earning
your star
rating
Elizabeth Lavercombe provides a few
words of advice to advisers on what
a client really wants
Make sure you understand exactly what
the question is, as well as the facts
behind the issue. Never be afraid to ask
for clarification – the best advisers I
have ever worked with have asked lots
of questions, some of which have been
devastating in their simplicity, and indeed
it is sometimes the queries that seem
the most basic that in fact challenge the
assumptions everyone has been buying
into and help find the better route.
Advice based on the wrong assumptions
can be worse than useless.
However tax sophisticated a client
is, they only know what they know and
often exploring the ‘unknown unknowns’
can help find the root of the issue
and the possible solution. At the very
least, many clients are grateful for an
opportunity to talk about their favourite
topic to someone who speaks the same
language.
It may seem obvious but do keep the
client informed of progress via update
emails or calls. Acknowledge emails
even if you are already acting on them.
The reason the client wants help is that

whatever it is they need is not second
nature to them, as it may be to you. Also
don’t forget that it is a lonely world being
in industry, with fewer people to bounce
thoughts off, and the powers to which
in-house tax people are answerable can
be very scared by tax issues and may be
putting pressure on the tax department
to provide frequent updates.
Have an agreed plan
One of the reasons for going for
external advice is that the adviser will
have had more practical experience in
whatever area they are asking for help.
Letting the client know right from the
beginning of all the documents, tax
authority clearances, or meetings etc
required in order to achieve the required
result will mean fewer nasty surprises
later, and highlight any potential snags
or bottlenecks. The availability of legal
departments and directors cannot be
assumed, which may hold up paperwork
at critical times, and tax authorities can
take longer than anticipated to respond to
even the most straightforward enquiry.
2
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agreement with the banks, and some
clients are focussed on total tax whereas
others will only be concerned with cash
tax.
Any advice also has to fit into the
client’s risk profile and appetite as well
as any published tax strategy or policies,
and everything that might be considered
big or complex is subject to ever
increasing scrutiny by the board. The key
mantra for many boards is ‘no surprises’
– even good ones may be surprisingly
unwelcome.
Also do not forget to consider the
future. Many corporate structures set
up for excellent commercial reasons do
not last forever. There may well be tax
implications when these are unwound
– if these have not been factored in
already then there can be unpleasant
surprises lurking.

Agreeing the plan up front will also
give the client the warm feeling that the
adviser knows what they are doing, and
importantly help minimise the risk of
unexpectedly high fees. Also don’t forget
to agree in advance who is maintaining
the documentation requirements.
Be relevant and realistic
When talking to clients, be
relevant and practical. It is no use talking
about capital allowances to a company
that has very few tangible assets. Such
a lack of awareness of the client’s tax
profile is likely to be a turn off and make
it harder to get further meetings and sell
other services. On the other hand, you
don’t want to miss out on an opportunity
so as with much of life, it’s a bit of a
balancing act.
Even if an idea seems relevant to the
client, tax departments in industry do
not exist in a vacuum. The best tax idea
in the world is a non-starter if it is not
commercially possible or has adverse
accounting impacts. For example,
borrowing or repaying debt may require
3

Be timely
However great the advice is, it is
useless if it is too late! Always make sure
that you know when the client needs
something, and if you are running late
please do not forget to let the client
know as soon as possible, and ideally
have a good reason! Some deadlines
are firmer than others but it is not the
adviser’s job to guess which it is – there
may be other factors determining the
stated deadline which the client has been
unable to share.
If the reason for the delay is a lack
of a clear answer because the law is
ambiguous, then it may well be worth
arranging a discussion before the
deadline, rather than sitting on the fence
in a report that hits the deadline but is
useless.
Even if there is an agreed deadline and
the answer is clear, it is always better
to be early than late in case the advice
means that further work is required or
the situation has moved on.
4

5 Make sure it is good value
Like the rest of the world, the inhouse tax department is under pressure
to keep costs down, and this includes
the professional fee budget. Bringing
unnecessary people to meetings, be
they partner or trainee, never helps this.
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Of course, having an agreed up front
plan will assist in maintaining value, but
beware of mission creep, and always let
clients know if the fees are going over
what has been estimated, even if there
are good reasons for this.
Make sure your advice is clear
Even if you have perfectly
understood all the facts and correctly
analysed the legislation, any advice you
give is useless if it is unclear or buried
in the middle of a rambling document.
Don’t forget that clients often need to
translate advice for internal consumption
by people with limited tax knowledge,
who are often too busy to read anything
more than a sentence or two. I would
always consider using or adapting the
format of:
zz
Headline – one sentence – what is the
advice in a nutshell?
zz
Speed read – no more than a page –
set the scene, give the advice, include
any urgent risk warnings
zz
Detail, to satisfy the inner tax geek,
may not be needed to be read or
appreciated by the wider audience so
can be included in appendices.
6

Never assume your client is stupid
Just because we work in-house
and don’t have access to the cutting
edge thinking or practical experience
of a firm of advisers, it does not
(necessarily) mean that we are stupid.
The world of tax is vast and nobody can
know everything – which is why we are
coming to you for help. If we have asked
for advice on a particular point, it is not
helpful to regurgitate basic analysis that
is easily obtainable from the internet
or background tax knowledge without
adding insight. (Unless of course we have
asked for this!) Similarly be careful of
what helpful juniors may prepare.
7

Summary

In summary, think about what your client
actually needs and why they are asking
for advice. Make sure the advice meets
their needs by being accurate, timely,
clear and good value. Don’t be afraid to
ask questions, and keep communicating.
All views are the author’s own.
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The age factor
A

ge features in many tax research
studies as an impacting factor on
people’s tax-paying behaviour,
but it is also increasingly becoming a
complicating factor in practical tax affairs
as populations age and more people
work into ‘retirement’ periods. This used
to include, among others, age related
allowances creating high marginal tax
rates for some, now thankfully a thing of
the past; however, many on-going, age
related, issues remain. A recent CIOTfunded academic study has explored the
details of such issues to help us more fully
understand the range of headaches that
our tax system creates for older people,
and make practical suggestions for where
these could be alleviated.
A Tax Adviser article last year
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Jane Frecknall-Hughes and Andy Lymer provide
guidance on understanding the tax problems
experienced by older people
(‘Distressing tax’, April 2016) reported
on the findings of a 2015 scoping study
(also funded by the CIOT) exploring older
people’s tax problems. This further, much
more in-depth, study was carried out
over 2016/17 (the full report can be found
on the CIOT website at: http://www.tax.
org.uk/policy-and-technical/grant-andsponsorship-funding-applications).
As with the scoping study, this more
detailed study examined the case files
of the tax charity, Tax Volunteers, which
runs Tax Help for Older People (http://

www.taxvol.org.uk/) services (Tax Help
hereafter). Tax Help was established in
2004 in response to an initiative of the
Low Incomes Tax Reform Group (LITRG),
a committee of the CIOT, its remit is to
provide accessible tax help and advice for
older, more vulnerable and unrepresented
people on low or modest incomes, in the
absence of any real action on the part of
HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) to address
the problems highlighted in earlier LITRG
reports. The charity is currently based
at Salway Ash, near Bridport, in Dorset.
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To qualify for assistance, individuals will
usually have income of less than £20,000
per annum and be aged over 55.
It was evident from the 2015 scoping
study that Tax Help had many thousands
of case files and had seen a surge
in requests for help in recent years,
generated by the existence of an ageing
population, who increasingly experience
difficulties in dealing with their taxation
affairs as a result of problems associated
with advancing age or inherent in the
tax system itself. Tax problems are not
something that only rich older people
experience – a common misconception.
During the year to March 2016 (the date
of the latest available financial statements
at the time of the research), Tax Help had
received about 67,000 queries/requests for
help, although the number of individuals
helped was fewer than this, as individuals
often had several (inter-related) problems
which needed resolution. The 2016-17
study analysed in total 708 of these case
files (351 men; 357 women). The evidence
from 2016–17 study reinforced, and

added further depth to, the findings of the
scoping study which had looked at only 169
case files.
Key problems the research highlights
included:
zz
Impacts of incorrect PAYE coding;
zz
Difficulties commonly arising over
self-assessment, applicable tax rates,
allowances, savings and investments;
zz
Interaction between income and
benefits (particularly pensions);
zz
Marriage allowance issues remaining a
key problem for the most elderly.
An incorrect coding continued over
several years might result in under-/
over-payment, and thus generate several
issues to resolve. In terms of technical
tax problems, those attracting the most
queries concerned various issues relating
to self-assessment, PAYE, applicable tax
rates, allowances (especially age-related
ones), savings and investments, the tax
status of various benefits received, pension
income and the marriage allowance.
The causes for these queries could be
analysed into eight categories, namely:
(i) changed circumstances, especially on
retirement from employment/selfemployment;
(ii) bereavement, especially the death of
a partner/spouse;
(iii) complex legislation and/or changes to
legislation;
(iv) illness/impairment, physical and
mental;
(v) lack of official help;
(vi) errors by taxpayers, tax authorities
and others;
(vii) digital issues; and
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(viii) lack of tax education/literacy; no
‘tax antennae’ (i.e., a general lack
of awareness that a given matter
might have tax implications or
consequences).
Older people (typically those who have
retired from employment, rather than
the self-employed) frequently experience
multiple technical problems resulting
from a variety of causes. Often problems
do not surface for several years. A key
reason was older people’s lack of tax
knowledge/education/literacy about what
constitutes taxable income or benefits,
typically because, on retirement, they lose
the ‘safety net’ of having their employer
deal with (the majority of) their tax affairs
via the PAYE system. They were unaware
of their tax compliance obligations and
entitlements. This was compounded by
complex tax legislation and errors made
– by themselves, employers/pension
providers and HM Revenue & Customs
– and a lack of ability to articulate their
problems.
Older people can also become vulnerable
because of illness or physical/mental
impairments, which prevent them from being
able to comply in a variety of ways. Although
severe health problems were experienced
by many individuals in the cases examined,
they were most frequent in the over 80 age
group. This evidence does seem to suggest a
possible case for considering exempting from
income tax obligations those over 55 on low
incomes who are seriously ill or suffer serious
mental/physical impairments - something a
rising personal tax allowance is helping with
in practice.
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Often dealing with the ‘tax man’ causes
significant amounts of distress, which is
exacerbated in instances of severe illness
or impairment, whether physical or mental.
It would also be helpful if HMRC could
take greater account of the effect and
impact of their forms, letters and decisions
on this older group of people. While it
is acknowledged that they have to treat
people on an equal footing, that their
resources are very stretched and that they
will often have to make a decision on less
than full information (e.g., about coding),
nevertheless the tax process was regularly
shown in the cases examined to appear
unduly harsh and lacking understanding of
the frail condition in which some of this older
group of individuals find themselves.
The tax issues associated with an ageing
population are likely to increase rather
than decrease – and will only get worse if
left alone as the population ages and more
work into their ‘retirement’. However, this
is not just an issue for the future. With over
11.6 million (17.8% of the population) aged
65 and over and 1.5 million (2.3% of the
population) aged 85 and over in mid-2015,
these are issues faced by a large percentage
of taxpayers now and more should be done
to address this current challenge.
There are few easy solutions to many
of the problems the examined cases
demonstrate. Clearly a much simpler

tax system would help everyone,
and implementing some of the
recommendations made in the past by
the Office of Tax Simplification would be
useful, such as for a ‘DWP60’, a P60type form, stating the amount of taxable
income from the state pension and other
taxable state benefits which any pensioner
was entitled to in the previous year.
Other interventions to reduce impacts
in the future might include better
education about taxation at school and
throughout employment, perhaps with
implementation of schemes such as
creation of an annual statement from
employers of tax changes affecting
their employees and a ‘tax retirement
information pack’ provided mandatorily
by the state via an employer/pension
provider. Pre-population of tax returns
might also help in the shorter term –
helping to steer older taxpayers to where
HMRC believe they have numbers to check
and report.
Concerns about the impacts of digital
exclusion should also arguably be higher

on the policy agenda. All evidence points
to those being so challenged being more
commonly found amongst the older
population and therefore contributing
disproportionately to this problem as
greater amounts of information about
tax-paying obligations, and the filing of tax
returns, move online. This is an issue that
has exercised LITRG regularly. They have
also lobbied, rightly it seems from this
research, on the need to support those
who continue to wish to file paper returns
being allowed to so do – again, the older
generation are more inclined to wish to
continue to file this way.
This research confirms that the tax
affairs of older people continue to show
up significant problems. Further, they
represent problems that are likely to
become more complex, not less so, with
changes in working versus retirement
demographics, the complexity of individual
financial affairs and the complexity of the
tax system itself all interacting to mean the
burden of tax in older age remains a key
concern for many.

AGE-RELATED WEBSITES FOR FURTHER TAX HELP
AgeUK: https://www.ageuk.org.uk/services/information-advice/guides-and-factsheets/
Tax Help for Older People: http://www.taxvol.org.uk/
Citizens Advice: https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/debt-and-money/tax/
Low Incomes Tax Reform Group: https://www.litrg.org.uk/tax-guides/pensioners-and-tax
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The iceberg
Budget
Bill Dodwell considers the key measures
this is similar to the withholding tax element
of Australia’s Multinational Anti-Avoidance
Law. The legal basis of enforcing a levy will no
doubt be part of the consultation.
Foreign owners of commercial property
will in future be liable to UK capital gains
tax on gains accruing from April 2019.
The government will consult on the scope
of the measure and suggests it will not
apply to foreign pension funds and certain
institutional investors. In the UK, real estate
investment trusts and pension funds are
not taxed on property investment gains. A
separate measure will apply corporation
tax to non-resident landlords from April
2020. This will reduce their tax rate from the
current 20% to 17%, but introduce limits on
interest deductions.
There’s a focus on supporting technology
in this Budget. The Research & Development
Expenditure Credit (RDEC) for large
companies will become more generous, with
the rate set to rise from 11% to 12% from 1st
January 2018. This change will increase the
after-tax benefit of RDEC claims from 8.91%
of amounts qualifying for RDEC to 9.72%. The
reduction in the corporation tax rate in April
2020 will further boost the after-tax benefit
to 9.96%.
There will be a new consultation
on broader reliefs for investment in
intangible assets. The current regime
was introduced in 2002 and the Office
of Tax Simplification has recommended
changes to modernise it. Further, the
EIS investment limit for high tech and
knowledge based start-ups is being
doubled from £1 million to £2 million –
although additional anti-avoidance will
be added.

The public sector has been required since
April 2017 to assess whether freelancers
should be taxed as quasi-employees or as
self-employed service providers. PAYE and
national insurance must be deducted by
engages from payments to personal service
companies. The government will consult
in 2018 on extending this requirement to
the private sector. It is to be hoped that
any change would not be introduced too
rapidly as the systems changes needed are
complicated. HMRC’s own employment
status checker would also benefit from
improvement. When introduced the measure
is likely to bring in over £1 billion.
There is a very useful new tax relief
for employee incurred costs on personal
training. As the economy changes and
we all need to learn new skills supporting
this through the tax systems helps defray
the cost. Employers will benefit from
a deregulatory change on travel and
subsistence expenses where receipts will
not be needed after April 2019 for expenses
within approved limits.
After above-inflation increases to the
personal allowance the Chancellor has
decided this year simply to increase it by
CPI inflation. The 2018/19 allowance will be
£11,850. The higher rate threshold will rise to
£46,350 although the Scottish equivalent will
be announced by the Scottish government
on 14th December 2017.
The themes from the Chancellor’s
speech were housing, supporting
technology and preparing the economy
for leaving the EU. There is, however,
much more detail not mentioned in the
speech leaving plenty for tax adviser to
pore over.
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T

he Chancellor had a difficult path
to tread in putting together his
first Autumn Budget. Overall, the
announcements have a small impact on the
Exchequer, with changes averaging less than
£2 billion on tax receipts of over £725 billion.
However, there are significant changes
lurking beneath the surface.
First-time buyers receive a welcome
benefit in the form of an SDLT cut, worth up
to £5,000 on the purchase of properties up
to £500,000. Wales gets control of SDLT from
April 2018 and had already announced an
increased zero-rate band – up to £150,000.
The Scottish Government will no doubt
consider whether to respond in their draft
Budget on 14 December 2017.
There had been speculation that the
Government would cut the VAT registration
threshold, following a report from the
Office of Tax Simplification. In the end, the
Chancellor chose to freeze the threshold
at £85,000 for the next two years, which
is estimated to bring an additional 4,000
businesses into VAT per year – and raise
£15 million, raising to over £150 million in
three years. There will be a consultation on
possible cuts to the threshold. It’s clear that
a high threshold can incentivise business
structures to avoid registration – but equally,
it reduces costs and administration for the
UK’s smallest businesses.
The Chancellor has picked up two issues
in the public eye. There is a position paper
on digital businesses, which suggests
introducing turnover tax on models that rely
on the collection of information from ‘users’
as a driver of value for the business. It will be
essential to ensure that any changes do not
disadvantage smaller, growing businesses
which often make losses initially. Acting in
accordance with a global consensus would be
the most effective way to levy tax; the Digital
Economy Taskforce will report to the G20 in
April 2018.
In addition, there will be a consultation
on a 20% royalty withholding tax where
royalties end up in a zero-tax location. This
aimed at overseas businesses selling into
the UK where that overseas business pays
royalties to a zero-tax location. In concept

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING REGULATIONS

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

The Money Laundering, Terrorist
Financing and Transfer of Funds
(Information on the Payer) Regulations
2017 implement the 4th European Money
Laundering Directive and are effective
from 26 June 2017. They replace the
Money Laundering Regulations 2007.
zz
What does it mean to me?
The Regs codify the obligations
on relevant parties relating to risk
assessment, customer due diligence and
record-keeping and impose obligations,
on ‘trust or company service providers’
acting in the course of business carried on
by them in the UK.
zz
What can I take away?
Advisers need to ensure that if their
clients meet certain criteria they are
fulfilling their obligations under the new
Regulations.

T

he Money Laundering, Terrorist
Financing and Transfer of Funds
(Information on the Payer)
Regulations 2017 (‘the Regs’) implement
the 4th European Money Laundering
Directive. Effective from 26 June
2017, they codify the obligations on
(among others) financial institutions,
lawyers, accountants, tax advisers, their
respective professional bodies, the FCA
and HMRC relating to risk assessment,
customer due diligence and recordkeeping. They also impose obligations,
on ‘trust or company service providers’
acting in the course of business carried
on by them in the UK, to undertake client
due diligence and, if the trust concerned
is a ‘relevant trust’, to maintain records
of, and prescribed information about,
‘beneficial owners’ (which has an
extended meaning) and any potential
beneficiaries.
A trust is a ‘relevant trust’ if it is
either (a) a UK express trust (i.e. as
distinct from a statutory, resulting or
constructive trust – per HMT’s response
to its consultation on implementation
of the Directive); or (b) a non-UK
express trust with UK source income,
or UK assets, on which it is liable to pay
a ‘relevant UK tax’. This is defined as
income tax, CGT, inheritance tax, SDLT,
Scottish land and building tax, or SDRT
(but not stamp duty).
A trust is a ‘UK trust’ if either all the
trustees are UK resident or at least one is
UK resident and the settlor was domiciled
and resident in the UK when either the
trust was established or the settlor added
funds to it. A trustee or settlor is UK
resident if it is a UK body corporate or
an individual who is resident here for the
purposes of any relevant UK tax.
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New
hurdles
David Pett takes a look at the new Money
Laundering Regulations, and the ‘Trust
Registration Service’ they have spawned
Trustee obligations

Under Part 5 of the Regs, the trustees of
a relevant trust must maintain accurate
and up-to-date records in writing of all
beneficial owners of the trust and of any
other individual referred to as a potential
beneficiary in a document from the settlor
relating to the trust, such as a letter of wishes
(Reg 44(1)).
If a trustee enters into a transaction
with a ‘relevant person’ (which includes a
financial institution, legal professional, estate
agent, trust or company service provider) in
relation to which that person has obligations
of due diligence, or a trustee of a relevant
trust enters into a business relationship
with a trust service provider, the trustee
must provide prescribed information and
details of any subsequent changes to it. The
trustees of a relevant trust must also, upon

request, provide to a law enforcement
authority (including HMRC) information
about the ‘beneficial owners’ of the trust
and about any other individual referred to
as a potential beneficiary in a document
from the settlor relating to the trust, such
as a letter of wishes. Trustees who are paid
to act as such must retain the information
for five years after the final distribution is
made, and then, unless they are required to
retain the information for other purposes (or
the person concerned consents to it being
retained), delete the records.
For these purposes, ‘beneficial owner’
in relation to a trust means each of (i) the
settlor, (ii) the trustees; (iii) the beneficiaries
or, if the individuals benefitting have not
been determined, the class of persons in
whose main interest the trust is set up or
operates; and (iv) any individual who has
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company which, for example, has established
an employees’ trust, the trustees are obliged
to obtain and, if the trustees have a liability
to a relevant UK tax, provide to HMRC upon
request, information about the settlor
company; the trustees; the beneficiaries;
or, if no benefit has yet been appointed in
favour of any named individual, the class of
beneficiaries; and any individual having such
control over the trust.

© Istockphoto/Adyna

HMRC’s obligations

‘control’ over the trust (Reg 6(1)). ‘Control’
means, inter alia, having the power (alone,
jointly or subject to the consent of another)
to vary or terminate the trust; vary or restrict
the class of beneficiaries; appoint or remove
a trustee; or give or withhold consent to any
such exercise of a power (Reg 6(2)). It would
therefore include a ‘protector’ of the trust.
If an individual is the beneficial owner of a
body corporate which has such control over
the trust, the individual is to be regarded as
having control over the trust. An individual
is the ‘beneficial owner’ in relation to a body
corporate if he exercises ultimate control
over the management of the body corporate;
he owns or controls more than 25% of the
shares or voting rights, or he is a ‘person with
significant control’ over the company (per
Part 1, Schedule 1A CA 2006) (Reg 5).
It follows that, in the case of a UK

Reg 45 obliges HMRC to maintain a
register of beneficial owners and potential
beneficiaries of a relevant trust in any year
(presumably intended to mean a tax year)
in which its trustees are liable to pay any
relevant UK tax in relation to the income
or assets of the trust (a ‘taxable relevant
trust’).
The information required to be
provided to HMRC is:
zz
in relation to the trust: the full name of
the trust; the date it was established; a
‘statement of accounts’ describing the
trust assets and identifying the value of
each category at the date on which the
information is first provided to HMRC;
the country in which it is resident; the
place in which it is administered; a
contact address for the trustees; and
the full name of any advisers being paid
to provide legal, financial or tax advice
to the trustees in relation to the trust;
zz
in relation to the beneficial owners
and any potential beneficiary: the
individual’s full name; NI no. or unique
taxpayer reference (UTR) (or if the
individual does not have one, their
normal residential address and, if
that is outside the UK passport or ID
information); date of birth; the nature
of their role in relation to the trust;
zz
in relation to the settlor company or any
corporate beneficiary, its name; UTR;
registered or principal office; legal form
and governing law; the country and
registration details; and the nature of its
role in relation to the trust;

zz
if the beneficial owners include a class
of beneficiaries not all of whom have
been determined, a description of
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the class of beneficiaries or potential
beneficiaries under the trust.
The information, and any changes to
the information given, must be provided
on or before 31 January 2018 or 31 January
after the tax year in which the trustees
first become liable to any of the relevant
UK taxes. If the trustees are not aware of
any changes they must confirm that fact to
HMRC on or before 31 January after the tax
year in which the trustees are liable to pay
UK taxes.

HMRC’s Trust Registration Service

To give effect to its obligations under the
Regs, HMRC has established the online Trust
Registration Service (‘TRS’) and withdrawn
the old HMRC Form 41G, which provided only
limited information. Existing trusts which
have submitted a Form 41G must register
under the new online service. The scope of
the TRS extends beyond that of HMRC’s own
obligations under Reg 45 of the Regs in that
the TRS applies to anyone acting as a trustee
of an express trust which incurs a liability
to a relevant UK tax, and not merely a trust
or company service provider acting in the
course of a business in the UK.
The TRS may be accessed at https://www.
gov.uk/government/publications/trusts-andestates-details-41g-trust
Trusts not already registered with HMRC
for self-assessment and which have incurred
a liability to UK income tax or CGT in a
tax year must register by 5 October after
that tax year or, if they were first liable for
another relevant UK tax in a tax year, 31
January after the end of that tax year. (No
penalty is imposed if, in relation to the tax
year 2016/17, the registration of a trust not
already registered for self-assessment and
which has incurred a liability to income tax or
CGT for the first time, is completed before 5
January 2018.)
HMRC published detailed guidance on the
new TRS on 9 October 2017.
Registration is not required in a given tax
year if:
zz
the trustees do not need to file a tax
return and have not incurred a liability to
a relevant UK tax;
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zz
the trust is a non-UK express trust and has
no UK source income or UK based assets
but for some other reason has incurred
a liability to pay any of the relevant UK
taxes; or
zz
the settlor or a beneficiary has incurred a
liability to pay a relevant UK tax, but the
trustees are not so liable; or
zz
the trustees are holding the trust
property as bare trustees (as any
liability to a relevant UK tax is that of the
beneficiary).

Changes to the information registered
may be notified at any time and, if the
trustees incur a liability to a relevant UK tax
in any tax year, must be so notified by 31
January next following. If they are not so
liable, the obligation to update is deferred
until 31 January after the next tax year in
which they are so liable, although trustees
may, and in practice are expected to, update
on a voluntary basis even if not so liable.
Curiously, details of the trust assets (and
a good estimate of their market values)
need only be provided once at the point
of first registration and are not required
by HMRC to be updated. Information on
assets later added or held is to be provided
in the annual trust tax return (SA900). In
the case of multiple trustees, a lead trustee
may be nominated to be responsible for the
administrative duties in relation to the tax
affairs of the trust and will be the main point
of contact for HMRC. Trustees may appoint
an agent to register on their behalf, but
the legal responsibility remains that of the
trustees.
Information which, because of
shortcomings in the software, cannot be
notified (such as, for example, details of
more than one corporate trustee) may be
provided in writing to: Trusts, HMRC, BX9
1EL.
Details of any agent acting on behalf of
the trustees in relation to their registration
are required to be given, but not those of
other advisers. The information about an
agent is their name, address, telephone
number and customer/agent reference. The
trustees, if acting in the course of business
carried on by them in the UK, do however
have an obligation under the Regs to keep
written records of the full name and address
of any paid advisers providing legal, financial
or tax advice in relation to the trust.

The information given to HMRC is not
on the public record and, if requested, can
only be shared by HMRC with other law
enforcement agencies in the UK or an EEA
member state.

Employees’ trusts

If an employees’ trust makes share awards to
employees in a year in which the trustees are
not themselves liable for any relevant UK tax,
there is no obligation to notify a change of
beneficial ownership, although the trustees
have a duty to maintain a written record of
the awards. If a beneficial interest in shares
is sold by trustees, triggering a liability to
SDRT, this will normally be a liability of the
transferee, not of the trustees. To avoid
liabilities under the ‘disguised remuneration’
rules, it is common practice for trustees
of an employees’ trust to agree to satisfy
an employer’s awards or option exercises
without having the names of the employees
disclosed to the trustees. In such a case,
it is difficult to see how the trustees can
provide information on the employees or
ex-employees concerned until they have
been given the names, typically when the
awards become vested or the options are
exercised. That is clearly the occasion of a
change in the information provided, but an
obligation to notify HMRC of the change will
not immediately arise if the trustees are not
in that tax year liable to a relevant UK tax.
That said, it is likely to be easier in practice
for the trustees to update the information
on a voluntary basis regardless of whether
such a liability has arisen. If, thereafter, the
trustees hold the bare legal title to the shares
on behalf of the employee or ex-employee,
it would seem that no further obligation
to notify any change in the information
provided to HMRC would arise by reason
only of the beneficial owner deciding (for
example) to sell the shares. This is because a
liability to a relevant UK tax would not then
arise at the trust level.
HMRC guidance refers to ‘employee
ownership trusts’, but this is understood
to be intended to refer to all forms of
employee’s trusts and not merely those
which rank as ‘employee-ownership trusts’
per TCGA 1992 s 236H. The guidance
provides that ‘to help keep administrative
burdens to a minimum for business type
trusts with large numbers of beneficiaries…

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS GUIDANCE
Agents acting on behalf of trusts often have a number of questions relating to client
due diligence and risk reviews. Anti-Money Laundering Guidance for the Accountancy
Sector (CCAB guidance) has been updated following the introduction of the Money
Laundering Regulations 2017 and the Professional Standards Team have also developed
some FAQs (including one relating to trusts) based on current understanding of how
the regulations operate. For the latest guidance please refer to https://www.tax.org.
uk/members/anti-money-laundering-and-counter-terrorist-financing/guidance and
https://www.att.org.uk/guidance-anti-money-laundering-aml. Members with any
queries should email standards@tax.org.uk.
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the trustees will only be asked to identify the
class of beneficiary if the number of named
beneficiaries exceeds 10’. It appears to follow
that, if in the case of a typical ‘s 86-type’
employees’ trust, there are fewer than 10
employees, or there are named beneficiaries
but fewer than 10 of them, details of those
beneficiaries must be given. Likewise, details
must be given of any beneficiaries who are
in receipt of benefit and can be named,
regardless of how many there are of such
actual beneficiaries. The guidance goes on to
provide that, in any event, the identity must
be provided of current ‘key employees and
Directors’. Key employees are defined in the
HMRC guidance as ‘staff who are responsible
for the operational running of the business
at the top of the organisational chain by
making key decisions or that have a financial
ownership or stake in the organisation.
We [HMRC] would also define this as key
members of staff whose skill and expertise
are critical to the business for which they
enjoy a high level of remuneration….’. In
practice, independent trustees may not
have access to the information to enable a
judgement to be made as to who is such a
key employee. Engagement terms may need
to be amended to enable the trustee to shift
responsibility for such identification to the
company, although the obligation to inform
HMRC remains that of the trustee.
Share Incentive Plan trusts are express
UK trusts, so the trustees, if acting in
the course of business, are obliged by
Reg 44(1) to maintain written records of
the beneficial owners (as defined) and
potential beneficiaries. The obligation to
register the trust with HMRC, and notify the
appropriate information and any changes to
it, arises only if and when the SIP trustees
have a liability to a relevant UK tax in a
tax year. It should be noted that dividends
on unawarded shares are now charged to
income tax on the trustees at the dividend
ordinary rate (the exemption for dividends
on such shares in the ‘applicable period’ now
extending only to tax at the higher dividend
trust rate). If the shares are purchased in
a transaction attracting a charge to SDRT
or if unawarded shares are sold outside
of the ‘relevant period’ so as to attract a
CGT charge, an obligation to register will
arise. In practice, therefore, SIP trustees are
likely to want to register voluntarily so as to
avoid inadvertent failure to register when
obligated to do so.
It is not uncommon for a private
company to establish a wholly-owned
subsidiary to act as sole corporate trustee of
its employees’ trust and/or its qualifying SIP.
Such a trustee company would be acting in
the course of business even if it receives no
consideration for acting as trustee and will
be obliged both to maintain written records
in accordance with the Regs and register the
trust with HMRC pursuant to the TRS.
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Location location
location
KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

Development Securities (No 9) Ltd and
others v HMRC [2017] UKFTT 565 (14
July 2017), involved the determination
of the corporate residence position of
three Jersey incorporated companies.
zz
What does it mean to me?
The First tier Tribunal set out a very
detailed review of the facts and the key
matters affecting central management
and control.
zz
What can I take away?
The uncommercial nature of the key
transaction each Jersey incorporated
SPV was intended to enter into,
together with the relatively short
time they were required to be Jersey
resident, were key elements used as
a basis for the tribunal’s finding the
companies were UK resident.

David Hughes examines the recent case of Development
Securities v HMRC and considers what the decision means
for corporate residence issues
Development securities: a tale of life
before incorporation

Development Securities (No 9) Ltd and
others v HMRC [2017] UKFTT 565 (14 July
2017), involved the determination of the
corporate residence position of three Jersey
incorporated companies. These companies
were subsidiaries of the DS plc group (DSG)
and were formed to acquire group property
assets as part of a tax scheme devised by
PwC.
The board of each of the Jersey
companies comprised of three Jersey-based
and tax resident directors provided by Volaw,
a Jersey trust company, and a UK based and
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tax resident director, Mr Stephen Lanes who
was DSG’s company secretary.
We don’t intend to dwell on the detailed
machinations of the tax scheme which
required the Jersey incorporated companies
to be non-resident for a short period, other
than to note that it was designed to generate
tax losses through the acquisition of certain
properties at an overvalue and that as part
of the scheme the Jersey companies were
to enter into call options, their exercise
conditional on the movement of the FTSE
Real Estate Total Return index.
The condition was met and the options
duly exercised, whereupon shortly thereafter
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the Jersey directors of each company
resigned and were replaced by UK resident
directors so that the companies all became
UK resident. The Tribunal noted that this
whole exercise took place in a little under
six weeks.
The first tier tribunal set out a
very detailed review of the facts and
circumstances to establish the roles of the
main protagonists and the key matters
affecting Central Management and Control
(CMC).

Certain key facts

It was not disputed that PwC devised the tax
scheme in the UK and liaised closely with
Mr Marx, a UK resident director of DS plc, to
implement the planning.
PwC’s advice went to great pains to
emphasise the importance of the Jersey
based directors making the strategic
decisions of the companies at board
meetings held in Jersey (see para 20.) DSG
demonstrated awareness of the necessity of
ensuring that the Jersey directors were not
given instructions. This protocol appears
to have been for the most part rigorously
followed by DSG although the tribunal did
identify one incident where adherence
was arguably overlooked. At para 21 it
was noted that Mr Lane was admonished
by Mr Marx for the language he used to
communicate on the project as ‘careless
notes could prove expensive’.
A key element of PwC’s strategy was
to advise that the Jersey directors have
minimal direct contact with PwC so that
PWC could not be alleged to have issued
instructions to the Jersey directors from
the UK.
In paras 109–129 the tribunal reviewed
the reliability of written evidence of board
meetings. It concluded at para 129 that
although the typed minutes were important
evidence, they were secondary to the
notes of meetings made by an employee of
Volaw as contemporaneous evidence. The
practical effect of the tribunal’s favouring
of the notes of meetings was that these
suggested that there were instances of the
Jersey directors receiving ‘instructions’.
However, the tribunal also accepted that the
relevant directors’ meetings were held and
that ‘the directors took the actions stated to
occur at those meetings.’

An unfortunate error?

In applying the CMC test of corporate
residence the tribunal used as its starting
point the De Beers case (5 TC 198) and Lord
Loreburn’s oft quoted formulation. However
in a bizarre error the tribunal rewrote Lord
Loreburn’s test to include an entirely new
requirement, to consider the course of
business informed by what had taken place
immediately prior to incorporation (shown
as the text that is underlined).
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‘The test is where its real business is
carried on. Those decisions have been
acted upon ever since. I regard that as the
true rule, and the real business is carried
on where the [CMC] actually abides. You
reach that conclusion based on a scrutiny
of the course of business over the relevant
period, informed by what had taken place
immediately prior to incorporation.’
The seriousness of the tribunal’s error
becomes apparent when one considers
what the text should have read: ‘It remains
to be considered whether the present case
falls within that rule. This is a pure question
of fact to be determined, not according to
the construction of this or that regulation or
by-law but upon a scrutiny of the course of
business or trading’.
Unfortunately for the tribunal this error
is pivotal to their decision, since at para
410 (see below) they find that a matter
occurring immediately before incorporation
demonstrates that the directors had
surrendered their independence by
accepting the assignment to act as
directors. Further, Para 412 reiterates ‘It is
inherent ... that the board were undertaking
to implement the necessary steps from the
outset on the “say so” of the parent ...’

The Acts of CMC

Practical examples of the ‘real business’
of a company (CMC) include strategic
decision making such as acquisition and
divestment decisions, the declaration of
dividends, the raising of finance etc.
Notwithstanding the tribunal’s
misstatement of the case law test of CMC,
they correctly identify the characteristics
of CMC.
At Para 407 the tribunal set out its
view as to the decisions pertaining to
CMC.
‘The only decisions to be made by the
Jersey board which can be described as of
a strategic or management nature, in the
context of that “real business”, are those
to implement the planning by acquiring
the assets at overvalue under the call
option arrangements at a point when the
companies were intended to be resident
outside the UK and then to move the
residence of the companies from Jersey
to the UK.’
The tribunal found all other acts
including the banking arrangements and
payment of the price for the assets as
merely incidental.
It is not clear to the author that certain
of these other acts were not acts of CMC,
particularly given the circumstances
surrounding the appointment of Mr Lanes
as a director, i.e. at para 76 ‘one reason
to have a representative from DSG on the
board of the Jersey companies was because
they would be receiving not just assets but
substantial sums of the group’s money ...’

What were the Jersey board engaged
to do

As explained above the misstatement of the
De Beers test which was repeated at para
404 distorted the tribunal’s focus on the
pre-incorporation activities, which whilst
relevant have in the author’s view been
given exaggerated effect. This is particularly
apparent in the paragraphs determining what
the Jersey board were engaged to do.
At para 410: ‘[W]e consider the rather
unusual circumstances in this case evidence
that from the outset, in the very act of
agreeing to take on the engagement, the
Jersey directors were in reality agreeing to
implement what the parent had already at
that point in effect decided to do, subject only
to checking it was lawful for them to do so’.
At para 411 this point was reiterated: ‘We
find it difficult to see that, in reality, in those
circumstances, in agreeing to act as directors
as regards a very specific sole project which
was inherently uncommercial for the Jersey
companies themselves, the Jersey directors
were doing anything other than thereby
agreeing from the outset to implement
specific steps required to acquire the assets
for their client, DS Plc.’
At para 430 it was concluded that the
Jersey Board merely passed the resolutions
to enter into and subsequently exercise the
options ‘without any engagement with the
substantive decision ...’. This was on the basis
that earlier the Tribunal had considered that
there was no evidence that the directors had
discussed or considered the matter.
Regarding ‘commerciality’ the author
would merely note that group companies
may sometimes be expected to enter into
transactions for the greater good of the
group. Transfer pricing rules demonstrate
that group companies do not necessarily have
a proclivity to charge arm’s length prices.
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CORPORATE RESIDENCE

Notwithstanding the issue of
commerciality, it is difficult to reconcile the
tribunal’s view with those expressed in the
judgments given by Park J in the High Court
[2005] STC 789 and Chadwick LJ in the Court
of Appeal [2006] STC 443 in Wood v Holden.
Clearly Park J envisaged situations in which
a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) might exist
solely to discharge a single purpose set
out in a ‘proposal’ (‘described in some ...
judgments as instructions’) from the parent.
The only significant distinguishing feature in
Development Securities perhaps being the
perceived lack of commerciality.
At para 307: ‘[Park J] noted that it should
be borne in mind that it is possible (and is
common in modern international finance
and commerce) for a company to be
established which may have limited functions
to perform, sometimes being functions
which do not require the company to remain
in existence for long. He noted that such
vehicles may fulfil important functions, they
usually have board meetings where they are
considered to be resident but the meetings
‘may not be frequent or lengthy’. He said the
reason for that is that in many cases although
the things such companies do are important
they ‘tend not to involve much positive
outward activity. So the companies do not
need frequent and lengthy board meetings.’
The tribunal went on to reproduce Park J’s
analysis of four cases involving SPVs before
noting at para 309.
At [27] he said although not identical
these cases had some ‘common features’
which he thought were relevant to the
present case being: ‘They all involved
persons based in one jurisdiction
(commonly a high tax jurisdiction)
causing companies to be established in
other jurisdictions (commonly low or
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no tax jurisdictions).... the companies
so established were intended to fulfil
particular purposes which were ancillary
to the activities of the persons who
caused them to be established...the local
managements did not take initiatives, but
responded to proposals (described in some
passages in the judgments as instructions)
which were presented to them...they did
implement the proposals, and it is obvious
that, when the foreign companies had been
established, the confident expectation was
that they would implement the proposals.
In general, although large amounts of
money may have been involved, the
functions which the companies were
established to fulfil did not involve much
regular activity, so there was no great need
for frequent exercises of [CMC].’

Decision

At paras 422 and 433 the tribunal set out
key findings: ‘We conclude that, as is clear
from ... notes of board meetings, in agreeing
to execute the documents required to
enter into the option arrangements and
subsequently to exercise them, the Jersey
directors were acting under what they
considered was an “instruction” or “order”
from the parent in the form of the resolution
approving the transactions’. ... From the
terminology used in ... notes of the meetings
the approval resolution was viewed as an
instruction for the directors to enter into the
option.’ (Para 422.)
‘The Jersey board were not, therefore,
actively engaging in a decision to implement
the tax planning by acquiring the assets at
an overvalue in exercise of their discretion
as directors. That decision was made by
DS Plc and the directors merely gave their
formal approval (as we would say they had
undertaken to do from the outset) as they
were instructed to do.’ (para 423)

The role of the UK based director

The tribunal accepted that Mr Lanes’ role
within the group was administrative and
that he was not ‘decision-making’ as far
as determining the strategic decisions of
the group. At para 432 the tribunal found
that ‘Mr Lanes was acting primarily as a
communicator, co-ordinator and facilitator
in his largely administrative role.’
Mr Lanes therefore did not exercise
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CMC. He had been appointed purely to
safe guard the group’s assets and perform
a coordination function.

Dual residence

The tribunal did not consider the question
of dual residence in detail as at para 435 it
found that the only acts of CMC took place
in the UK.

Conclusion

The tribunal’s decision determining the UK
residence status of the Jersey incorporated
subsidiaries seems to have as its cornerstone,
a misstatement of the De Beers rule which
acted as a prism through which certain
facts and circumstances were obscured,
while others were given undue prominence,
such as the mere fact of assenting to act as
directors.
The uncommercial nature of the key
transaction each Jersey incorporated SPV
was intended to enter into, together with
the relatively short time they were required
to be Jersey resident, were further key
elements used as a basis for the tribunal’s
findings. Indeed at para 424 the tribunal
attempts to distinguish the facts and
circumstances being considered from those
prevailing in Wood v Holden on the basis that
Wood v Holden centred around a commercial
decision being made by the directors in
contrast to an uncommercial one.
Although I agree that blindly entering
into an ‘uncommercial’ transaction may
indicate that directors of a company are
failing to exercise CMC, this may perhaps be
distinguished from circumstances where a
parent company has clearly considered that it
is appropriate for the subsidiary to enter into
that transaction, and informed the subsidiary
of that fact, particularly where the directors
of the subsidiary have demonstrated that
they understand the proposed transaction
and have expended much effort to ensure
that they may legally enter into it.
The words of Chadwick LJ at the Court
of Appeal in Wood v Holden may perhaps
have some resonance: ‘On a true analysis
the position was that there was no reason
why [AA] should not decide to accept (on
behalf of Eulalia) the terms upon which the
Holdings shares were offered for sale by CIL;
and ample reason why it should do as it was
expected it would.’
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STATE PENSIONS

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

The new state pension, available to
those retiring from 6 April 2016, cannot
be deferred in favour of a lump sum. It
can only be deferred for an increased
regular state pension after the period of
deferral.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Those who deferred their ‘old’ state
pension, who reached state retirement
age prior to 6 April 2016, still have the
choice of receiving a lump sum plus
their indexed regular pension or an
increased regular pension.
zz
What can I take away?
People who have deferred under the
‘old’ rules may now be claiming sums
in the tens of thousands of pounds.
Misunderstanding the tax rules on
taking a lump sum can cost them dearly.

T

he problem of getting the tax
position right when claiming deferred
state pension lump sums is one that
will eventually be retired to the history
books. This is because those entitled to the
new state pension, that is those reaching
state pension age from 6 April 2016
onwards, no longer have the option to
defer in favour of a lump sum – they may
only take a higher regular state pension
income when they cease to defer.
But for now, the complexity of the
quirky manner in which state pension lump
sums are taxed remains for those who
deferred claiming the ‘old’ state pension.
This, as the Low Incomes Tax Reform Group
(LITRG) has seen from its (virtual) post bag,
has been causing a great deal of angst for
affected pensioners.

Large sums

The lump sums available to those who have
been deferring claiming their state pension
for a few years can be considerable – tens
of thousands of pounds in many instances.
The lump sum is worked out as the
state pension not claimed (including any
uprating that the individual would have
been entitled to), plus ‘interest’ at 2% over
the base rate.
It might occur to readers that the
‘interest’ element of the lump sum might
qualify in itself for the savings nil rate
and/or starting rate for savings. However,
while GOV.UK describes it as interest, I
use the same term in inverted commas,
as the legislation itself (Pensions Act 2004
Schedule 11) does not describe it as such.
If one considers that the alternative
is to take a higher weekly state pension
(increased by 1% for every five complete
weeks of deferral under the ‘old’ rules, or
10.4% a year), it is much more likely that
the 2% plus base rate ‘interest’ increment
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Lump sums
Kelly Sizer discusses the taxation
of state pension lump sums
to the lump sum was not intended to be
taxed as such. And indeed, Parliament then
laid down special tax rules applicable to
the lump sum, which do not provide for the
‘interest’ element to be stripped out and
taxed as savings income.

Rate of tax

The rate of tax applicable to state pension
lump sums is dependent on the amount of
the taxpayer’s other taxable income, and
the tax bracket into which they fall. For this
purpose, the special rates of tax applicable
to savings income (the starting rate for
savings and the savings nil rate, or personal
savings allowance) and dividend income (or
dividend allowance) are ignored.
As explained by Robin Williamson in his
article ‘Curiouser and Curiouser’ in August’s
Tax Adviser, F(2)A 2005, sections 7–9

provide quite simply that the lump sum is
treated as income but is not counted when
determining the total income of any person.
So if a person’s income apart from the
pension lump sum (‘other income’) is totally
covered by their personal allowances, the
pension lump sum is taxed at a nil rate. If
their other income less allowances is below
the basic rate limit, the pension lump sum
is taxed at the basic rate, at the higher rate
if other income is between the basic rate
limit and the higher rate limit, and at the
additional rate if other income exceeds the
higher rate limit.
Note that ‘income’ is determined by
reference to Step 3 of the income tax
calculation per ITA 2007 s 23. There is
therefore no adjustment for Gift Aid or
pension contributions as there is, for
example, in the calculation of adjusted
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net income in ITA 2007 s 58.
For Scottish taxpayers, the rate is
determined by the Scottish income tax
bands.

Marriage allowance – a trap?

The marriage allowance given under ITA
2007 chapter 3A Part 3, seems to create
a potential problem in respect of the tax

rate applicable to the lump sum. Step 3 of
the income tax calculation, from which the
lump sum tax rate is determined, is income
after deducting allowances to which the
person is entitled under ITA 2007 chapter
2 Part 3 (the personal allowance and blind
person’s allowance).
The effect of an election for the marriage
allowance by the transferring spouse is to
reduce their personal allowance by 10%.
The conclusion is, therefore, that it is the
reduced personal allowance that comes into
play in determining the state pension lump
sum tax rate, given that there has been no
provision amending F(2)A 2005 to disregard
any marriage allowance election. Those
making such an election to give up 10% of
their personal allowance and claiming a
state pension lump sum should therefore
take great care that it does not mean they
trigger a tax charge on the lump sum which
could by far outweigh the tax reduction
offered by the marriage allowance!
Readers will, however, appreciate that
the recipient spouse under a marriage
allowance election does not receive an
enhanced personal allowance. Instead, they
get a tax reduction at step 6 of the ITA 2007
s 23 calculation. It therefore follows that a
spouse in receipt of a tax reduction from
a marriage allowance election who also
claims a state pension lump sum cannot
claim that, by virtue of their own personal
allowance plus marriage allowance, they
have nil taxable income and therefore nil
tax liability on the lump sum. That is to say
that the marriage allowance has no effect
on the calculation of the tax liability on a
state pension lump sum for the recipient
spouse.
The marriage allowance might therefore
create a lose-lose situation if an election
had been made and both spouses were
then to claim a state pension lump sum!

EXAMPLE 1: JUNE GOES FOR JUNE
June reached state pension age before 6 April 2016 but wanted to keep working, so she
deferred claiming her state retirement pension. In June 2016, she retired from her job
with gross taxable earnings shown on her P45 of £4,000. She claimed a state pension
lump sum of £55,000 and started to receive her regular pension of £200 a week for the
remaining 41 weeks of the year.
June adds up that her state pension for the year will be £8,200. Add on her £4,000
earnings and she finds she has £12,200 total taxable income. Her state pension lump
sum is therefore taxed at the basic rate, so £11,000 tax is due.
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‘Tax election’

The state pension lump sum is taxable in
the year in which the person is entitled to it,
i.e. when the lump sum option is chosen on
ceasing to defer. This is irrespective of when
it is actually paid. If, say, a person stopped
deferring and chose a lump sum on 1 April
but that lump sum was not in fact paid
until early in the new tax year, the tax point
nevertheless would be 1 April.
This is unless a ‘tax election’ is made at
the same time as choosing the lump sum
(at the time of claiming the deferred state
pension), or within a month of that day (Reg
21A(3) SI 1987/1968). This election allows
the pensioner to opt for the lump sum to be
paid early in the next tax year and also to be
taxed in that later year.

Timing is critical

Hopefully prospective pensioners who are
well advised by a tax professional would
appreciate the importance of carefully
timing a claim to a deferred state pension in
order to get the best result for tax purposes.
The following example, based on an enquiry
to the LITRG website, illustrates the dangers
of getting it wrong. See example 1.
If June had consulted a tax adviser at the
time, no doubt she would have been told
to make a ‘tax election’ to the DWP so that,
while drawing her regular state pension
income, she could have waited for the lump
sum to be paid in April 2017. Her indexed
weekly state pension, being her only income,
would then have fallen within her 2017/18
personal allowance of £11,500 and she
would not have been subject to income tax
on the lump sum. Without that advice, June
made an extremely expensive mistake.
Unfortunately, there does not appear
to be any provision for a late ‘tax election’
to be made. Reg 21A of The Social Security
(Claims and Payments) Regulations 1987
(SI 1987/1968) is clear that you only have a
month to make the ‘tax election’. It would
therefore seem that LITRG’s enquirer’s only
recourse would have been judicial review if
she could prove a failing in the process – but
that is beyond the reach of most ordinary
taxpayers and strict time limits apply.
In the absence of being able to file a late
election, it might be that the taxpayer could
consider making a complaint. This might
involve one or both of the Department for
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Work and Pensions (DWP)
and HM Revenue & Customs
(HMRC), given the unusual
relationship here of the
two departments – i.e. the
‘tax election’ in fact has to
be submitted to the DWP
rather than HMRC as one
would expect. Perhaps,
for example, the individual
did not receive details of
being able to make a ‘tax
election’ and could complain that they paid
too much tax as a result? Alternatively,
they might be able to prove that they were
given incorrect or misleading information
from either department before they took
the lump sum.
Tax election aside, however, let’s
consider what else our enquirer may have
done. Let’s say that June in our example
above had another small pension which,
together with her state pension, would
give her total weekly income of £300.
In that situation, the tax election would
have been no good to June, as her 2017/18
income with the two regular pensions
together would amount to over £15,000
and she would still be taxable on the lump
sum at the basic rate. But a bit of careful
planning in the year of taking the lump
sum might still have saved her an £11,000
tax bill. See example 2.

A word of warning

Readers will be aware of the need to avoid

straying into giving advice that is regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority. Their
website confirms that advising on the state
pension itself is not regulated (see https://
www.fca.org.uk/consumers/pensionsretirement-income). However in the
second example above of June waiting to
take her state pension until later in the tax
year and meanwhile drawing on savings,
we can easily see how non-regulated
advice might cross paths with regulated –
especially if, for example, June’s ISA savings
were held in investments other than cash.
Considering the tax position on,
and timing of a claim to, deferred state
pensions might also closely interact
with planning under pensions freedoms
(available for defined contribution pension
savings since 6 April 2015). One can easily
see how, for example, someone might:
zz
stop working on 5 April 2018 with
earnings of say £40,000 in the 2017/18
tax year;
zz
then claim a deferred state pension lump

sum of £60,000 in the 2018/19 tax year
(at a time when the weekly state pension
received will keep them within their
personal allowance);
zz
and then in 2019/20, supplement their
state pension income by starting to draw
down on pension savings.
A person in the above situation might
also access a tax-free lump sum from a
pension in the 2018/19 tax year, as that
obviously would not be included in the
calculation of the tax rate on the state
pension lump sum. But they would not wish
to start drawing down any taxable element
of the pot.
Any such planning would therefore need
to be done in conjunction with an authorised
and regulated adviser.

And finally

EXAMPLE 2: JUNE WAITS UNTIL FEBRUARY
As above, June retired from her job in June 2016, with £4,000 taxable income on her
P45. She has been receiving an occupational pension since she turned 60, which was
then £100 a week. June estimated her income for 2016/17 would therefore be £9,200
before claiming her state pension. She had some savings in ISAs for a rainy day.
June therefore was able to work out that she had £1,800 of her 2016/17 personal
allowance of £11,000 to spare. Having worked out that she could manage on her
savings for a few months, she decided to leave claiming her deferred state pension and
lump sum until the first week in February 2017. Then when she received weekly state
pension of £200 for eight weeks up to the end of the 2016/17 tax year, she could claim
her lump sum as a non-taxpayer (her total income being £10,800) and saved herself
£11,000.
(Note that June was careful to leave herself a small amount of slack in the
calculations, as any amount of income falling into the basic rate band would cost her
that £11,000 tax bill!)

GUIDANCE FROM THE CIOT/ATT PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS TEAM
As mentioned in the article, members will need to proceed with caution when offering
advice to clients on this particular area, so as not to accidentally stray into the realms
of providing unauthorised financial advice as it is a criminal offence to give investment
advice if you are not authorised to do so by the FCA. Further details can be found on
the FCA website at http://www.fca.org.uk/firms/about-authorisation/do-i-need-to-beauthorised.
Furthermore, in line with the guidance set out in our Professional Rules and Practice
Guidelines (https://www.tax.org.uk/sites/default/files/PRPG%20-%20March%202011.
pdf), members must not undertake professional work which they are not competent
to perform. As with all services provided members should ensure that the work to
be undertaken is fully and accurately covered by both their engagement letter and
Professional Indemnity Insurance.
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This article started off by saying that you
cannot get a lump sum payment by deferring
a claim to the new state pension (those
reaching state pension age from 6 April
2016) – you can only get a higher regular
pension. While that is true, you could end
up with a lump sum from claiming the new
state pension if you backdate your claim.
You can backdate a claim to the new
state pension for up to 12 months. A
backdated payment does not earn interest
and is simply a payment of the amount
you would have received, going back to
the date of the claim. It does not qualify
for any ‘special’ tax rules as with the
old deferred state pension lump sums
described above. Under Part 9, Chapter 5
ITEPA 2003, it therefore follows that the
pension income is the amount accruing,
irrespective of when it is paid.
A prospective claimant of the new state
pension cannot therefore delay a claim to
it, obtain a lump sum under the backdating
rules and then expect that lump sum to
be taxed in a later year. Though of course
they may defer a claim to the pension
and any higher weekly amount due when
eventually claimed would be taxable in the
year of claim onwards.
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TAXATION OF WOODLANDS

Into the

woods

Julie Butler and Fred Butler provide a guide
on maximising tax relief from woodlands

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

HMRC are increasingly scrutinising
woodlands, exploiting the fact that they
are often ‘forgotten’ about by both
farmers and farm advisers alike.
zz
What does it mean for me?
With a large number of tax advisers
already acting for farmers, landowners
and woodland investors and the growing
interest in forestry investment, the
importance of understanding the complex
tax issues is more prevalent than ever.
zz
What can I take away?
Not everything is what it seems with
regards to woodland taxation and it can
often seem contradictory. What was
once the afterthought for tax planning
and protection has to be brought to the
forefront.

I

t is fair to say that the woodlands
activity on a farming enterprise is
often forgotten about in terms of
accountancy and tax. However, with
the increased commercial potential of
woodland combined with their current tax
advantages, many farmers are having to
question the current and potential usage
of the woodland included in their farm.
This article is looking at existing usage

of woodlands, and then the increase in
activity that is needed to protect tax
reliefs. HMRC have been looking very
closely at woodlands for inheritance tax
(IHT) purposes at many levels. HMRC are
perhaps exploiting the fact woodlands are
often ‘forgotten’ about by farm advisers
at a time when the farm should be utilised
and helped to make a contribution to the
overall farm’s profitability and closely
reviewed for tax purposes.

Commercial woodlands

Woodlands are deemed commercial for
tax purposes where trees are grown in
order to sell as timber. The commercial
occupation of woodlands is not classed
as a trade and so it would not receive
relief nor pay tax on the profits (ITTOIA
2005, s 11 (1)) nor claim tax relief on the
losses. However, the traditional model
of Commercial Woodlands has now
progressed to much greater productivity.
Many investors in woodland report strong
capital growth within the past decade,
showing that commercial plantations can
be purchased as a top-performing asset
type after the appropriate due diligence.
Many top land agents present woodland
as ‘strong tip’ investments as Commercial
Woodlands benefit from a number of
tax advantages. Timber sold from such
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woodlands is outside the scope of Capital
Gains Tax ((CGT) (TCGA 1992 s 250) and
Income Tax (ITTOIA 2005 s 11). Land taken
up by Commercial Woodlands can qualify
for Agricultural Property Relief (APR), (see
Inheritance Tax Manual at IHTM 25021 and
below) where it is ‘agricultural’, together
with Business Property Relief (BPR).
The tax protection required for
woodlands is to ensure there is forensic
analysis of what is really going on,
especially where the woodland is
combined with the farm or other trades.
Whilst the sale of the timber is ‘outside
the scope of Income Tax’, the reality of
the operation must be considered. If the
holding is just, say, woodland attached to
a farm then the overview of the operation
must be understood to protect IHT.
If the income of the woodland is
‘outside the scope’, then likewise the cost
of ‘harvesting’ of the woodland must be
disallowed. Where such an operation is
a farm, all the associated costs must be
analysed and considered as to what is
allowed and not allowed.
Another advantage of a commercially
run woodlands is that they are regarded
as commercial property suitable for
investment into a SIPP. The tax benefits
attached to a SIPP can make it an efficient
vehicle for an investment of this nature,
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with tax relief being obtained on the
initial in-specie contribution, and any
subsequent increase in the value of the
property being free from CGT. Advice
does need to be taken however, as some
of the other advantages of a SIPP, such
as tax-free income and protection from
IHT, can also be achieved by woodlands
outside of a SIPP. The biggest issue with
having woodland in a SIPP, is that there
can be no personal benefit or enjoyment
from the asset. It is however possible for
the original owner to put a lease in place
on a commercial basis, but this would
still preclude any benefits being provided
over and above those that would be
available to anyone else who leases the
land.

Agricultural property relief

As mentioned above with regard to
inheritance tax (IHT), woodlands can
benefit from APR where they are ancillary
to farmland, such as ‘shelter belts’ or
where firewood and fencing are taken
or where the activity of short rotation
coppice is carried out. However, once
woodlands managed on a commercial
basis have been owned for the two-year
minimum time of ownership, they can
benefit from 100% Business Property
Relief. The reality is that on many farms
the woodland income has become
part of the diversified activity. The use
of woodland can also be part of the
agricultural activity in a vast number
of ways, for example, with ‘fly tipping’
and other problems of intrusion of
boundaries being a common threat, many
farmers use the woodland to make their
farms more secure and their agricultural
activity more productive through fencing
and boundary protection. The key criteria
is that where woodlands are ancillary
to agricultural land and pasture it can
benefit from APR as it will qualify as
agricultural property (IHTA 1984, s 115
(2)). It is noted within IHTM 24032 that
such woodlands will usually consist of
game coverts; shelter belts; coppices
grown to provide fencing material for
the farm; clumps of amenity trees or
spinneys; and fox coverts. The practice
of growing and harvesting short rotation
coppice, which entails harvesting the
stems of high density perennial tree
species at ground level at intervals less
than ten years, is regarded not as forestry
but farming (IHTM 24063). Furthermore,
tree nurseries could possibly also benefit
from APR (IHTM 24062). Therefore the
accounts must clearly reflect the exact
nature of the business activity of any
woodland and, furthermore, any ‘barter’
transactions involving the woodland
must be accurately recorded and reflect
the two-sided entries of the barter, e.g.
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what the wood is swapped for. In practice
HMRC will ask what the activity in the
woodland is when they try to verify
APR and it will be necessary to provide
evidence with detail from the farm books
and accounts.
Consideration should be given as
to what IHT relief should be claimed
on the woodlands depending on the
requirements of the estate. If there is a
greater need for relief on the farmhouse
then, if applicable, a claim for APR should
be made on the woodland to increase
the agricultural activity associated with
the farmhouse. Alternatively, if there is
a greater need for trading activity then a
claim for BPR could be made to improve
the ‘Balfour Matrix and move away from
the investment line.

Game coppice

The use of the working ‘game coppice’
has led to the assumption by HMRC
on ‘woodland used for shooting for
pleasure’. There is a temptation for
farming landowners to fall into a very
dangerous trap of letting out their
shooting rights in return for a few days
shooting. It must be remembered that
such provision of ‘shooting rights’, or
what many would consider is the letting
of woodlands, is a supply that is subject
to output VAT. Such barters should be
correctly disclosed.
There is a lot of ‘barter’ operating in
the shooting industry which MUST be
reflected, whether it is in the form of:
1. Separate days shooting in exchange for
the shooting rights of the woodland
2. Guns on the shoot in exchange for
shooting rights of the woodland
With regard to the second point,
clearly the landowner needs to supervise
the geographical logistics of the shoot,
check the shoot for health and safety
etc or a combination of these tasks.
There is a distinct difference between a
landowner taking a whole day’s shooting
(1) as opposed to checking the correct
operation of the shoot whilst joining in
the shoot (2).

Purchase of woodland

Where there is the purchase of an area
of woodland, Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT)
will be payable if the consideration is
greater than £150,000. New business
plans should be prepared and evidence
of activity should be considered, be it
recreational, commercial, agricultural, or
a combination of these, to maximise both
the return and the tax relief.

Diversified commercial activity –
CGT and IHT
When disposing of woodland the
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capital gains tax (CGT) can be complex.
Where the commercial activity within
the woodland is forest schools,
paintballing, ‘glamping with tree houses’
or maximising off-road driving then
Holdover Relief, CGT Rollover Relief
and Entrepreneur’s Relief (ER) should
be achieved as long as the woodlands
and the business within them are sold
or valued as one entity and the business
that uses them qualifies for the CGT
reliefs. As mentioned, the commercial
woodland enterprise could benefit from
IHT BPR but a stand-alone commercial
woodland may not achieve ER (though
this is a widely debated topic).
If owned woodlands are solely
used for recreational purposes by the
landowner, his family and his friends
then it will not benefit from any tax
reliefs nor will it be within the scope
of any of the taxes. This is one of the
strong reasons why the tax adviser must
understand exactly what is happening
with the shoot. However, there could
be a case for mixed use woodland, i.e.
private and commercial, whereby ER can
apply to the whole sale as one asset as
long as the other conditions are met.
Additionally, if the woodland forms
part of a larger farming estate then ER
may apply to the sale of woodland as a
component part of the sale of the entire
estate.
If the woodlands are used for
business purposes following a period of
recreational use, it may also be possible
that the CGT relief previously mentioned
could be due. The relief gained will
be restricted by reference to the
previous period of non-business use and
ownership unless a gift, sale or change in
ownership structure can be achieved in

order to start the business clock.
The recent IHT tribunal case of Vigne
(see W Vigne (deceased) v HMRC [2017]
UKFTT 0632 (TC)) and Ross (see M Ross
(deceased) v HMRC [2017] UKFTT 0507
(TC)) have emphasised the importance
of ‘enhanced’ services to maximise IHT
relief. The parallel with woodlands can
be seen in the need to increase activity
to generate more sales for BPR, and to
use more of the woodland product for
the farm to achieve APR. As shown by
these cases, evidence is key.

Recreational activity

Private woodlands are appreciated
and loved by different areas of society;
perhaps the question of ‘recreational
activity’ brings into debate the definition
of what is private use. It is fair to say that
when farming is more profitable on areas
of, say, food production, then perhaps
less emphasis has been placed on
woodland as the harvesting costs were
so great. However, harvesting methods
have now improved with enhanced
machinery and integrated harvesting
strategy allowing for cheaper extraction.
Every acre on a diversified farm has to be
utilised to maximum potential and used
for maximum production. This is often
known as ‘making the assets sweat’.
With a change in farming operation
and a generic move to diversification of
the farming enterprise, the woodland
activity is changing and so too is the tax
relief associated with it. Advisers must
move with these changes. It is essential
that for every question asked at every
level by HMRC about what is really going
on there must be answers that protect
the tax reliefs available.

VAT

A sale of land with standing timber is
exempt from VAT. However, the sales of
timber itself are standard-rated, and a
grant of a right to fell and remove timber
is also standard rated as is the sale of
Christmas trees.
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Knowing how the woodland is owned and
occupied is essential for tax compliance
and planning. Whether the woodland is
held as part of a farm as a commercial
investment or partly for recreational
activity, this must be understood so
that tax planning can be maximised and
activity can be increased if required.
HMRC will ask questions asking for
justification that IHT relief can be
claimed. The time to plan is now – ensure
that barter transactions are clearly
reflected in the accounts and consider
the VAT implications of the various sides
of the recording.
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Not in the long grass
KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

VAT is now at the forefront of the
Making Tax Digital proposals. In practice,
this means for many businesses that the
majority of the MTD requirements will
still apply, even though mandation for
income tax has been deferred.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Unless specifically exempted, from
April 2019 all businesses with a UK VAT
registration, whose taxable turnover is
above the VAT registration threshold
(currently £85,000 per annum), will need
to both maintain digital records, and
submit VAT returns directly from those
records.
zz
What can I take away?
Although mandation may (at the
moment) just be for VAT, for many
businesses the practical impact will
be much wider than this, requiring a
significant change in behaviour, record
keeping, and reporting – within a period
of less than eighteen months. This is no
mean feat and if not started already,
planning should begin now.

O

n 13 July 2017, after representations
from many professional bodies
and stakeholders (including CIOT,
ATT and LITRG), the Financial Secretary
to the Treasury, Mel Stride, announced a
relaxation in the timetable for implementing
the Making Tax Digital (MTD) proposals.
It is worth taking a closer look at specific
elements of that announcement, in
particular:
zz
only businesses with a turnover above
the VAT threshold (currently £85,000) will
have to keep digital records and only for
VAT purposes
zz
they will only need to do so from 2019
zz
businesses will not be asked to keep
digital records, or to update HMRC
quarterly, for other taxes until at least
2020
Superficially, you could be forgiven for
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There were almost audible sighs of relief when the
Financial Secretary to the Treasury announced in
July a deferral of the MTD timetable for income tax.
However, the timetable for VAT did not change, and
this has a greater impact than many think. Richard
Wild provides an update
thinking that MTD had been kicked into the
‘long grass’. No digital record keeping or
quarterly reporting is required for income tax
(which, as we will see below, was the main
driver for MTD), and businesses submit VAT
returns online anyway, so all in all a great
relief – isn’t it?
Well, let’s just think about this. The
requirement is to maintain digital records in
order to prepare the VAT return (see further
detail below), but how many of your clients
keep different sets of records for different
taxes (very few I hope!)? Therefore, all your
clients who are VAT registered because their
taxable turnover is above £85,000 (sole
traders, partnerships, companies, overseas
businesses etc) will need to be keeping
digital records, as stipulated by HMRC, from
April 2019. Secondly, even if your clients
already use digital records such as a software
package, how many of them submit their VAT
returns directly from that software? Very few
I suspect. In fact, only around 12% of VAT
returns are submitted directly from software.
Reasons for this vary, but it does mean that
vast majority of affected businesses will need
to change how they submit their VAT returns.
If MTD hadn’t got your attention before, I
hope it has now.

Context

Before I turn to the specific requirements
of MTD for VAT, it is interesting to consider
what is driving this move to increased
digitalisation. Whilst it is of course important
to move with the times and recognise the
increased demand for, and functionality of,

software – and of course there is constant
pressure on HMRC to reduce costs – the
main driver is to reduce the tax gap.
For fear of stating the obvious, the tax
gap is the difference between the amount
of tax HMRC think is due to the Exchequer
and the amount actually collected in any
given year. The latest tax gap figures have
recently been released (see https://www.gov.
uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/655097/HMRCmeasuring-tax-gaps-2017.pdf), and are for
the tax year 2015/16. They show an overall
tax gap of some £34bn. Looking beneath that
figure reveals some interesting analysis:
zz
The tax gap attributable to failure to take
reasonable care is £6.1bn
zz
The tax gap attributable to error is £3.3bn
zz
The tax gap attributable to SMEs (those
businesses not managed by HMRC’s Large
Business Service or Large and Complex
division) is £15.5bn
So, around £9.4bn of tax is lost through
‘mistakes’. And the major single ‘culprit’ for
the tax gap is the SME sector, representing
46% of the tax gap. Indeed, we further
understand that around 80% of the
‘mistakes’ element arises in businesses
who operate below the VAT registration
threshold.
Now, MTD wasn’t expected by HMRC
to remove mistakes entirely, nor was there
any real expectation that it would reduce
avoidance or illegal behaviour. In fact, the
proposals were predicted to reduce mistakes
by about 10%, although as you can see from
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the above numbers even a relatively modest
reduction would have a significant impact
on tax receipts. It also explains why, unlike
most IT / large projects (which start with the
largest businesses first) HMRC intended to
start with small businesses – if they didn’t
it would take much longer for the savings
effect to kick in.
Whether you agree with HMRC’s
expectations, it is difficult to criticise the logic
– target the measure first at the greatest
risk area, and expand to other areas once
the system is fully embedded. Deferring the
timetable on income tax was, of course, the
right decision. Software is not adequately
tested and widespread, and there needs
to be a far greater understanding of MTD
across the business population. But it does
beg the question; why are we sticking to
the original timetable with VAT? It will still
require a shift to full digital record keeping,
in the same timescale as before the 13 July
announcement, for those VAT registered
businesses affected, yet HMRC recognise
that there will be a much reduced revenue
benefit from MTD for VAT (because the vast
majority of errors is from businesses below
the VAT registration threshold). Whilst HMRC
say that they can de-risk businesses, through
the provision of additional, voluntary
information (which will be an element
of MTD for VAT), it is not clear why this
functionality could not be developed outside
MTD. For me, this is a strong indicator that
MTD for income tax and corporation tax will
ultimately be mandated, too.
In the meantime, for many VAT registered
businesses, the same challenges will arise as
under the original MTD timetable. And we
haven’t even mentioned the ‘B’ word, which
will occur around the same time as VAT is
mandated.

MTD for VAT requirements

Let’s look at some of the main MTD for
VAT requirements. At the outset, it’s worth
pointing out three things:
1. Not everything is set in stone, and at
the moment we are yet to see the draft

Regulations that will implement MTD for
VAT, which makes preparation difficult for
some businesses.
2. HMRC recently published a ‘Making Tax
Digital for VAT: legislation overview’,
which can be found at https://www.gov.
uk/government/consultations/makingtax-digital-reforms-affecting-businesses/
making-tax-digital-for-vat-legislationoverview, and provides a useful outline of
the expected requirements.
3. The CIOT has prepared a blog which digs
a little deeper into the requirements and
the main challenges which businesses will
face, and can be found at https://www.
tax.org.uk/policy-technical/technicalnews/making-tax-digital-vat-main-issuesconsideration.

Digital records

The first main requirement is for businesses
to maintain digital records – in what HMRC
refer to as ‘functional compatible software’.
This means a software program or set of
compatible software programs which can
connect to HMRC systems via an Application
Programming Interface (API). Its functions
must include (amongst others) the ability
to keep and preserve records in a digital
form (as required by Regulations), create a
VAT return from those digital records, and
provide HMRC with the return digitally.
Spreadsheets will be considered to be
a digital record, but on their own will not
comprise ‘functional compatible software’,
so API-enabled software will be needed
in order to extract figures from that
spreadsheet and transmit the information to
HMRC.
HMRC set out what information should
be recorded within the digital records. This
includes:
zz
Designatory data – the business
name, principle place of business, VAT
registration number, and information
about which VAT accounting schemes are
used.
zz
The VAT account – totals of output tax
and input tax, and any adjustments
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(although only the total figure for the
adjustment needs to be recorded digitally,
not the calculations underlying the
adjustment).
zz
Transactional data – the line by line entry
of income and expenditure, so the date,
invoice totals, and the VAT charged. HMRC
state that for both inputs and outputs the
values should be split between standard
rate, reduced rate, zero rate, exempt and
outside the scope elements. This level
of detail is greater than many businesses
currently record, and we have fed back
to HMRC the difficulties that may arise if
this analysis is mandated, particularly as
such an analysis is not required on a VAT
invoice. Retailers and those on special
schemes will have some easements from
these requirements.

VAT returns

The second main requirement is for
businesses to submit their VAT returns, not
through the HMRC portal, but from their
functional compatible software. HMRC would
like to see a seamless, digital link, from the
recording of the transactional data in the
digital records, through to the submission of
the VAT return from software.
The level of digital interaction is one of the
elements that might be described as work in
progress, and is perhaps illustrated by way of
an example. Let’s say a business records its
day to day transactions in software, which is
capable of submitting the VAT return, but the
business is partially exempt and so needs to
undertake a restriction of its input tax. There
are two main ways this could be achieved:
1. The business undertakes the partial
exemption calculation outside of
software (e.g. on a spreadsheet), and
journals the effect of the calculation
back into the software (say, credit input
VAT reclaimable, debit Irrecoverable VAT
expense). The VAT return can then be
submitted directly from the software.
2. The business exports data from the
software into a spreadsheet (link 1),
which undertakes the partial exemption
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calculation. The business then uses
separate software to extract the VAT
return figures from the spreadsheet and
submit to HMRC (link 2).
In the latter example, we are exploring
with HMRC what data must be exported
digitally, and what can be transferred
manually, and this may be subject to change.
At the time of writing, we understand that
whilst desirable, it will not be mandated for
link 1 to be undertaken digitally. However,
link 2 must be undertaken digitally.

Other aspects of MTD for VAT

Many of the other detailed elements of the
MTD for VAT requirements are set out in the
legislation overview, or our blog, but let me
focus on a couple of areas here.

Exemptions

The key point here is that the exemptions
for MTD for VAT are not the same as the
exemptions for MTD for Income Tax. The
exemptions for MTD for VAT are limited to:
zz
Those businesses exempt from
the requirement to file their VAT
returns electronically – they will
similarly be exempt from the MTD
for VAT requirements, both in
terms of keeping digital records,
and submitting their VAT return
from software. Broadly speaking,
this includes those who do not use
electronic communications due to
religious beliefs, businesses in an
insolvency procedure, or where HMRC
are satisfied that it is not reasonably
practicable for reasons of disability,
age, remoteness of location etc.
zz
If the value of the business’ taxable
supplies is below the VAT registration
threshold; so, voluntary registrations,
and overseas businesses who, whilst
being compulsorily VAT registered
(there being no VAT registration
threshold for overseas businesses), have
taxable turnover below £85,000, are not
mandated into MTD for VAT. However,
once the VAT threshold is reached, and
the business is obliged to comply with
MTD for VAT, mandation continues,
even if turnover subsequently falls
below the VAT registration threshold.
Eagle eyed readers will see that there is
no mention of charities in the above, nor
the other types of business expected to be
exempt from MTD for income tax such as
local authorities. This is correct, and these
organisations will be within the scope of
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MTD for VAT if their taxable turnover is
above £85,000 per annum. Charities are
only likely to have exemptions for income
and corporation tax.

Supplementary data

The existing VAT return contains just nine
boxes, and no easy facility upon submission
of the return to provide additional
information. Such a facility would be
extremely useful where a return discloses
figures which are out of the ‘norm’, such as
a payment trader submitting a repayment
return, when the ability to provide an
explanation or additional documentation
could head-off an unnecessary enquiry, or
speed up the repayment.
The MTD for VAT proposals provide for
the voluntary submission of supplementary
VAT data as part of a VAT return (or
a voluntary update, which might be
provided alongside an MTD for Income
Tax submission). HMRC envisage that this
supplementary data will represent the totals
of certain transactional level data maintained
in the digital records (as set out above), and
that businesses would commit to providing
this information with each VAT return, to
enable HMRC to ‘de-risk’ the business. We
have suggested to HMRC that different
supplementary data, such as ‘white space’
type explanations and a document upload
facility, would help drive down unnecessary
enquiries and delays, and we will see how
this develops.

Special schemes

There are many special schemes in VAT, such
as the Flat Rate Scheme, Annual Accounting,
margin schemes etc. These schemes will
continue, with the requirements of MTD
adapted to facilitate the scheme. For
example, businesses operating the Flat Rate
Scheme will only be required to keep digitally
the same records that they are currently
required to maintain, i.e. records of sales
and records of capital purchases with a VATinclusive value of £2,000 or more.

MTD for income tax/corporation tax

No article on MTD would be complete
without mention of MTD for Income Tax and
Corporation Tax. Ironically, the system that
has been deferred is actually most advanced
in the process of implementation. The
Finance Bill contains lengthy clauses on MTD
for Income Tax, and draft Regulations have
been published (although we understand
that they won’t be laid before Parliament any
time soon). Software is also being trialled and
you might wish to have conversations with

your software providers, and clients, with a
view to considering the transition of some
clients over to software or spreadsheets. You
may wish to warn your clients that if MTD
for Income Tax is mandated from April 2020,
HMRC could be unsympathetic to cries of
‘we’re not ready’.
The position in relation to corporation
tax is less clear, with no legislation as
yet, nor any dates for software trials. In
fact, looking at direct taxes, you can see
some of the difficulties being faced by
HMRC. Many small companies are very
similar in nature and operation to small
unincorporated businesses. Equally, many
large unincorporated businesses, such
as professional partnerships, are not
dissimilar to large corporates. We have
already seen exemptions from MTD for
income tax for large partnerships (turnover
above £10m) and non-resident companies.
Would a further deferral/exemption for
companies lead to the incorporation of
more small businesses? But what is the
case for mandating large businesses, who
are likely to have complex digital systems
already, and may be subject to external
audit/Senior Accounting Officer rules etc.
Only time will tell.

Conclusions

The above only scratches the surface
around MTD for VAT, and I would
recommend that you read the legislation
overview and CIOT blog referenced earlier,
to get a greater understanding of what
it means for your business and / or your
clients. Then start planning ahead, such
as identifying which of your clients will
be mandated into MTD for VAT; who out
of those clients do not currently keep
digital records and will therefore need the
greatest behavioural shift; which clients
operate in a sector with VAT complexities
such as partial exemption, business : nonbusiness, special schemes etc; which of
all these clients is going to need the most
help; will your practice have to adapt in
order to meet these clients’ needs; and can
you get involved in the trial of MTD for VAT
software. Creating a plan of action now will
ensure that you and your clients are ahead
of the game, come April 2019.
As we are in regular contact with
HMRC, we would be pleased to hear your
suggestions and feedback on the MTD for
VAT proposals, our blog, and also what we
might usefully suggest to HMRC to make the
proposals workable for businesses.
And by the way, the ‘B’ word is Brexit, not
that you hadn’t already guessed.
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Starting from
scratch

Jo White considers the IHT
challenges for land with
development potential

KEY POINTS
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zz
What is the issue?

With the government imposing higher
housing on local councils, more
individuals are being approached to sell
their land for development.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Development value can increase
individual’s estates for IHT purposes
meaning IHT planning is becoming more
critical.
zz
What can I take away?
The timing of the planning is important
where land values are subject to
increases. It is possible for the whole
family to benefit from the sales proceeds
of the land and help to minimise your
clients IHT exposure. Multiple taxes need
to be considered to ensure the overall
position is presented to the client.

L

iving in the South East of England
I see a number of clients who
are approached by developers
to purchase their land. This could be
because they are looking to develop on
the site straight away or they may do in
the future.
When looking at inheritance tax
planning for such clients the immediate
issue to address is whether the land
they own has increased in value. This
is as a result of being approached by
a developer, or indeed they own land
where their neighbour has recently sold
it for such purpose.

‘Hope’ or ‘development’ value can
result in increased inheritance tax
exposure to their estate. It can also
mean starting to lose the Main Residence
Nil Rate Band due to their estate’s
value increasing beyond £2,000,000.
By 2020/21 this could mean a loss of
a further £350,000 of relief against
their combined estates’ value when
calculating any inheritance tax payable.
Given the potential increase in value and
the limited availability of inheritance tax
reliefs, it is these assets which can prove
valuable when considering inheritance tax
planning. If the client is happy to give away
some or all of the current value and potential
development value then the gift can be fixed
at today’s value and the enhanced value
will completely fall outside of their estate. A
double bonus perhaps?
When I sit down with such clients it is
important to understand what the land is
being used for. Is the land at the bottom of
their garden? Is the land currently being used
in their farming business? Do they run a nonagricultural business from the site? Where
possible you want to benefit from any reliefs
available and therefore understanding the
use of the land can better allow you to assess
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the reliefs available.
This article does not cover any Scottish
or Welsh tax considerations and therefore
separate thought needs to be given to these
where the land or individuals are situated
outside of England.

Capital Gains Tax

The gift of the land itself will be a disposal
for Capital Gains Tax (CGT) purposes with the
‘sales proceeds’ being equal to the current
market value of the land. This means the
recipient of the land has a base cost equal
to the market value at that time allowing
only the increase in value from this point to
be subject to future CGT for them unless of
course an election is possible to holdover the
gain arising.
It is possible the land has been owned a
long time or where it has historically been
solely for agricultural use, it could have a
relatively low value per acre. This could mean
that that a significant amount of CGT could
be due on the transfer of the asset.
If the land is being used in a business
then it may be possible to hold-over the gain
subject to certain conditions. TCGA 1992 s
165(2) states that relief for gifts of business
assets is available where the asset has been
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BOX 1: MR AND MRS JONES – GIFT TO CHILDREN
CGT

Total
£
Current value
100,000
Original cost
35,000
Gain
65,000
Less:
Annual exemption - 22,600
Net chargeable gain
42,400
CGT

28%

Inheritance tax - value of gift
Value of house with land
Value of house without land

Mr Jones
£
50,000
17,500
32,500
- 11,300
21,200

Mrs Jones
£
50,000
17,500
32,500
- 11,300
21,200

11,872

5,936

5,936

Total
£

Mr Jones
£
700,000

1,400,000

600,000
1,200,000
200,000 100,000

Value of gift (diminution in
value)
Less:
Annual exemption - 12,000 - 6,000
Net value of gift for IHT
188,000 94,000
purposes
used for the purpose of a trade carried out
by the transferor.
If the land is being used for agricultural
purposes then under TCGA 1992 Part 1 Sch 7,
a hold-over relief claim is available providing
the land qualified for APR under IHTA 1984.
If the land was part of the donor’s garden
then it may be possible to claim Principle
Private Residence relief. However, TCGA
1992 s 222(2) states that this relief is only
available if the land being disposed of is
within the permitted area. Even though TCGA
1992 s 222(3) states that land included in the
relief can be larger than 0.5 hectares (approx.
1.2 acres) if ‘… the size and character of the
dwelling-house, that larger area is required
for the reasonable enjoyment of it (or of the
part in question) as a residence’. The land has
to be used as part of your garden, therefore a
field at the bottom of the garden fenced off,
or an areas used as stables and a paddock
wouldn’t be included so full CGT would be
payable.
If the land is being transferred into trust
for a number of individuals’ benefit (say, the
client’s children and grandchildren) then
hold-over relief under TCGA 1992 s 260
will be available. This will mitigate the CGT
liability on the initial transaction but clients
should be aware that as the original cost
becomes the trustee’s base cost this will
mean a higher CGT liability could arise in the
future when the land is later sold. This also
assumes that the value (on the diminution
in value principles) is covered by the Nil Rate
Band; otherwise an immediate charge to
inheritance tax will arise (unless APR/BPR is
in point).
At this stage it is worth noting that if the
land in question had decreased in value then
there would be no immediate profit which
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Inheritance tax – if planning granted
Total
£
Value of house with land
1,900,000
Value of house without
1,200,000
land
Value of gift (diminution in 700,000
value)
Less:
Annual exemption - 12,000

Mrs Jones
£
700,000

Net value of gift for IHT
purposes
Potential inheritance tax if
no IHT planning carried out
CGT on gift now

600,000

Potential tax saving

688,000

Mr Jones
£
950,000
600,000

Mrs Jones
£
950,000
600,000

350,000

350,000

- 6,000

- 6,000

344,000

344,000

£688,000 @
40%
£42,400 @
28%

£275,200
- £11,872
£263,328

100,000
- 6,000
94,000

would be subject to tax. This
transaction would generate a
capital loss. If the disposal was
to a connected person (child,
grandchild for example) then
the loss would be a clogged
loss under TCGA 1992 s 18(2)
and only relievable against any
chargeable gains generated by
further disposals of assets to
the same person(s).

Inheritance tax

BOX 2: MR AND MRS JONES – TRUST OPTION
CGT
Current value
Original cost
Gain

Total
£
100,000
35,000
65,000

Mr Jones
£
50,000
17,500
32,500

Mrs Jones
£
50,000
17,500
32,500

S260 TCGA
- 65,000 - 32,500 - 32,500
1992 holdover
relief
Net chargeable gain
Nil
Nil
Nil
CGT 28%
Nil
Nil
Nil
Less:

A gift to an individual absolutely is a
Potentially Exempt Transfer (‘PET’). Providing
the donor survives seven years from the
date of the gift then no inheritance tax will
be payable on their death. If they die within
the seven year period then taper relief
(IHTA 1984 s7(4)) may be available reducing
the inheritance tax payable. Remember
however, that Taper Relief applies to any tax
payable and not to the value gifted, so if the
value of the gift is covered by Nil Rate Band,
no taper will apply.
A gift to a trust is a Chargeable Lifetime
Transfer (‘CLT’). Any value transferred
in excess of the Nil Rate Band (currently
£325,000 per person) will be subject to a
lifetime inheritance tax charge at 20%. When
considering whether or not there is any
lifetime IHT payable you need to consider
any other CLT’s made in the previous seven
years. If there have been then the value
of these gifts will be used to reduce the
available Nil Rate Band which can be offset
against the value of gift for calculation
purposes.
Depending on how the asset has been
used by the donor it may be possible to
claim Agricultural Property Relief (‘APR’) or

Business Property Relief (‘BPR’). These reliefs
reduce the value of the gift being made for
IHT purposes providing certain conditions
are met. This is unlikely to be the case where
the land with development potential is part
of the donor’s home.
APR is assessed first. If the land being
transferred is used for agricultural purposes
then APR can be claimed. Under IHTA 1984 s
117 the land has to be used for the purposes
of agriculture by the donor for two years up
to the date of the gift or by a third party for
seven years prior to this date. If APR can be
claimed then this reduces the agricultural
value of the land only. This is very important
when considering land with potential
development opportunities as any ‘hope’
value would not be subject to the relief. In
these circumstances we would therefore
want to try and transfer the land before any
‘hope’ value is established to maximise the
APR claim.
BPR is then looked at in the context of
a gift to an individual or to a trust. BPR can
be applied to the whole value of the asset
(including hope value) where the asset has
been used for business purposes for up to
two years before the date of the transfer. If
the donor is a farmer and farms their own
land, either physically or through a contract
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farming arrangement then the whole value
could potentially qualify for APR/BPR.
Whilst we would only assess the amount
of APR or BPR on the donor’s death when
looking at any PET’s these reliefs are
invaluable when transferring assets into
a Trust as it could create the opportunity
to transfer value much greater than the
available Nil Rate Band into trust.
It is critical to remember that if a death
occurs within seven years of a gift which
qualified for APR/BPR, then the APR/BPR
qualifications still need to be satisfied also
at the point of death. In summary, the
transferee needs generally still to own the
asset and it needs to continue to qualify for
relief up to the date of death. A sale of a
qualifying asset after the gift within the seven
years will generally result in the value of the
gift falling back into the estate on that death.

was matched against the asset that it
was secured against. This is no longer the
case. Instead if you borrow against a nonqualifying BPR asset in order to purchase
a BPR qualifying asset, the debt will be
deductible against the BPR asset not the
asset subject to IHT.

Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT)

Transactions in land

Where unencumbered land is gifted to an
individual or a trust then no SDLT should
arise. However, where the donor wishes to
gift land which is subject to a mortgage SDLT
could arise. This is on the basis that if the
land is being gifted with the debt attached,
i.e. the donee assumes the liability, then the
assignment of that debt is consideration for
SDLT purposes.
It may be possible for the client to
refinance their assets and borrowings
relating to the land under review so that
it becomes unencumbered at the point
of transfer. They should however seek
independent financial advice to check the
suitability of this.
It is also worth noting at this stage that
previously for IHT purposes any borrowing

Use of Trusts

Although trusts can have a number of
benefits in being created they do come with
their own tax consequences. It is therefore
important to make clients aware that if
they do want to use a trust there could be
potentially trust IHT liabilities every 10 years
or when the capital is distributed to the
beneficiaries. This will depend on a number
of factors including the value of the assets
held, the reliefs available and the type of
trust formed.
This is outside of the scope of this article, but
whenever land is being sold for development
purposes, it is important to also consider
this anti-avoidance provision, to ensure
that a charge to income tax does not arise
on the gain on the ultimate sale of and for
development.

Case studies
Land part of your home
Let’s look at Mr and Mrs Jones. They own
land which has been part of their home
for a number of years. The county council
in which their property is situated has
recently released a list of areas where they
are allowing further development. One
of the areas includes where their home is
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situated. Their neighbour has already been
approached by a developer to purchase
the bottom of their garden for a small
development and Mr and Mrs Jones believe
this could be the case for them in due course.
Mr and Mrs Jones are currently looking
at ways of mitigating their combined
inheritance tax position. They have a number
of assets worth in excess of £2.5m between
them. This is before any increase in the value
of their land due to future developments.
They have sufficient pensions and other
income to manage their monthly outgoings,
both paying higher rates of tax and therefore
are happy to consider gifting some assets to
their two children now.
Mr and Mrs Jones’ property sits in three
acres of land which includes a fenced off field
which is likely to be attractive to developers.
Mr and Mrs Jones were able to pay off
their mortgage against this property a few
years ago. It is therefore unencumbered and
we can ignore any SDLT implications.
As the property is more than the
permitted area we need to consider if the
land which could be potentially developed
is considered part of their garden for
CGT purposes. Unfortunately as the site
concerned is completely separate from their
dwelling, PPR would not be available.
Mr and Mrs Jones have had the land area
valued and it is estimated that currently it is
worth £100,000. The same area of land was
valued at £35,000 when they purchased the
property in 1990.
It is estimated that if planning permission
is granted on the land it could be worth
£600,000.
The land hasn’t been used for any
purpose other than their home for the whole
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BOX 3: MR AND MRS JONES – CAPITAL GAINS TAX
CGT
With hold-over relief
Total
Mr
Mrs
£
Green
Green
£
£
125,000 62,500
62,500

CGT
Without hold-over relief
Total
Mr
Mrs
£
Green Green
£
£
125,000 62,500 62,500

4,165

2,083

2,083

4,165

120,835

60,418

60,418 120,835 60,418 60,418

s165 TCGA 1992 -120,835
hold-over relief
Annual
exemption
Net chargeable gain
–

-60,418

-60,418

Current value
Original
cost
Gain
Less:

CGT

20%

–

2,083

2,083

–

–

- 22,600 - 11,300
11,300
98,235 49,118 49,118

–

–

19,647

9,824

9,824

BOX 4: MR AND MRS GREEN – IHT ON GIFT
Inheritance tax – value of gift
Total
£
525,000

Land value of whole farm (before planning)

Land value of remaining farm (before planning) 400,000

Mr Green Mrs Green
£
£
262,500 262,500
200,000

Value of gift (diminution in value)

125,000

Less:

Agricultural Property Relief

- 100,000 - 50,000

Business Property Relief

- 12,500

- 12,500

12,500

–

Value of gift

62,500

200,000
62,500
- 50,000
12,500

BOX 5: MR AND MRS GREEN – POTENTIAL IHT SAVING
Inheritance tax – value of gift

Land value of whole farm with planning

Total
£
1,400,000

Land value of remaining farm without planning

525,000

Increase in value due to planning

875,000

Potential inheritance tax payable if no gift:
£875,000 x 40%
period they have owned it.
If Mr and Mrs Jones were to transfer
the land to their two children absolutely
then we would estimate the CGT liability
to be £11,872. This is based on the land
being disposed of qualifying as residential
property under TCGA 1992 s 4BB. On this
basis the higher rate of 18% or 28% would
be applied to any gain rather than the lower
non-residential CGT rate, as per TCGA 1992
s 4(2A) .
For IHT purposes the gift would be a PET
and therefore providing they survived seven
years from the date of the gift no inheritance
tax would be payable. As no reliefs are
available for IHT purposes the value of the
gift will be £200,000 under the diminution of
value principles set out in IHTA 1984 s 3(1) .
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350,000
As Mr and Mrs Jones haven’t made any other
gifts in the last two years they can each use
their annual exemption from this current year
and previous year (totalling £6,000) against
the gift. This therefore reduces the gift value
to £94,000 each.
Given the value of the land could be
potentially £600,000 this option will save
them £263,328 in potential tax. See box 1.
Given the potential value of the land
Mr and Mrs Jones wanted to explore the
possibility of using a trust structure. One
of their children is married and their first
grandchild is due in a few months. The other
child is in a long term relationship. Whilst
they trust their children they felt it may be
better to allow the money to be used for all
generations and also keep a level of control

over what happens to the money, certainly in
the shorter term.
The CGT position remains the same as if
they were to gift the land to their children
directly. However, as explained earlier it is
possible to hold-over the gain under IHTA
1984 s 260, deferring any CGT due. See box 2.
Mr Jones hasn’t made any other CLTs in
the previous seven years however Mrs Jones
set up a trust for the children with some
inheritance she received from an aunt. The
value of the CLT was £100,000 and therefore
only of £225,000 her Nil Rate Band can be
used to place value into a Trust by her before
a lifetime IHT charge will arise.
Given the land value as it stands neither
Mr nor Mrs Jones will create a lifetime IHT
charge providing the land is gifted into the
trust before the hope value is attached
to the asset. Under this option they could
potentially save £275,200 in inheritance tax,
as per box 1 (without any CGT on the gift).
The inheritance tax position is the same
as stated previously, therefore please refer to
the previous tables.
Whichever option Mr and Mrs Jones
decide the potential tax saving is fairly
significant and worth carrying out before the
land increases too much in value.
Farming land
Mr and Mrs Green have owned and farmed
the land adjacent to their home since 1980
when they inherited from Mr Green’s
father. Part of their land could be of interest
to a developer given the house building
happening in their area. The land is farmed
by Mr Green but is owned jointly by them.
The land is owned separately to the business.
Both Mr and Mrs Green are higher rate tax
payers.
The land subject to potential
development is approximately five acres.
The value of the land at present is £125,000
and the valuer has confirmed that 80% of the
value is agricultural value and 20% is not.
The valuer has estimated that the land
could be worth £1,000,000 if planning
permission were granted in the future.
As the land was owned prior to 31 March
1982 a value at this date is required. The
valuer has confirmed it is £4,165.
Mr and Mrs Green want to help their
son and his family financially but currently
are asset rich and cash poor. They therefore
feel that transferring this land to him now
could help him out in the future, if not
immediately. They also wish to look
at inheritance tax planning as they
are conscious that they haven’t done
anything beyond writing their wills.
We first need to look at their CGT
position. The transfer of land would be
a disposal for CGT purposes. For Mrs
Green as this is not a business asset for
her she will only be able to claim hold-
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over relief if the land was transferred
into a trust (or if she qualifies for APR,
which is likely and can therefore claim
in accordance with TCGA 1982 s 165(5)
which extends business asset holdover to
qualifying agricultural property).
For Mr Green as the asset is used in
his business he will be able to claim TCGA
1992 s 165 holdover relief allowing him
to defer his share of any CGT liability.
Based on the current value of the
land the CGT liability would be £Nil if the
land was given to their son absolutely.
For Mrs Green, as the land is used for
agricultural purposes and assuming that
she qualifies for APR (see more below)
then hold-over relief will be available.
Please note that in these circumstances,
the holdover is NOT restricted to the
agricultural value and full relief can be
claimed, even though there is hope value
in the property which will not qualify for
APR.
If hold-over relief was not available
then their potential CGT liability would
be £19,647. See box 3.
Assuming both parents qualify for
holdover relief their son will have a
base cost of the March 1982 value being
£4,165.
Although Mrs Green is not using the
land herself, her husband is farming it

and she should therefore still be able to
claim APR as the land has been farmed
for seven years up to the date of the gift.
As only 80% of the current value of the
land is agricultural value she will only be
able to claim APR against 80% of her gift
for IHT purposes. Mr Green will be able
to claim both APR and BPR on the land
reducing the value of the gift to Nil.
If the land was gifted to their son
absolutely then a claim for either APR
or BPR would not need to be filed
unless either of them died within seven
years of making the gift. If the land was
transferred to a trust then the relevant
claims would be made at this point.
Based on the values of the land this
would mean Mr Green doesn’t use any
of his Nil Rate Band whereas Mrs Green
uses £12,500 of her Nil Rate Band. Please
note Mr and Mrs Green already use their
IHT annual exemptions each year. See
box 4.
As the land was inherited from Mr
Green’s father there is no mortgage on
the property therefore we do not need
to consider SDLT.
Due to hold-over relief likely to be
available on a direct gift; under both
options Mr and Mrs Green will save a
potential IHT liability of £350,000. See
box 5.

Assuming the land continues to be used
for farming until its sale it is worth discussing
with the family whether any changes can
be made to the current arrangements to
try and maximise any Entrepreneurs’ Relief
claim in the future. This may involve the son
becoming a partner in the farming business
but this is outside of the scope of this article.
In addition, as Mrs Green jointly owns
the land but doesn’t farm it herself
her estate is losing out on valuable IHT
reliefs in the future. It would therefore
be worth considering the current
business structure to see whether
it would be advisable for her to be
introduced as a partner of the business
to help maximise relief. This would need
to be considered in conjunction with how
the land is owned (i.e. inside or outside
the partnership). If land is outside of a
partnership only 50% relief applies. If
the land was introduced into the new
partnership and became a partnership
asset, then 100% BPR would be available
to both Mr and Mrs Green.
Due to the CGT relief’s available there
is no difference in giving the land directly
to their son or into a trust. However,
the trust option would allow the money
to stay separate from their son’s estate
and help with future IHT planning for the
family as a whole.

Complaint service for accountants
Visit our website at
www.accountant-services.co.uk
UK’s only complaint service for all qualified accountants
Operated by a solicitor and an FCA
Between us we have 65 years’ experience
65 disciplinary & regulatory cases handled since 1st October 2013
Never accept a consent order without professional advice
Your costs could be covered by insurance. We’ll advise
European Convention on Human Rights entitles you to legal assistance
of your choosing. Don’t let insurers give you contrary advice
Phone Chris Cope today on 01769 581581 for initial free advice
or email chris.cope@accountant-services.co.uk
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Deregistration tips
Many businesses might benefit from VAT deregistration.
Neil Warren considers some practical issues and VAT saving tips.

KEY POINTS
A business can deregister at any
time if it expects taxable sales in the
next 12 months will be less than the
deregistration threshold. Could this
be a worthwhile opportunity for many
small businesses? A business cannot
deregister on a retrospective basis if it is
still trading so it is important to identify
the potential benefits when they arise.
zz
What does it mean to me?
The rules for deregistration can be
tricky, particularly for users of the flat
rate scheme or a business that owns
stock and assets when it deregisters. It
is important to be aware of these rules
to maximise tax saving opportunities
and also to submit an accurate final
return before the business deregisters.
zz
What can I take away?
Many businesses might be registered
on a voluntary basis because they have
saved tax in the past using the flat
rate scheme. But many of those gains
ended when the ‘limited cost trader’
category came into effect on 1 April
2017 so deregistration might now be
worthwhile in many cases.

© Istockphoto/MATJAZ SLANIC

zz
What is the issue?

L

ife without worrying about VAT might
be an attractive thought for many
small business owners. I know that
many businesses which were voluntarily
registered decided to call it a day when
the new ‘limited cost trader’ category was
introduced to the flat rate scheme (FRS)
on 1 April 2017, with its very high rate of
16.5%, which removed most of the financial
savings that scheme users had enjoyed
for many years. And many other business
owners might be tempted to escape before
the introduction of Making Tax Digital in
April 2019, with its link between VAT returns
and online submissions. So it is a good time
to consider some practical issues with the
deregistration process and a few tax saving
tips as well.

VOLUNTARY DEREGISTRATION OPPORTUNITY
Bill and Ben provide training services for clients in the banking and insurance sectors
ie they act for many clients who cannot reclaim input tax because they make exempt
supplies. They trade as a partnership and total annual sales are about £120,000
excluding VAT. However, Ben has decided to work one day a week from 1 January 2018
instead of five, so expected sales in the year ending 31 December 2018 will be £72,000.
The partnership can deregister on 31 December 2017 because expected taxable sales
in the following 12 months will be less than the deregistration threshold of £83,000.
Historic sales are irrelevant.
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Basic rules

Here are the basic rules for deregistering a
trading business:
zz
A business can deregister at any time if
taxable sales in the next 12 months are
expected to be less than £83,000 – see
Voluntary deregistration opportunity.
zz
The date of deregistration is based
on the date when the application is
received by HMRC or a later date and not
on a retrospective basis – see Date of
deregistration.

Share the VAT saving

I deregistered some of my private clients at
the end of March, mainly because of the flat
rate scheme changes, and the tip I gave them
was to try and share the 20% VAT saving on
sales with those clients who could not claim
input tax (such as those of Bill and Ben in
the example) by proposing a 10% increase in
their fees. This increase recognised the loss
of input tax and flat rate scheme windfalls
for my clients, which obviously end when
a business deregisters. I was surprised that
some clients did not appreciate the fact that
many businesses cannot claim input tax,
such as those trading below the registration
threshold or making exempt supplies. The
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main customer for one of my clients was an
undertaker and she had no idea that her 20%
VAT charge was a cost to the undertaker and
not recoverable as input tax.

PROFILE
Name Neil Warren
Position Independent VAT consultant
Company Warren Accounting Services Ltd
Profile Neil Warren is an independent VAT author and consultant, and is
a past winner of the Taxation Awards Tax Writer of the Year. Neil worked
at HMRC for 13 years until 1997.

Flat rate scheme

There is a quirk with the FRS rules and
deregistration: when a scheme user
deregisters, he is deemed to be leaving the
scheme on the day before he deregisters
(HMRC Notice 733, para 12.4). See Leaving
the ﬂat rate scheme.
Here is another twist: it makes sense for
Mike in the example to encourage suppliers
to invoice his business on 31 December
rather than an earlier date. This is because he
can claim input tax on these costs because
he left the FRS on the previous day. However,
the downside is that output tax will be due
at 20% on any stock and assets caught by
the valuation rules (see next section) as the
key date is his deregistration date i.e. 31
December.

Output tax on assets and stock

A business must pay output tax on any
standard rated stock and assets it owns at
the time of deregistration. The relevant
figure is the market value of the asset, so the
calculations take into account wear and tear,
obsolescence and damage to the items in
question. However, the good news is that a
lot of items can be omitted. And output tax is
only payable if the total market value of the
items that remain is more than £5,000 (i.e.
VAT payable exceeds £1,000). Here are the
basic rules:
zz
Stock and assets are excluded if no
input tax was claimed when they were
purchased e.g. a computer bought from
a friend or supplier who was not VAT
registered.

zz
There is no output tax to pay on zero-

rated or exempt items e.g. most food
stock for a restaurant or a motor car
where input tax was blocked on purchase
(the latter is VAT exempt by VATA1994,
Sch 9, Group 14).
zz
Output tax is declared on the final VAT
return on all relevant stock and assets if
the £5,000 limit is exceeded i.e. not just
the value above £5,000. So if the total
value of relevant assets is £6,000, output
tax of £1,200 will be due rather than £200.

Cash accounting scheme

If a business uses the cash accounting
scheme, it only accounts for output tax
or claims input tax when payments have
been made to suppliers or received from
customers. However, the final VAT return
before deregistration must be completed on
the basis of debtor and creditor accounting.
This makes sense because it is the last chance
to account for output tax and claim input tax
on sales and purchase invoices raised by the
business while it is a member of the VAT club.
(HMRC Notice 731, para 6.12).

Post deregistration expenses and bad
debts

If a business deregisters and then
subsequently receives purchase invoices that
relate to its period of registration, there is
scope to reclaim VAT by sending form VAT427

DATE OF DEREGISTRATION
It is 29 January 2018 and Rose the accountant has just completed the accounts of her
florist client Flora for the year ending 5 April 2017. She notices that Flora’s turnover
on the accounts is below the deregistration threshold and it would be in her best
interests to deregister because she is a retailer and her clients cannot reclaim input
tax. However, the earliest date that Flora can deregister will be 29 January 2018 i.e. it
cannot be done on a retrospective basis. This is because Flora is a ‘taxable person’ (s
4, VATA1994) until the request to deregister has been received by HMRC (HMRC Notice
700/11, para 3.4).

LEAVING THE FLAT RATE SCHEME
Mike is a sole trader who uses the FRS and has decided to deregister on 31
December 2017 as taxable sales in the next 12 months will be less than £83,000.
All of Mike’s sales are standard rated for consultancy services. It makes sense for
him to raise invoices to customers who can claim input tax on 30 December and
account for VAT according to his relevant FRS percentage but delay raising invoices
to customers who cannot claim input tax until 1 January or later when he will
not charge VAT. He will hopefully be able to increase his fees to these clients as
explained in the article. The tax point rules mean he must raise invoices within 14
days of completing his work (assuming no advance payments have been received)
and in the case of a continuous supply of services for ongoing contracts, a tax point
is only created when an invoice is raised or payment received, whichever happens
sooner.
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to HMRC along with original purchase
invoices. Claims will usually relate to services
e.g. accountancy fees. The form can also be
used to claim bad debt relief if some of the
debtors on which the business accounted
for output tax while it was registered
subsequently go bad.
Reference: HMRC Notice 700/11,
section 9.

Compulsory deregistration

I have so far considered the rules for
voluntary deregistration, where advisers
need to be proactive to identify the most
suitable date for leaving the VAT club.
However, there are situations when a
business must deregister on a compulsory
basis:
zz
It has ceased to trade and has no
intention of making future taxable sales
zz
The business has been sold
zz
A business joins a VAT group (or a VAT
group is disbanded)
zz
The legal status of the business changes
e.g. a sole trader incorporates his business
zz
A farming business decides to join the
agricultural Flat Rate Scheme (VAT Notice
700/11, para 2.7).
In the case of legal entity changes or
business sales, the new owner can retain the
VAT number of the previous owner if both
parties agree. The process is straightforward
(form VAT 68 is completed and signed by
both parties) but the main disadvantage is
that the buyer takes over the VAT liabilities
and potential VAT errors of the seller for the
last four years. So it is usually wise for the
buyer to start with a clean slate and a new
VAT number.

Missing traders

As a final tip, always ensure that your clients
amend their online details with HMRC if they
change address or move to new premises.
I have heard about situations where HMRC
tried to contact a business without success
(returned post etc), so they put a block on
the business being able to submit returns
online. In one extreme case, where the
business was also behind on submitting
and paying its returns, they deregistered
the business. This was a big shock for the
business owner, who happily carried on
issuing sales invoices and charging VAT and
the problem only came to light a couple of
years later when he tried to sort out his VAT
affairs!
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KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

In the real world, supplies can benefit
more than one person. Who (if
anyone) can recover the VAT element
on any invoice?
zz
What does it mean to me?
Where there are two or more
recipients of a supply, it is important
to ensure that the paperwork
properly reflects this.
zz
What can I take away?
Paperwork alone will not entitle a
person to the VAT recovery. The facts
have to show that the claimant was
the recipient of the relevant supply.

T

he fundamental principle of VAT
(so much so that it is the basis of
the name of the tax) is that each
party in a chain of supplies is required
to hand over the tax in relation to the
extent to which that party has added
value. This is achieved by the provision
in the Value Added Tax Act 1994
(‘VATA’), section 25 which provides that
a taxpayer must pay to HMRC the VAT it
has charged (‘output tax’) but is entitled
to a credit for the VAT it has been
charged (‘input tax’).
One of the key conditions for a sum to
constitute input tax is that it represents
the ‘VAT on the supply to [the taxpayer]
of any goods or services’ (VATA, section
24(1)(a)). As the case law shows,
however, a single supply could be said
to be made to more than one party. A
good example is the supply of an estate
agent’s services which were made to
the customers of the Redrow Group but
where the cost was borne by Redrow
itself (see the House of Lords’ decision
in HMCE v Redrow Group plc [1999] STC
161, although that case must now be
considered in the light of more recent
cases such as the Supreme Court’s
decision in Airtours Holidays Transport
Ltd v HMRC [2016] UKSC 21).
Furthermore, European case law has
identified that there must be a direct
and immediate link between the supplies
made to the taxpayer and the taxable
supplies being made by the taxpayer
(BLP Group plc v HMCE [1995] STC 424).
Thus, if a business makes both taxable
and exempt supplies and a particular
supply to the business relates only to
the exempt supplies, then there cannot
be any input tax recovery (except to the
extent that the de minimis rule applies).
The importance of identifying the
correct recipients of any supply and
the direct and immediate link test were
at the heart of a recent decision of
the Upper Tribunal in HMRC v Praesto
Consulting UK Ltd [2017] UKUT 395 (TCC).
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For whom
the bill tolls
Keith Gordon considers a recent VAT case concerning the
identity of the person to whom services were provided
Facts of the case

Praesto Consulting UK Ltd (‘Praesto’) is
a company of which a Mr Jeremy Ranson
is a director. Previously, Mr Ranson had
been an employee of a company called
Customer Systems plc (‘CS’). Following
his departure from CS, Mr Ranson is
alleged to have breached terms of his
employment contract with CS and legal
proceedings followed. Both Mr Ranson
and Praesto engaged the same solicitors
because it was clear that any breaches
by Mr Ranson would have a direct impact
upon Praesto in due course. Praesto
paid for the initial legal services and
HMRC accepted its claim for the input
tax credit.
However, formal proceedings were
initially taken against only Mr Ranson
although it was readily recognised that
Praesto were likely to be joined as a
further defendant. Consequently, in
subsequent invoices, the solicitors issued

subsequent invoices to Mr Ranson alone,
so as to reflect the title of the case
now proceeding in the courts. Praesto
nevertheless paid the fee and duly
claimed the input tax credit. However,
HMRC refused the credit on this occasion
leading to Praesto’s appeal to the Firsttier Tribunal.
The First-tier allowed the company’s
appeal. HMRC then appealed against the
decision to the Upper Tribunal.

The Upper Tribunal’s decision

The Upper Tribunal had to consider two
grounds of appeal by HMRC. First, HMRC
contended that the legal supplies had
not been made to Praesto. Secondly,
HMRC argued that there was not a direct
and immediate link between the services
supplied and Praesto’s taxable activities.
The Upper Tribunal (Judges Timothy
Herrington and Ashley Greenbank)
allowed HMRC’s appeal on both grounds.
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company itself) then the company would
not be entitled to recover the input tax
on those fees. The Upper Tribunal ruled
that Praesto could not be distinguished
from Becker and concluded that,
therefore, there was not the requisite
direct and immediate link between the
legal services supplied to Mr Ranson and
the company’s taxable supplies.

Commentary

In respect of the first, the Judges
noted that the findings of fact in the
First-tier did not include any finding that
Praesto was an actual recipient of the
legal supplies for which it had paid. Nor
could such a finding be inferred from
the other findings of fact. The Upper
Tribunal recognised that Praesto might
well have benefited from a successful
defence by Mr Ranson and also that
Praesto might well have been joined in
the proceedings. But those facts were
not sufficient.
In respect of the second ground, the
Judges noted the key principles as set
out in BLP, as restated more recently
in Becker v Finanzamt Köln-Nord Case
C-104/12). Becker concerned criminal
proceedings taken against Mr Becker
personally rather than the company of
which he was a majority shareholder.
The CJEU ruled that ascertaining whether
there is a direct and immediate link
depends on the objective content of
the goods or services acquired by the
taxpayer. Where criminal proceedings
were being taken against a shareholder
of the company (rather than the

In relation to the first point, one might
criticise the Upper Tribunal’s approach as
unnecessarily legalistic. However, on the
facts before it, I think that the decision was
undoubtedly correct. In particular, one
should note how the Tribunal explained
its decision: ‘when viewed against the
background that all of the invoices [eight
in total] were sent to Mr Ranson, did not
refer to Praesto and that, in fact, Praesto
was never a party to the litigation’. It is
therefore possible that any one change of
these facts (most likely the terms of the
invoice) would have been sufficient to lead
to a different outcome on that ground.
In respect of the second, the Upper
Tribunal recognised (albeit briefly) that
the phrase ‘direct and immediate link’
does not require a supply made to the
taxpayer to be identified with any specific
supply (or supplies) made by the taxpayer.
It is sufficient that one can identify the
supply with the taxpayer’s overall (taxable)
business (i.e. representing an overhead),
as made clear by the CJEU in Sveda Case
C-126/14. Indeed, as recognised by the
First-tier in Durham Cathedral v HMRC
[2016] UKFTT 750 (TC), the costs of an
overhead do not have to be incorporated
into the taxpayer’s pricing structure
and such a fact would not preclude the
recovery of input tax.
At the heart of the Praesto case (as
in Becker itself) was the fact that the
individual and the company were separate
legal persons – the legal proceedings were
being taken against the individual and that
precluded the company from claiming
the input tax. A variation of the theme
is where the legal proceedings concern
an individual (say) where that individual
is also a VAT-registered person. In those
circumstances, the Praesto scenario cannot
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apply and one must go back to basics. As
the CJEU said in Becker, ‘the existence of
a direct and immediate link depends on
objective factors’. Thus, there will be a
difference between the legal costs incurred
by an individual defending an action taken
by a disgruntled former employee and
those incurred by the individual in suing a
health insurance company for non-payment
of medical fees. Another variant concerns
the situation where the legal fees relate
to civil (rather than criminal) proceedings
where the impact on the company is
potentially more immediate.
The point is in fact emphasised further
in the Becker judgment – one should
‘consider all the circumstances of the
transactions at issue and take account only
of the transactions which are objectively
linked to the taxable person’s activity’.
Arguably, the Upper Tribunal has
perhaps followed the decision in Becker
slightly too closely without noticing a
subtle (but possibly fundamental) factual
distinction between the cases. In Becker,
the CJEU noted that the legal proceedings
were taken against Mr Becker and that
‘proceedings against [his company] would
also have been legally possible’. In Praesto,
legal proceedings against the company
were not only legally possible but a realistic
and likely prospect. Given the Tribunal’s
decision in relation to the first issue,
however, its decision on the second is, for
all practical purposes, irrelevant.

What to do next

This case is a good reminder of the need
to check the contractual and invoicing
arrangements where supplies are
simultaneously made to more than one
person. Alternatively, where matters
are already proceeding to litigation, it is
essential to obtain clear evidence to the
fact that supplies are being made to the
party which is intending to recover the
input tax.
On a more basic level, one should also
remember that payments made by a VATregistered taxpayer will not necessarily
give rise to an input tax credit: one has to
establish the link between the services
provided and the taxpayer’s own taxable
supplies.
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Welcome to
December’s
Technical Newsdesk
December is the beginning of advent. It’s
the time when my children (now teenagers)
seem to forget they’re growing up and still look forward opening
the windows on the advent calendar – no doubt motivated by the
sliver of chocolate which will become an extra part of breakfast
until Christmas.
The Oxford English Dictionary defines advent as ‘The arrival
of a notable person or thing’ and ‘The first season of the Church
year, leading up to Christmas and including the four preceding
Sundays’. In the field of taxation, the first definition is particularly
relevant as we observe the advent of the Agent Services Account
(ASA). The ASA has been a long time coming, and many readers
will have watched the Agent Services Talking Points webinar on
29 March 2017, which set out who would need an ASA, what it
would look like, and so on. This can still be viewed at https://
tinyurl.com/q6zzty4 and, although over seven months old, is still
worth watching to understand some of its main features. After all,
the ASA will be the single, firm-wide registration for an agent for
Making Tax Digital, so it is important to see what’s ahead and start
planning accordingly.
Unfortunately, for reasons not entirely apparent, HMRC
requires agent access to the Trust Registration Service (TRS) to
be effected through the ASA, which means that most agents with
trust and estates clients will have to register for an ASA for the
first time before being able to access the TRS. This has caused
significant disruption in what is for many firms an incredibly
difficult period. So, the TRS and ASA is quite rightly our first article
this month. So what else is in this month’s edition?
Also of particular importance is ensuring clients can pay any
outstanding tax (or payments on account) by the 31 January
deadline. HMRC are withdrawing the ability to pay taxes at the
Post Office and from personal credit cards, so clients who typically
use these methods to pay their tax bills should be alerted as soon
as possible.
As we move to a single, annual fiscal event, we have an
interesting period of looking forward to a Winter Finance Bill,
expected to be published in December, and looking back at
measures enacted in Finance (No 2) Act 2017. In relation to the
former, in September 2017 the government published draft
clauses for inclusion in the Winter Finance Bill, and the CIOT
submitted comments in relation to some of the employment
taxes and ‘non-dom’ measures, and we highlight the key elements
of our submissions. Then looking back at the Finance (No 2) Act
2017, we highlight the risks of indigestion (problems) which might
be caused by the new Trading and Property Allowances (TAPAs –
sorry, the authors’ analogies are much better than mine!). Looking
even further back, to Finance Act 2016, we find the company
winding up Targeted Anti-Avoidance Rule (TAAR), but on which
the HMRC guidance was only published in July 2017 (15 months
after the TAAR came into force), and again we highlight the
problems this is causing, and what we are doing to address this.
There should be something for everyone in the remainder
of Technical Newsdesk. We report on our first meeting with the
Office of Tax Simplification’s to discuss its review of replacing
capital allowances with depreciation, our reaction to and work on
the Customs Bill White Paper and the draft legislation published
for the Fulfilment House Due Diligence Scheme, and an update on
devolved taxes in Wales.
Whilst many CIOT and ATT members work in practice, there are
a large number of members who work in commerce and industry.
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In recognition of that, and in response to requests from members,
guidance has been published on matters such as the role of the Senior
Accounting Officer, and what to do if you find an irregularity in your
employer’s tax affairs. Finally, we have a number of articles from
LITRG highlighting their report on the self-employment and universal
credit, and their recent submissions in relation to pensions freedom,
and possible extension of the Gangmasters Labour Abuse Authority
licensing system.
Whatever advent means to you this December, the technical teams
of CIOT, ATT and LITRG would like to wish you an enjoyable festive
season, notwithstanding the challenges of the TRS and the selfassessment deadline!

Trust Registration Service and
Agent Services Account
GENERAL FEATURE INHERITANCE TAX

The CIOT and ATT have written to HMRC regarding the challenging
deadline for providing information under new anti-money
laundering legislation for trusts and provide further updates on
accessing the Trust Registration Service and the new Agent Services
accounts.
In November’s Technical Newsdesk we highlighted that, following
new anti-money laundering legislation, most trusts are now required
to retain a written record of their beneficial owners. This term
includes settlor(s), trustees, beneficiaries and any person who can
control the trust.
Trusts liable to certain taxes, including income tax, capital gains
tax, stamp duty land tax, land and buildings transaction tax and
inheritance tax, must also report the details of their beneficial
ownership to HMRC via the Trusts Registration Service (TRS).

Access to the TRS

On 17 October 2017, HMRC announced to professional bodies that
the TRS was available to agents. In practice, it was only available if the
agent had an Agent Services Account (ASA). ASAs are being developed
as part of Making Tax Digital for Business.
At the time of writing this article ASAs were still being piloted. To
obtain an ASA for TRS purposes, the agency could request access by
emailing HMRC. By the time this goes to print we are hopeful that
ASAs will be live, and it will no longer be necessary to email to request
access. Instead the ASA should be set up as part of the initial login to
the TRS.
Following the link to ‘Register your trust’ (https://tinyurl.com/
y6uevo6o) the agency should use one of its existing government
gateway accounts to log in for the first time. The system will then
identify that an ASA needs to be set up, and take the agent through
the creation of new credentials for an ASA. The agent should then be
able to return to ‘Register your trust’ and log in with their new ASA
credentials to access the TRS.
Agents need to be aware any ASA created this way will be the main
account for the agency for many future HMRC services, so it may
not be appropriate for the trust department to set up the ASA for
the whole firm. HMRC have confirmed that a firm’s ASA will acquire
further functionality as ASAs are developed. We are expecting HMRC
guidance on setting up an ASA to be available in December.
The ASA will have the following features:
zz
Each firm will only have one ASA compared to multiple
government Gateway accounts, which they may have now.
zz
ASAs can be secured by 2 Step Verification (2SV). This requires
a mobile, landline or app to be associated with the account to
receive a passcode which must be entered to get access to the
account. The 2SV process is not fully developed for ASAs and it is
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not mandatory. Firms with more than one office, or multiple users
of the account, may choose not to set 2SV up at this time.
zz
HMRC are working on a facility to grant staff members delegate
access to the firm’s ASA, to allow firms to manage which
clients staff can access. However this will not be available for
some months. In the meantime, there is a function to create
administrator and assistant accounts on the ASA via the
government Gateway and again we are waiting for further
guidance from HMRC.
In future, the firm’s software will also need to be linked to its ASA.
This is not relevant to the TRS, as registrations must be made via
HMRC’s web-based iform. There is no third party software currently
available for this task.
Look out for further information on the TRS and ASAs as we learn
more in the weekly ATT/CIOT newsletters, and the ATT/CIOT websites.

Deadlines

For trusts with a tax liability in 2016/17, the reporting deadline is 31
January 2018 unless the trust is registering for self-assessment for
the first time. In that case, the registration must be completed by 5
January 2018. (This is a specific extension to the usual 5 October 2017
deadline and has been extended from the 5 December 2017 deadline
previously reported following requests for an extension by ATT/CIOT.)
These deadlines coincide with the busiest period of selfassessment for agents, and the resource needed to obtain, and then
enter, the relevant TRS information should not be underestimated.
The ATT and CIOT have written to HMRC asking for a soft-landing in
the first year to provide more time for trust agents to comply without
the risk of a penalty being imposed. The letter can be found at www.
tax.org.uk/ref379 and www.att.org.uk/ref271.

Guidance

On 9 October HMRC provided guidance on the TRS to professional
bodies only. This can be found at https://tinyurl.com/TRSguidance.
The ATT briefing note on their technical pages (https://www.att.
org.uk/technical-articles) has also been updated.

Feedback

Feedback on the TRS and related matters is welcome and can be sent
to atttechnical@att.org.uk or technical@ciot.org.uk with the heading
‘Trust Registration Service’ or directly to us below.
Helen Thornley
hthornley@att.org.uk

John Stockdale
jstockdale@ciot.org.uk

Changes to paying tax: at the Post
Office and by personal credit
card
PERSONAL TAX GENERAL FEATURE

From 15 December 2017 taxpayers will no longer be able to make
payments to HMRC at the Post Office, and from 13 January 2018
HMRC will no longer be accepting payments made from personal
credit cards. In the run-up to the 2016/17 self-assessment payment
deadline of 31 January 2018, members with clients who typically
use these methods to pay their tax bills should alert them to
this change as soon as possible and discuss alternative payment
methods with them.

Paying at the Post Office

The Transcash service at the Post Office is being withdrawn from
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15 December 2017 and, as a result, HMRC payslips will no longer
be accepted at the Post Office and Post Office counter staff will no
longer take payments for HMRC.
HMRC are encouraging more taxpayers to make payments of
tax electronically (by direct debit, online and telephone banking
(Faster Payments, BACs and CHAPs)) or by debit card (either online
or by telephone), and have provided guidance to their staff to help
taxpayers who contact HMRC if they need assistance to choose an
alternative payment method.
This topic was the subject of a HMRC Talking Points webinar on
17 October 2017. The webinar (and other Talking Points webinars)
are available to view at https://tinyurl.com/q6zzty4.

Paying by personal credit card

From 13 January 2018 HMRC will no longer be accepting payments
made from personal credit cards. This is because the EU Payment
Services Directive 2, which comes into effect on this date, prohibits
merchants (including HMRC) from recharging associated fees back to
customers. Corporate, business and commercial credit cards are not
affected by this change and HMRC will continue to accept personal and
commercial debit cards.
Further details on alternative payment methods can be
found at Dealing with HMRC: Paying HMRC (https://tinyurl.com/
h2sn5h9). See also Agent Update 62 (p 10) at https://tinyurl.com/
ycw23rbg.
Margaret Curran
mcurran@ciot.org.uk

Winter Finance Bill: Termination
payments and disguised
remuneration
EMPLOYMENT TAX

In September 2017 the government published draft clauses for the
Finance Bill which will be published in December 2017, known as the
Winter Finance Bill, along with accompanying explanatory notes,
tax information and impact notes and other supporting documents.
The CIOT commented on a number of these.

Termination payments: removal of the Foreign Service
Relief (FSR) for UK residents

The government is proposing to remove Foreign Service Relief
(FSR) with effect from 5 April 2018 (except for seafarers). The
CIOT commented on the draft legislation proposed for the
Winter Finance Bill, which will apply in respect of payments
made on the termination of an individual’s employment where
the payment relates in full or in part to a period of non-UK
residence, and the individual is UK resident in the tax year the
payment is received.
The CIOT is concerned that if the termination payment rules do
not follow the same sourcing rules as apply to general earnings,
there will be an incentive created to pay sums as bonuses rather
than termination payments in some cases.
The CIOT has previously raised concerns about the
interaction of the removal of FSR on termination awards
and the rules normally applied to attribute general earnings
between UK and non-UK duties, and we remain concerned that
the net result of removing FSR without replacing it will be that
a termination award made to an individual that has largely
worked overseas but ends his/her employment in the UK will be
taxed more heavily than a ‘normal’ bonus.
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For example, an individual works 19 tax years outside the UK
when non-resident and one tax year at the end of the employment
in the UK when UK resident. The employment is terminated and
a £40,000 termination award under Income Tax (Earnings and
Pensions) Act 2003 (ITEPA) section 401 (payments and benefits on
termination of employment) is received. Under the existing rules
there would be full FSR. Under the new rules there will be no FSR
with £10,000 taxable under section 401 after accounting for the
£30,000 exemption.
Compare this situation to that of an assignee returning to the UK
and then receiving a bonus for past services. This would be taxable as
earnings under ITEPA section 62 and sourcing rules would mean that,
using the above example, the bonus would be apportioned over the
20 years and as 19/20ths are attributable to non-UK duties, on a just
and reasonable basis, only 5% or £2,000 would be taxable in the UK.
We have, therefore, suggested that the government reconsiders
its approach to the taxation of termination payments where an
individual has previously worked extensively outside the UK as,
otherwise, if termination payments do not follow the same sourcing
rules as apply to general earnings, there is an incentive created to pay
sums as bonuses rather than termination payments in some cases.
The full CIOT response can be found at http://www.tax.org.
uk/ref364.

Employment income provided through third parties
(disguised remuneration)

The CIOT has also commented on the draft legislation which would
introduce a new ‘close company gateway’ (CCG) into the ‘disguised
remuneration’ rules. The CIOT believes that, as drafted, the gateway
could act as a general anti-avoidance rule for close companies and
thus apply to transactions that are not employment tax avoidance.
The introduction of the proposed CCG has been deferred from 6
April 2017 to 6 April 2018. While the deferral is welcome the CIOT
nevertheless remain concerned that the CCG is too widely drafted.
The aim of the CCG is stated to be to target employment income
avoidance by close company owners. However, for example, draft
section 554AA (1)(c), which will be included in ITEPA if the legislation
is enacted, extends to, inter alia, income tax avoidance and is not
restricted to employment income so, in our view, the ambit is much
wider. Hence, we believe that the CCG could potentially apply to
ordinary commercial transactions and other transactions that are
not employment income tax avoidance.
The CIOT has, therefore, suggested that if employment income
tax avoidance is the target of the CCG, an alternative and simpler
approach would be to introduce a rebuttable presumption that the
rewards, payments or loans are in connection with employment. It
would then be for the individual concerned to demonstrate that this
is not the case by setting out their evidence to this effect.
We have also raised concerns that the proposed new tax
avoidance test at section 554AA is too widely drafted and in practice
could act as a general anti-avoidance test for close companies. In
addition, we have raised a number of concerns with the operation of
the ‘material interest’ rules, especially where close company shares
are settled on trust.
Lastly, an obligation on employees and former employees
is being introduced to report additional information on loans
on which a loan charge arises (or would have arisen) on 5
April 2019, to HMRC by 1 October 2019, unless a full and final
settlement has been reached with HMRC before then (or the
loans to participators regime takes priority over the disguised
remuneration rules). While HMRC has said it will contact all
individuals it is aware of to inform them of their obligation, how
effective this will be remains to be seen.
The full CIOT response can be found at www.tax.org.uk/ref363.
Matthew Brown
matthewbrown@ciot.org.uk
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Non-dom reforms:
latest developments
PERSONAL TAX

The non-dom reforms are substantively enacted in Finance
(No 2) Act 2017 (which received Royal Assent at the end of
November) and take effect from 6 April 2017 but with more
anti-avoidance provisions to come in the Winter Finance Bill,
the CIOT continues to engage on the changes.

Finance (No 2) Act 2017

The CIOT made a formal submission to the Public Bill Committee
during the passage of what was the Finance Bill 2017–19 through
Parliament highlighting key points of concern that have also
been made in earlier correspondence or submissions to HMRC.
These were:
zz
the counter-intuitive consequence of the new deemed
domicile rule that from 2017/18 onwards a taxpayer will need
to leave the UK in the 14th year of residence rather than the
15th year to avoid becoming deemed domiciled in year 16
(despite being non-resident );
zz
deficiencies in the new benefits charge for offshore trusts;
zz
a number of problems with mixed fund cleansing and at least
two key problems that require drafting amendments.

Our submission can be found at: https://tinyurl.com/
y9kt3t94.

One of these concerns regarding the cleansing of mixed funds
was corrected at Report Stage – see Amendment 17 to clause 29
schedule 8 at https://tinyurl.com/ybh6oafk.

Winter Finance Bill: anti-avoidance provisions offshore
trusts

The consultative clauses that the government published in
September 2017 included a clause and schedule which would
introduce anti-avoidance provisions in relation to payments and
benefits made from offshore trusts. Subject to possible changes,
the draft provisions will be included in the Winter Finance Bill
and will, if passed, take effect from 6 April 2018. The CIOT raised
its concerns on the draft provisions in a consultation meeting
on 16 October and subsequently in a written submission – see
www.tax.org.uk/ref361.
Kate Willis
kwillis@ciot.org.uk

New £1,000 trading and
property allowances (TAPAs)
OMB PERSONAL TAX

These snacks have confusing recipes.

Following Royal Assent of the Finance (No 2) Act 2017 late in
November, the Trading and Property Allowances, originally
announced at Budget 2016 with the aim of providing simplicity
and certainty regarding income tax obligations on small amounts
of income from providing goods, services, property or other
assets, has arrived – and with effect from 6 April 2017.
Tax professionals love acronyms and TAPAs seems to fit
the bill admirably. Dictionary definitions of tapas include
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variously ‘spiritual practices that often involve a high degree
of self-discipline, solitude and periods of deep meditation’ and
‘small Spanish savoury dishes typically served with drinks at a
bar’. As Schedule 3 of Finance (No 2) Act 2017 involves fifteen
pages of legislation, readers may conclude that tax TAPAs are
rather larger than might be expected of a light snack. We focus
therefore on those aspects of the two recipes which are most
likely to require solitude and periods of deep meditation. For
a more general understanding of TAPAs, readers may wish to
consider related Technical Newsdesk items in the February and
March 2017 editions of Tax Adviser.

Trading allowance

The feature of the trading allowance legislation which may cause
most confusion, particularly for unrepresented taxpayers, is the
definition of relevant income – the income which can qualify.
This is defined to exclude income from a partnership and rent-aroom income but otherwise includes the whole of an individual’s
gross receipts from all of the individual’s relevant trades for the
tax year. In practice, that means that the trading allowance is
very unlikely to be of any use to an individual who has a minitrading activity alongside a normal sole-trader self-employment.
ATT focused on this in written evidence to the Finance Bill
Committee.
LITRG’s written evidence to the Finance Bill Committee
referred additionally to:
zz
complications with overlap relief and where the individual has
not elected for the cash basis of accounting;
zz
the potential for genuine confusion as to whether or not a
tax return is required where gross receipts are no more than
£1,000 (a point equally applicable for property income);
zz
a similar potential for confusion as to what records are
needed to be kept where gross receipts do not exceed
£1,000;
zz
the ongoing requirement in relation to Universal Credit for
record keeping and the reporting of income even where
the trading or property allowance applies for income tax
purposes.
One particularly confusing provision applies where gross
receipts for a tax year would be above £1,000 if accounted for
on a GAAP basis but no more than £1,000 on a cash basis. In
that situation, the legislation assumes the existence of a cash
basis election, thereby giving full relief on that income but then
requiring the application of the transitional rules upon reversion
to GAAP in a subsequent year. To displace the assumption,
the individual would have to elect out of full relief and, if they
wanted to claim partial relief, they would need to elect for that.
Another potentially problematic part of the trading allowance
legislation is that concerning exclusion from relief where there is
some element of relationship between the individual who runs
the mini-trade and a person from whom any part of the minitrade’s receipts is received. The exclusion applies where any
such receipt is from:
zz
an employer of either the mini-trading individual or the
spouse or civil partner of that individual;
zz
a firm in which either the mini-trading individual or a person
connected with them is a partner;
zz
a close company in relation to which the mini-trading
individual is either a participator or an associate of a
participator.
In the March 2017 Finance Bill version, the employment
scenario extended to a receipt from the employer of a person
connected with the mini-trading individual. In a response to
HMRC, ATT contended that this was excessively wide and
would for example preclude access to the trading allowance
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if a single pound of the relevant income came from the
employer of the sister-in-law or brother-in-law of the minitrading individual’s spouse or civil partner. By comparison,
the revised employment provision will be considerably easier
to apply.
In the partnership scenario, the connectedness test
involves the consideration of ITA 2007 sections 993 and
994. Despite enquiry of HMRC, it remains unclear whether
this consideration extends to the general connection test in
section 993(2) or whether it is confined to the partnershipspecific test in section 993(4). LITRG and ATT are jointly
engaged with reviewing draft HMRC guidance on the TAPAs so
the point may be clarified then.
The close company scenario adopts the standard
definitions used in CTA 2010 but any mini-trading individual
(other than a tax adviser) who managed to locate them could
be forgiven for not being able to conclude whether they had
received income from an excluded close company.

Property allowance

In practice, the property allowance provisions are likely to
be less problematic but they will still require methodical
consideration. One particular question identified by LITRG is
how the property allowance will interact with the calculation
of unearned income for student loan repayment purposes.
Hopefully this will be clarified in discussion with HMRC.
The property allowance has identical exclusions to those
referred to above in relation to receipts from particular
payers. In addition, the allowance is not available if the
calculation of the individual’s liability to income tax includes a
tax-reducer as a consequence of having non-deductible costs
of a dwelling-related loan (the provision introduced in April
2017 to progressively deny higher rate tax relief on dwellingrelated finance costs).

Conclusion

The overall conclusion is that the TAPAs legislation is
surprisingly complex for two very modest allowances which
are designed to take some individuals out of charge to income
tax and to reduce the record-keeping obligation of others.
Specific professional advice in respect of the availability of
either allowance is unlikely to be economically attractive to
both taxpayers and advisers. This makes the content, format
and accessibility of HMRC guidance on TAPAs critical. LITRG
and ATT are working to ensure that the menu translations for
these particular tapas are as easy to understand as possible.

Written evidence

The written evidence submitted to the Finance Bill Committee
is available at https://tinyurl.com/ybw7cevs (LITRG) and
https://tinyurl.com/yaaf38ru (ATT).
Will Silsby
wsilsby@att.org.uk c

Claire Thackaberry
thackaberry@litrg.org.uk

distributions on company winding up (or phoenixing)
Targeted Anti-Avoidance Rule (TAAR) introduced by
Finance Act 2016.
The TAAR, found in ITTOIA 2005 s396B, was introduced
to prevent individuals converting what would otherwise be
a dividend into a capital payment. It applies to distributions
made to individuals on the winding up of a company on or
after 6 April 2016 if all of the four conditions (summarised
below) are met:
zz
The individual receiving the distribution had at least
a 5% interest in the company immediately before the
winding up;
zz
The company was a close company at any point in the
two years ending with the start of the winding up;
zz
The individual continues to carry on, or be involved with,
the same trade or a similar trade within two years; and
zz
It is reasonable to assume that the main purpose, or one
of the main purposes of the winding up is the avoidance
or reduction of a charge to income tax.
In practice, it will be the last two of these conditions
(conditions C and D in the legislation) which require the
greatest consideration.
On 19 July 2017 (15 months after the TAAR came into
force) HMRC published their official guidance on the TAAR
in their Company Taxation Manual at CTM36300 onwards
(see https://tinyurl.com/y9r5ej2j).
The CIOT and ATT have both recently written to HMRC
to express their concerns over the limited nature of this
guidance and to highlight the difficulties that members tell
us the legislation is causing in practice.
In their letters both the CIOT and the ATT set out their
concern that the TAAR guidance is disappointingly brief and
contains only limited examples. Given the subjective nature
of the legislation and the lack of any clearance facility,
more practical examples would have helped greatly in
providing certainty for taxpayers.
The CIOT point out that the TAAR is already affecting
business decisions. There are particular issues for the
property sector where it is commonplace for each
development to be structured within a new company for
commercial reasons. Issues with trustee shareholders are
also being reported.

The ATT also suggest that:
zz
Whilst their preference remains a pre-transaction

clearance facility, as a minimum, a post transaction
ruling facility should be considered.
zz
It would be helpful for HMRC to set out their position
regarding how penalties for errors in returns under
Schedule 24 FA 2007 may apply to the TAAR. If a
taxpayer genuinely believes that the TAAR does not
apply, but HMRC concludes it does, will penalties be
imposed? Would a white space declaration provide any
protection?

OMB PERSONAL TAX

Finally, the ATT letter also provides some more detailed
observations on the TAAR guidance and sets out some
practical examples where the application of the TAAR
remains unclear.
The full text of the CIOT letter can be found at www.tax.
org.uk/ref381.
The full text of the ATT letter can be found at www.att.
org.uk/ref274.

The CIOT and ATT have each written to HMRC to express
their concerns over the guidance published on the

Emma Rawson
erawson@att.org.uk

Distributions in a winding up
TAAR guidance: CIOT and
ATT comments
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Margaret Curran
mcurran@ciot.org.uk
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OTS review of replacing
capital allowances with
depreciation: unincorporated
businesses
GENERAL FEATURE OMB

The ATT and CIOT have met with the Office of Tax
Simplification (OTS) to discuss the potential impact on
unincorporated businesses of replacing capital allowances
with a deduction for accounting depreciation.
In its review of the corporation tax computation, the OTS
identified capital allowances as a major source of complexity, in
particular distinguishing between qualifying and non-qualifying
assets and the different writing down rates to be applied.
Following that review, and as reported in Technical
Newsdesk of November’s edition of Tax Adviser, the OTS
released a call for evidence (https://tinyurl.com/yabnelo8)
on 3 October 2017 as to whether using accounting
depreciation to provide relief for capital expenditure would
be an affordable and practical simplification for businesses
and the Exchequer.
The ATT and CIOT met with the OTS on 2 November to
specifically discuss the potential impact of such a change on
unincorporated businesses.
The OTS outlined that their starting point is that the tax
treatment of fixed assets should be closer to the accounting
treatment, with the minimum of adjustments necessary. At
its simplest this would mean:
zz
Classification of assets as capital or revenue in nature
for tax purposes would follow the accounting treatment
adopted;
zz
A deduction would be available for the accounting
depreciation of any tangible asset.
This could then be overlaid, where necessary, with specific
rules for assets such as cars or to incentivise the purchase of
energy saving equipment.
The importance of the Annual Investment Allowance (AIA)
to small and unincorporated businesses was stressed by ATT
and CIOT during the meeting. The OTS indicated that a key
consideration for them was how the AIA could be kept or
maintained on any change. In particular, it will be necessary
to consider how this can be achieved without introducing
unnecessary complication.
Other issues discussed during the meeting included the
practical accounting issues which small unincorporated
businesses may face and the policy objectives of the current
capital allowances regime.
It was agreed by all parties that any changes should apply
equally to both income tax and corporation tax in order to
avoid further divergence between the taxation of companies
and unincorporated business forms. As an alternative, the
potential to apply different methods of relief for capital
expenditure to different sizes of business (regardless of their
legal form) was discussed.
A further meeting between the CIOT, ATT and OTS to
discuss the proposals in the context of companies is to be
held on 14 November and will be covered in the next edition
of Tax Adviser.
Emma Rawson
erawson@att.org.uk
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HM Treasury publishes
Customs Bill White Paper
INDIRECT TAX

Business needs certainty in order to prepare for changes to
cross-border trade post-Brexit.
HM Treasury published the Customs Bill White Paper
(https://tinyurl.com/yb4m5rjf) on 9 October 2017, ahead of
the draft Bill being released before the end of the year. CIOT
representatives met with HM Treasury and HMRC Customs
policy leads in mid-October to discuss initial reactions to the
paper before submitting a formal response (www.tax.org.uk/
ref382).
The paper gives rise to an unusually complex mix of
legal and technical issues within equally complex political
constraints. It is not the CIOT’s remit to enter into the
political debate but the consequential lack of clarity makes
the technical analysis somewhat more difficult.

Business needs certainty

The key point, in our view, is that the lack of political certainty
(and therefore, detail) around a negotiated settlement with
the EU means that businesses are forced into preparing for
the ‘contingency scenario’ of the UK leaving the EU without an
agreed customs and trade arrangement. Alternatively, businesses
have to ‘wait and see’; risking being severely underprepared
for a sudden and severe change to the way cross-border trade
operates.

Our initial reaction

We welcome HMT’s focus on frictionless trade and its
recognition of the need for clarity and certainty, in order for
businesses and other enforcement agencies to plan effectively
for exiting the EU and the future. The White Paper describes
HMT’s preferred route; an interim implementation period (with
as little change as possible) followed by a ‘highly streamlined
customs arrangement’ where a number of simplification and
facilitative measures are adopted.
We strongly endorse the need for an implementation period
to allow time for all involved to adopt necessary changes and
move towards the end-goal of a final agreement between the
UK government and the EU.
In the absence of any real detail, businesses have no option
but to plan for the ‘contingency scenario’ of the UK leaving
the EU without an agreed customs arrangement. For certain
sectors, the time for making decisions about future supply
chains is imminent and we are aware of planned supply chain
alterations to exclude the UK because of uncertainty.
There is a distinction to be made between (1) the discussion
around trade deals (tariffs, quotas etc) and (2) the critical need
for an agreement with the EU on the machinery (systems,
infrastructure, information flows etc). Without some form of
cooperation on the machinery aspect, we have strong concerns
about the UK’s ability to continue operating in relation to cross
border trade in the way it needs to if the government’s aim is
to secure as frictionless trade as possible.

Law-making process

We have concerns about the law-making process (whilst
appreciating the unusual context in which this Bill is made)
particularly around appropriate scrutiny and safeguards. The
Bill aims to introduce primary framework legislation with
much of the detail following in secondary legislation; giving
wide powers to change primary legislation using delegated
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legislation such as Statutory Instruments. Our concerns echo
some of those highlighted in our response (www.tax.org.uk/
ref349) to the EU Withdrawal Bill.

Timing

The combined impact and timing of changes for the Indirect Tax
sector, with Brexit, Making Tax Digital and the fulfilment house
due diligence scheme planned for March / April 2019, is causing
apprehension. Will business be able to cope? Will HMRC?

What next?

We aim to comment on the Bill when it is published and plan to
meet with HMT and HMRC again to explore the evolving policy.
We are planning a roundtable event to inform parliamentary
and wider debate over the Customs White Paper and Customs
Bill, with the ultimate aim of contributing to a Customs system
post-Brexit that works for UK business, consumers and all
others concerned with it.
We welcome any comments members have on the issues
raised in the White Paper.
Angela Fearnside
afearnside@ciot.org.uk

these applications, that is confirm registration or raise further
queries, is 31 December 2018.
New fulfilment houses that are set up after 1 July 2018 will be
required to apply for registration in time to be approved by the
later of 1 April 2019 or before they start trading. In the stakeholder
meeting, it was anticipated that these applications could take up
to 45 days to process, with another 30 days added if queries were
raised.

Conditions for approval

Paragraph 4(4)(c) states that conditions or restrictions can be
imposed by the Commissioners. When discussed in the meeting,
it is anticipated that this will cover situations where applicants
have outstanding HMRC debts or there are discrepancies in ‘fit and
proper’ standards. Ideally such standards would be included in the
legislation rather than in guidance, so we will be feeding this back in
our consultation submission.

VAT number verification

Part 8 sets out the requirement to verify a customer’s VAT number.
Currently this would be checked using VIES, although after Brexit
this is likely to change. It is anticipated that an alternative online
portal will be available.

Consultation

Draft legislation published
for the Fulfilment House Due
Diligence Scheme
INDIRECT TAX

Fulfilment House Due Diligence scheme – stakeholder meeting
and further consultation on draft regulations.
In October 2017, the CIOT attended a stakeholder meeting with
HMRC and representatives from the logistics and legal sectors
to discuss its draft legislation, The Fulfilment Business (Approval
Scheme) Regulations 2018.
The Regulations set out the application process, obligations
of third country goods fulfilment businesses and penalties for
the Fulfilment House Due Diligence Scheme (FHDDS). The draft
legislation is published here: https://tinyurl.com/y95duh6v.
Further guidance about the scheme will be published by HMRC,
however this was not available at the stakeholder meeting nor at
the time of writing this article.

Background

The FHDDS is an anti-fraud measure announced in the Budget 2016
that seeks to tackle non-payment of UK VAT on goods sold by nonEU suppliers to UK customers via a UK fulfilment house.
In order for non-EU suppliers to continue trading via fulfilment
houses after 1 April 2019, it must use an approved provider.
Fulfilment houses must register with HMRC within a prescribed
timescale to be ready for the implementation date. Further
background on the scheme is provided in our earlier article here:
https://tinyurl.com/yawscsl4.

Timeline

In the meeting, the new timelines for registration were discussed.
Existing fulfilment houses in the UK trading on or before 31 March
2018 must apply to register for the scheme by 30 June 2018. HMRC
are anticipating several hundred applications will be received once
the registration period starts. Fulfilment houses that start trading
between 1 April and 30 June 2018 must apply to register by 30
September 2018. The anticipated target date for HMRC to process
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HMRC has requested feedback on the draft legislation from
stakeholders (for example affected businesses, trade bodies and
advisers) as follows:
(a) The impact on fulfilment businesses in applying the obligations
of the scheme, including record-keeping requirements
(b) Whether the provisions for group registrations in Part 5 will be
beneficial to group companies
(c) The impact of the scheme on small and micro businesses
Send any comments by 15 December 2017 to HMRC with FHDDS
in the title to indirecttax.projectteam@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk.
The CIOT will be preparing a submission to the consultation.
Jayne Simpson
jsimpson@ciot.org.uk

Devolved taxes in Wales: update
GENERAL FEATURE

October marked the first board meeting of the new Welsh
Revenue Authority and the announcement of rates for Welsh
Land Transaction Tax and Landfill Disposals Tax.
The inaugural board meeting of the Welsh Revenue Authority
‘WRA’ (Awdurdod Cyllid Cymru) took place in Treforest on 18
October 2017. Earlier this year the Land Transaction Tax and Antiavoidance of Devolved Taxes (Wales) Act 2017, and the Landfill
Disposals Tax (Wales) Act 2017, passed into law. These two Acts,
together with the Tax Collection and Management (Wales) Act 2016,
form the legislative framework for the devolved taxes in Wales.
The WRA will begin to collect Land Transaction Tax and Land
Disposals Tax, the Welsh replacements for SDLT and Landfill Tax
respectively, from April 2018. The CIOT is actively engaging with
the WRA in respect of early drafts of LTT guidance and in the
development of an online return for LTT in the run-up to April 2018.
The rates and bands for LTT for both residential and commercial
transactions, and for LDT, were announced on 3 October 2017 – see
https://tinyurl.com/yarz2cld.
For LTT there are some divergences in the rates from both
SDLT and the Scottish Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (LBTT),
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for example for LTT there is a top rate of 6% for commercial
property transactions over £1 million but with lower rates
for lower value commercial transactions between £250,000
and £1m. For residential transactions LTT has a higher nil rate
band threshold, applying to consideration up to £150,000,
rather than £125,000 for SDLT and £145,000 for LBTT.
For the first two years of LDT, the standard and lower rates
will remain consistent with those for Landfill Tax. However,
a new unauthorised disposals rate will be set at £133.45 per
ton (150% of the standard rate).
A shortlist of four new Welsh tax ideas was also published
at the same time. These ideas are:
zz
a levy to support social care
zz
a vacant land tax
zz
a disposable plastic tax
zz
a tourism tax
Each of these ideas will be developed further by the Welsh
Treasury with one of the new tax ideas chosen to be proposed
to the UK government in 2018 to test the powers in the Wales
Act for the development of new taxes in areas of devolved
responsibility.
The Welsh rates of income tax (WRIT) will be introduced in
April 2019.
Kate Willis
kwillis@ciot.org.uk

Guidance for Members
working in commerce and
industry
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

The CIOT and ATT have published new guidance in areas
requested by their members in commerce and industry,
but the points and principles will be relevant to all
members.
Members in commerce and industry have identified a
number of areas where they would welcome guidance and
we are pleased to let members know that this guidance is
now available on the CIOT (http://tinyurl.com/y7pxd2s4) and
ATT (http://tinyurl.com/yd2ek5oy) websites. The guidance
has been produced by a working party including a number
of individuals with extensive experience of working in
commerce and industry.
The guidance includes the role of the Senior Accounting
Officer. This will be relevant to members working in
companies with a turnover in excess of £200 million. The
guidance has been reviewed by legal Counsel. HMRC has
also had sight of it and answered some specific questions
relating to the SAO role. Ultimately it is anticipated that it
will be included as guidance within Professional Conduct in
relation to Taxation (PCRT) but in the meantime it is issued
as standalone guidance for CIOT and ATT members.
Other areas identified by those working in commerce and
industry are covered in a set of FAQs. These follow closely
the approach in PCRT but are drafted specifically with a
focus on the Commerce and Industry workplace. However
the principles included in the FAQs apply to all members.
Jane Mellor
jmellor@ciot.org.uk
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The Low Incomes Tax Reform
Group (LITRG) report on selfemployment and universal
credit
GENERAL FEATURE PERSONAL TAX

LITRG have published a report summarising the main
shortcomings of the current universal credit system in
respect of the self-employed and suggesting positive
reforms that would encourage entrepreneurial activity and
relieve administrative burdens.
Universal credit is gradually replacing working tax credit
and child tax credit, so advisers whose clients currently claim
tax credits can expect them to be moved to universal credit
over the next few years. LITRG began to raise concerns about
self-employment in universal credit when the universal credit
White Paper was first published and the Welfare Reform Bill
began its passage through Parliament in 2011.
Although some minor changes to the rules have been made
since then, many of the major concerns remain. At present,
the system does not work well for self-employed claimants
who have fluctuating income and/or expenses, or who have
a large, one-off business expense in a particular month,
nor does it give people long enough to establish and grow
their business. In addition, the universal credit assessment
period is one month as against one year for tax, definitions of
income and profit from self-employment differ for universal
credit and tax, and universal credit operates a cash basis
which diverges from the cash basis option for tax.

The report recommends:

In each Jobcentre office, a small number of staff should
undergo specialist self-employment training to become
‘subject experts’ with access to a central expert team who are
supported by HMRC.
Self-employed claimants should see a work coach at least
once every 12 months to ensure compliance with the gainful
self-employment test. There should be consistency to ensure
that claimants who are classed as self-employed by HMRC are
also self-employed for universal credit purposes. All claimants
passing the test should have the opportunity to access
business support from a trained Jobcentre adviser.
The current one year start-up period should be extended
to two years.
zz
A general anti-abuse provision should ensure people
cannot manipulate their income in order to claim universal
credit or more universal credit. This would apply to both
employed and self-employed claimants and would remove
the need for the complex surplus earnings rules that are
due to come into force from April 2018.
zz
Self-employed claimants with fluctuating income or profits
should be given an option of averaging their income over a
period up to one year.
zz
All definitions should be fully aligned with the HMRC cash
accounting rules and thought should be given to how the
system can deal with those who are unable to use the
HMRC cash basis for tax purposes.
zz
In cases where earnings are averaged, we propose that the
system of reporting monthly income and expenses should
be changed so that it follows the period of which earnings
are averaged.
zz
The minimum income floor should remain from Year
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3 onwards but should be calculated after deduction
of pension contributions as well as tax and national
insurance. This is to ensure self-employed claimants are
treated as favourably as employees who make pension
contributions.
zz
Two exceptions should be made to the minimum income
floor. First, a three month grace period in each 12 month
period to allow someone to deal with unexpected events
or a one-off large expense without any adverse impact.
Secondly, we propose a discretion for DWP staff to disapply the MIF in certain situations.
The report can be found on the LITRG website: www.litrg.
org.uk/SE-UC-report.
Victoria Todd
vtodd@litrg.org.uk

Pensions freedom
PERSONAL TAX

LITRG responds to an enquiry into pensions freedom.
Following the changes to legislation that took effect from 6 April
2015, allowing greater choice over how an individual might access
their pension savings, the Work and Pensions Committee of the
House of Commons invited comments from interested parties.

Guidance provided to prospective pensioners

LITRG’s response (www.litrg.org.uk/ref285) notes that apart from
guidance provided by individual pension schemes (where available)
the main sources of guidance for pensioners on low incomes will
be either financial advisers, or other professionals charging fees,
or Pension Wise. While the people using Pension Wise seem to
rate their guidance highly, it is concerning that Pension Wise does
not require its advisers to be qualified in tax. Given that tax might
consume a significant part of pension savings, especially since
accessing pension funds might also affect the tax rate paid on
state pension lump sums, for example, it seems anomalous that
taxation issues are not covered in detail. LITRG suggests that warm
handovers for tax advice might be made from Pension Wise to its
sister charity Tax Help for Older People to help fill this void.
It is also concerning that Pension Wise may not be advising on
the potential impacts of a pension withdrawal on the individual’s,
or their family’s, rights to state benefits both in the short and the
longer term.

Alternatives to pension

The response points out that it may be difficult for an individual
to decide between saving for a pension or, instead, saving in a
Lifetime ISA that receives a 25% bonus from the government
subject to certain limits. While the individual may obtain tax relief
on pension contributions, this is not necessarily the case if they are
not a taxpayer and their employer operates a net pay arrangement
for collecting pension contributions. Thus if the individual is not
a taxpayer now contributing to the Lifetime ISA rather than to a
pension might make sense but this may not necessarily remain the
case should this individual become a higher rate taxpayer, given that
pension contributions would attract 40% tax relief. Such financial
decisions are complex and may either cause individuals to fail to
choose the most suitable long-term savings vehicle or, worse, deter
them from saving altogether.
Gillian Wrigley
gwrigley@litrg.org.uk
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A greater tax enforcement role
for the Gangmasters Labour
Abuse Authority (GLAA)?
GENERAL FEATURE

LITRG recently responded to a consultation by the Director of
Labour Market Enforcement which moots a possible extension
of the GLAA licensing system.
The GLAA is a Non-Departmental Public Body working to
protect vulnerable and exploited workers. Its predecessor – the
Gangmasters Licensing Authority (GLA), was set up after the
Morecambe Bay cockle picking tragedy. Since then, their licensing
scheme has set out requirements for businesses supplying
labour into the agricultural, horticultural, shellfish-gathering
and associated processing and packing industries. The licensing
scheme covers areas like health and safety, accommodation, pay,
transport – and tax, with the requirements for tax set out below:
The Director of Labour Market Enforcement, whose role was
created under the Immigration Act 2016 to bring better focus and
co-ordination to the enforcement of labour market legislation
(which includes having overarching responsibility for setting
the strategic direction of the three labour market enforcement
bodies – HMRC National Minimum Wage/National Living Wage,
Employment Agency Standards Inspectorate and the GLAA),
suggested there might be a case for extending the GLAA’s
licensing system into sectors such as social care, car washing and
construction.
As a labour provider must have a licence to work in the
regulated sectors, and it is a criminal offence to supply workers
without a licence or use an unlicensed labour provider, the LITRG
support this idea, as it could provide many more workers with
an extra layer of protection from tax and NIC geared exploitation
and help cut down on things like false self-employment and illegal
travel and subsistence schemes.
However, in their submission to the Director, LITRG cautioned
against complex areas of tax law being decided as part of a
GLAA licence application or appeal. This happened as part of the
FS Commercial case (https://tinyurl.com/y82zrqmw), in which
the then GLA took action against a Pay Day by Pay Day (PDPD)
umbrella scheme, assisted by technical input from HMRC. While
the tax and NIC issues were considered and declared noncompliant by the Judge in that case it did not set a precedent in
pure tax terms with the consequence that questions lingered over
the authority of the judge’s decision.
LITRG therefore advised, should the plan for the GLAA go
ahead, that where there is a dispute as to whether something
a labour provider is doing is compliant or not in the context of
a GLAA licence application or appeal, the GLAA should pass the
case to HMRC to test the legality in the independent tax tribunal.
It would then be for the GLAA to take action around the licensing
standards based on the outcome.
Nevertheless, extending the GLAA’s licensing system will
mean more overlap between the GLAA and HMRC’s roles and is
something that employment tax advisers with labour provider,
employment agency or gangmaster clients in other sectors
characterised by vulnerable employment will want to watch
closely.
You can read more about the Director’s strategy and find
LITRG’s response to it here: www.litrg.org.uk/ref278.
Meredith McCammond
mmccammond@litrg.org.uk
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Recent submissions

Further information

Date sent

CIOT

European Union (Withdrawal) Bill

www.tax.org.uk/ref349

10/10/2017

HofL Constitution Committee Inquiry into European Union (Withdrawal) Bill

www.tax.org.uk/ref375

12/10/2017

OECD request for input on work regarding the tax challenges of the digitalised economy www.tax.org.uk/ref371

13/10/2017

Trust Registration Service

www.tax.org.uk/ref379

25/10/2017

Draft legislation: tackling disguised remuneration – avoidance schemes

www.tax.org.uk/ref363

25/10/2017

Offshore trusts: anti-avoidance

www.tax.org.uk/ref361

25/10/2017

Termination payments: removal of foreign service relief

www.tax.org.uk/ref364

25/10/2017

Distributions in a winding up – Finance Act 2016 Section 35

www.tax.org.uk/ref381

02/11/2017

HMT Customs Bill White Paper

www.tax.org.uk/ref382

03/11/2017

Trust Registration Service

www.att.org.uk/ref271

25/10/2017

Company Winding Up Targeted Anti-Avoidance Rule (TAAR)

www.att.org.uk/ref274

02/11/2017

Informing Labour Market Enforcement Strategy 2018/19

www.litrg.org.uk/ref278

10/10/2017

Draft secondary legislation: Help to Save accounts

www.litrg.org.uk/ref286

19/10/2017

Returning to work after time out for caring

www.litrg.org.uk/ref284

20/10/2017

Finance Bill 2017 briefings

www.litrg.org.uk/ref279

24/10/2017

Work and Pensions inquiry regarding pensions freedom

www.litrg.org.uk/ref285

03/10/2017

ATT

LITRG

The Tony Arnold Library contains books, articles
and case law on taxation issues and policy.
The Tony Arnold Library is the library of
the CIOT and ATT.

It is for the use of all members and students.
To gain access you must have your membership or
student card.

Tony Arnold Library
Tax information at your fingertips

Alternatively documents can be faxed, posted or
e-mailed to you for a small fee.
King’s College London
Chancery Lane
London WC2A 1LR
library@tax.org.uk
or 020 7848 2568
Nearest underground stations :
Chancery Lane or Temple
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CIOT/ATT/ADIT

2018 subscription fees
FEES
The Chartered Institute of Taxation (CIOT)

CIOT Associate

£

345

CIOT Overseas Associate

£

317

CIOT Joint Associate

£

345

CIOT Joint Overseas Associate

£

317

CIOT Joint Reduced Associate

£

65

CIOT Associate Reduced Rate

£

65

CIOT Retired Associate with literature

£

70

CIOT Retired Associate without literature

£

12

CIOT Associate No Fee

£

–

CIOT Fellow

£

360

CIOT Overseas Fellow

£

329

CIOT Joint Fellow

£

360

CIOT Joint Overseas Fellow

£

329

CIOT Joint Reduced Associate

£

65

CIOT Fellow Reduced Rate

£

65

CIOT Retired Fellow with literature

£

70

CIOT Retired Fellow without literature

£

12

CIOT Fellow No Fee

£

–

CIOT Honorary Fellow

£

–

CIOT Honorary Fellow No Fee

£

–

CIOT Retired Life Associate (No literature)

£

123

CIOT Retired Life Fellow (No literature)

£

123

CIOT Joining Fee

£

180

CIOT Joining Fee (ATT Members)

£

95

ADIT Affiliate

£

160

ADIT Affiliate (July to December)

£

80

ATT Member

£

195

ATT Joint Member

£

105

ATT Member Reduced Subscription

£

60

ATT Retired Member with literature

£

105

ATT Retired Member without literature

£

5

ATT Fellow

£

210

ATT Joint Fellow

£

110

ATT Fellowship Entrance Fee

£

60

ATT Joining Fee

£

60

ATT Re-joining Fee

£

95

Certificate of Competency

£

45

Advanced Diploma in International Taxation (ADIT)

The Association of Taxation Technicians (ATT)
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CIOT

CIOT/ATT

Glasgow branch
student event

New council member:
Paul Aplin OBE

The Glasgow branch student event

EVENT

In October, the Glasgow
branch held an event for
students and recent graduates
with the aim of understanding
how it can support tax
professionals either studying
for their ATT and CTA
examinations or at the start of
their career.
Andrew Ford, chair of the
Glasgow branch, said of the
event, ‘We have been keen
to see what the local branch
might be able to do to support
members in the early stages

of their career so this event
was an important first step.
‘Some of the issues
that we were able to
discuss included exam
preparation, mentoring and
the opportunity to network
with peers and share career
development experiences.
‘The feedback we
received has given us a lot
to think about. Hopefully,
our October event will be
first of other such events
not just in Glasgow, but
across the rest of Scotland
and beyond.’

CIOT/ATT

Christmas
carol service
EVENT

The CIOT and ATT will hold their traditional
Christmas Carol Service for Members at
St Peter’s Church, Eaton Square, London
on Wednesday 13 December 2017.
A small reception with mulled wine and
mince pies will be held after the service and
will conclude the evening. The CIOT and ATT
hope that many of their Members will join in
with the celebrations for the festive season
and look forward to seeing you there.
Online registrations can be made at: www.
tax.org.uk/carolservice2017

www.taxadvisermagazine.com | December 2017

COUNCIL

Paul Aplin OBE BSc (Hons)
FCA CTA (Fellow) joined CIOT
Council on 10 October 2017.
Paul is a tax partner at A C
Mole & Sons in Taunton and
Deputy President of ICAEW.
His general practice work
covers a broad range of direct
tax and compliance work for
medium, small and micro
businesses as well as personal
tax advice for individuals.
A former chairman of the
ICAEW Tax Faculty and Tax
Faculty Technical Committee,
he has for many years
met regularly with HMRC
at a senior level and with
ministers on tax policy issues.
He is an enthusiast for
digital tax administration
when it offers benefits for
all stakeholders (his CTA
Fellowship thesis was on the
evolution of electronic tax
compliance in the UK and his
firm was the first in the UK
to file an electronic selfassessment tax return).
He is a regular
commentator and

broadcaster on tax issues in
the media and trade press
and a regular writer and
speaker on tax policy and tax
administration.
His Twitter feed,
@PaulAplinOnTax focuses
mainly on taxation, but with
frequent asides on travel and
his border collie.
He served on HMRC’s
Carter Project Board for
several years and currently
sits on HMRC’s Administrative
Burdens Advisory Board.
Named Tax Personality
of the Year in the 2007
Taxation Awards for his part
in persuading the government
to backtrack on the proposal
to advance tax return
filing dates, he received an
HMRC External Engagement
award for advancing
transparency in tax in 2012
and the Outstanding Industry
Contribution Award in the
2013 British Accountancy
Awards.
He was appointed OBE
in 2009 for services to the
accountancy profession and
for public service.
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Brexit: practical
tax and legal
considerations
EVENT

Ffion Uibh Eachach, Anne Fairpo and Johnny Hanna

Mary Fraser reports
If you thought you would wait
and see the outcome of the
Brexit talks, think again! The Irish
Tax Institute and the European
Branch held a joint meeting at
the St James’ Court Hotel in
Victoria, where the enormity
of the task ahead was brought
home to us.
Speakers: Johnny Hanna,
KPMG Northern Ireland, Head of
Tax CTA, also Council member of
Irish Tax Institute; Anne Fairpo,
Barrister, Temple Tax Chambers,
London, Past President
Chartered Institute of Taxation,
Chair of European Branch; and
Ffion Uibh Eachach, KPMG.

zOctober to December:

Agreement on the
Principles of Article 50
zDecember to Spring:
Scoping of future relations
– Citizens’ rights, Financial
settlement and Border
issues
zOctober 2018:
Finalisation of Article 50
zOctober to March 2019:
Ratification process.

The context for Brexit: where
are we now?
Johnny reminded us of the
timetable for Brexit and the
sequence of negotiations and
that we have only 12 months left
in which to reach an agreement.
Politically, that timetable has not
at present been met.

He then outlined the
potential impacts for business
such as the necessity for reforecasting, working capital and
cash management, hedging,
foreign exchange and risk
management.
There will be changes in the
markets and the EU and UK
competitive landscape. The
removal of EU withholding tax
directives may increase tax
costs.
There will also be an impact
on the availability of skills and
resources from the EU.

Sequence of negotiations
Brexit is to take place over
a fixed period – we have
about 12 months to reach an
agreement
zz
Phase 1: Start of
negotiations
zz
Phase 2:

Direct tax ‘options’
Anne then took us through the
direct tax consequences. We
shall still be doing business.
Double tax agreements are
one of the matters dealt with
through the OECD, we shall
still be part of the World Trade

CIOT/ATT

Christmas
office hours
The CIOT and the ATT would like to thank you for your
continued support during 2017 and look forward to a
successful 2018. With very best wishes for Christmas
and the New Year from the Presidents, councils and staff
team. Please note that the Institute and the Association
will be closed on 25 and 26 December 2017 and also on
1 January 2018.
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Agreement and have several
options:
zz
The EEA, like Norway – with
access to the single market,
but with obligations as to
capital contributions and free
movement of people;
zz
The Swiss option – limited
access to the single market,
also requires capital
contribution and free
movement of people
zz
The Canadian option –
reduced access to the single
market and does not cover
services (a key UK export),
requires acceptance of EU
rules
zz
WTO membership – no
preferential access to the
markets with which the
EU has negotiated trade
agreements.
The UK would exit the
Parent/Subsidiary Directive,
leading to withholding taxes
on dividends and royalties,
which would fall back on
existing double tax agreements
and cross-border licensing
and loans will be considered
on a treaty-by-treaty basis.
Finland is the only country that
reduces withholding to zero.
Navigating the UK exit
Ffion took us through the
indirect tax consequences
and options. These are more
far-reaching as indirect taxes
are harmonised throughout
the EU (with the exception
of rates). He outlined the
various options:
zz
UK Government Bespoke
Strategy
zz
the Norway Model (EEA
and EFTA member)
zz
the Swiss Model (EFTA
member)
zz
the Turkish Model
(Customs Union) and

zz
Independent Model (WTO
member)

He illustrated each
option, showing the tax
consequences, which were
alarming.
The UK would have to alter
accounting systems, some
benefits e.g. TOMS would be
retained and the UK would
have to draft new Customs
legislation and put in place
new Free Trade Agreements.
There would be delays at
borders.
Brexit practicalities
Anne then summarised the
various consequences:
zz
Merger and acquisition laws
are not materially influenced
by the EU
zz
UK will still be operating in
international markets
zz
Is Brexit a force majeure,
allowing counter-parties to
terminate a contract?
zz
EU would continue to have
jurisdiction for pre-Brexit
litigation
zz
State Aid – UK could become
more generous, but at risk of
anti-competitive support
zz
Employment – rules are
unlikely to be of benefit to
employees
zz
Potential for social security
agreements to fall away.
zz
Tax: Increased likelihood of
CCCTB without the UK?
zz
OECD/BEPS impact would
probably leave the UK still in
line on anti-abuse laws.
This was a very interesting,
if alarming, conference and
it was comforting to learn of
the preparations that many of
the delegates’ companies had
already made.
It gave us plenty of food for
thought – and action!
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More than 190 people attended the President’s
Reception at the Wallace Collection

Certificate of Merit recipients – left to right: Marion Hodgkiss,
Jeremy Woolf, the President, Tina Riches and Bridie Bradley

CIOT President’s ‘thank
you’ reception
EVENT

CIOT President, John Preston, thanked the volunteers who
have provided many hours of their time over the last year
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The President’s ‘Thank You’
Reception was held on Tuesday
10 October 2017 at the Wallace
Collection. Over 190 people
attended the annual event
held by the Institute, the main
purpose of which is to thank
the Institute’s many unpaid
volunteers on Branches, Council,
Committees, Sub-Committees
and Working Parties who have
provided many hours of their
time over the last year.
CIOT President, John Preston,
gave a speech which included
the presentation of four
Certificates of Merit. Certificates
of Merit recognise the significant
contribution made by members
to the work of the Institute.
zz
Bridie Bradley has been a
Committee Member of the
Northern Ireland Branch for
25 years and has supported
all Branch activities.
zz
Marion Hodgkiss has been
involved with the Student

Training Conferences for
approximately 20 years as
a lecturer and as a stalwart
of the Student Conferences
Working Party.
zz
Tina Riches was Head of
the Tax Technical Team
at the CIOT between
2006 and 2013 and
continues to represent
the CIOT on numerous
technical matters including
Making Tax Digital, Client
Notification and Agent
Strategy – among many
others.
zz
Jeremy Woolf does a great
deal for the Institute. He
sits on the fiscal committee
of CFE, is chair of European
Union and Human Rights
sub-Committee and
is the CFE’s alternate
representative on the EC’s
VAT Exports Group etc.
The CIOT would like to
express their sincere thanks
to the sponsors of this event:
Pinsent Masons.
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News from the Worshipful
Company of Tax Advisers
EVENT

Alison Lovejoy reports on
recent events

Tax history group: Women’s
Tax Resistance League 1909
– 1918
David Williams reports
One of the bizarre facts that
we learned in a fascinating
evening was that married
women were lumped into the
same legislative category by
the 1842 Income Tax Act as
incapacitated persons, along
with infants, lunatics, idiots
and insane persons, and their
incomes were chargeable on
their husbands. Many women
understandably found this
treatment offensive, especially
since before 1918 they were
unable to vote. Their long
struggle for more enlightened
treatment was the theme
of an excellent talk to the
WCOTA Tax History Group on
24 October by Helen Thornley,
Technical Officer with the ATT.
ATT

In 1909 the Women’s
Tax Resistance League was
formed by personalities such
as Ethel Ayres Purdie, the
first woman member of an
accountancy body, Dr Louisa
Garrett Anderson (daughter
of the first woman doctor),
Clemence Housman (sister of
the poet A E), and Princess
Sophia Duleep Singh, an Indian
aristocrat who refused to pay
the licence fee for her five dogs
and a male servant and had
a seven stone diamond ring
distrained. The League caused
such disruption at distraint
sales – where members would
bid to buy back a defaulting
member’s property – that
some auctioneers refused to
conduct the sales.
In the same spirit, Mark
Wilks, a teacher married to a
doctor, was imprisoned for 14
days in 1912 after refusing to
pay income tax on his wife’s
income: the courts were
unimpressed by his argument
that his wife refused to give

ATT Admission Ceremony:
Thursday 12 October 2017

EVENT

ATT President, Graham
Batty, welcomed 61 new
members and their guests
to the ATT Admission
Ceremony which was

held in the Cholmondeley
Room at the House of Lords.
The Baroness Hamwee
graciously hosted the
evening. New members
had the opportunity
to meet the Officers,

ATT President, Graham Batt y, with the new members
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him details of her earnings so
he was unable to report them.
In 1913 a deputation of the
League met the Chancellor,
Lloyd George, who agreed
that treating married women
as incapacitated was a ‘legal
humiliation’, but baulked at
the revenue cost of changing
the law (claimed to be £1.5
million). On the eve of the
First World War, Ethel Purdie
acquired some government
stock paying interest net of tax
and took a case to the courts,
without success, to highlight
the anomaly that tax was
withheld from her own income
yet repaid, if a rebate was due,
to her husband.
The League suspended
its activities during the war,
and with peace bringing
many women the vote at
last, wound itself up in 1918.
But many of its members
continued to press for
separate taxation of married
women, although this was not
to come until well within the

members of Council and
representatives from the
Professional Staff. The
evening finished with
guided tours of both
Houses of Parliament.

professional memory of many
of the listeners to Helen’s
fascinating talk.

Tax advisers at the Seaside

On 22 July tax advisers and
guests gathered on an historic
Routemaster bus for a tour
of Southend on Sea which
included fine views across
the Thames Estuary. This
was followed by a greeting
from the Town Crier, a visit to
Southend Pier and a welcome
by the Mayor of Southend
to a Civic Reception. There
followed an excellent lunch
and a tour of the Grade 1 Tudor
Town Hall and the ancient
fishing village of Leigh-on-Sea.
The day was finished with a
delicious dinner washed down
by excellent wines, generously
provided by the Master. On
Sunday morning the hardier
tax advisers set out for the
three-and-a-half mile walk
to Leigh-on-Sea. An excellent
and leisurely lunch concluded
a most enjoyable Master’s
Weekend.

2017 London Liveries
Brigantes Breakfast

WCOTA Northern Liverymen
often find it hard to attend
London meetings so to
address this problem the
Brigantes (named after a
Celtic Tribe which controlled
most of Northern England)
was formed in 2015 and
holds various events. One of
these is the London Liveries
Brigantes Breakfast and the
third Breakfast was held on
Wednesday 26th July. Some
420 liverymen and guests
gathered in the splendour of St
George’s Hall, Liverpool.
The Lord Mayor of the City
of London Dr Andrew Parmley,
and Past Master Baker David
Bentley thanked two Tax
Advisers (Jean Jesty and Sue
Christensen) for their help in
promoting the Brigantes and
assisting with various enquiries
relating to tax. This came as a
complete surprise and was a
nice boost for the Tax Advisers.
To learn more about all
the varied activities of the
Company and to join, go to
www.taxadvisers.org.uk
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ATT Trailblazer Apprenticeship and
Foundation Qualifications launch

More than 20 firms were represented at the launch event

EVENT

The successful launch event
for new ATT Trailblazer
Apprenticeship and
Foundation Qualifications was
held on Thursday 19 October
at Holborn Bars in London.
More than 20 firms were
represented, including all of
the top accountancy firms
and tuition providers. BPP

Professional Education,
Kaplan Financial and Tolley
Tax Training sponsored the
evening.
The launch event was a
great way for employers and
their employees to learn
about the newly designed
trailblazer Apprenticeship
schemes and the Level 4
Professional Tax Technician
Apprenticeship standards and

Natalie Miller, Chris Siddle and Graham Batt y

the ATT’s new Foundation
Qualifications.
ATT President Graham
Batty hosted the evening
and welcomed short
presentations from Natalie
Millier, ATT Past President
and Chris Siddle, Tolley Tax
Training.
Further information

zz
Visit the ATT website at

www.att.org.uk/ourqualifications
zz
Talk to us: Call us on 0207
340 0550 or email us at
education@att.org.uk
zz
Talk to the National
Apprenticeship
Service: Visit www.
apprenticeships.org.uk
for more information
about apprenticeships.

ATT

Sharpen your tax skills
EVENT

A total of over 450 people
attended the series of five
AAT-ATT master courses held
in October and November in
London, Exeter, Southampton
and Manchester. These
annual, joint AAT and ATT
events were presented
again this year by Michael
Steed, Head of Tax for BPP
Professional Development,
and co-chair of the ATT’s
Technical Steering Group.
Michael was supported at
the events by ATT technical
officers and ATT staff and
volunteers.
The courses followed an
interactive, case-study based
format. This was popular with

delegates as it allowed them the
opportunity to work through the
kind of practical problems they
face in day to day client work,
with lots of time for questions
and group discussion.
Topics included in this year’s
course ranged from using the
personal allowance to the best
advantage (something that due
to the complexities of the new
dividend and savings allowances
software cannot always be relied
on to do correctly) and allowable
deductions in tax computations,
through to changes in residence
and domicile rules. Michael also
covered new rules for personal
service companies in the public
sector.
Case studies looked at
tax planning matters such as
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The joint AAT and ATT events were presented by Michael Steed

picking the appropriate business
model for a property business,
capital allowances on a farm
diversification project – where
Michael explained to delegates
the attractions of ‘glamping’ –
and whether or not a vehicle was
a car or a van for VAT purposes.
The case studies were all based
on real life examples from
Michael’s experience of working

in practice, so attendees could
well find themselves facing
similar situations in the future.
It was good to see lots of
attendees in previous years
returning this year. The prize for
the furthest distance travelled
went to an ATT member who
had flown in from Florida to
attend one of the London
events!
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Promoting ADIT in academia
and industry alike
EVENT

The diversity of the
international tax community
is reflected once again in
our recent ADIT marketing
activities, including exhibitions
and presentations at events in
the UK, Europe and beyond.
The University of Edinburgh
hosted a special international
tax seminar on Friday 20
October, during which Jim
Robertson CTA, former VP
Tax Americas at Shell and
current chair of the ADIT
Sub-Committee and Academic
Board, spoke with students
about a range of topical
international tax issues and
gave his insights from a
practitioner’s perspective.

The event also featured an
ADIT presentation led by Rory
Clarke, ADIT Examinations
Manager, showcasing the ADIT
qualification to international
tax students seeking a
professional, industryrecognised counterpart to
their academic credentials.
We were also delighted
to present ADIT at the
28 th annual International
Petroleum Tax Conference,
organised by the Norwegian
Petroleum Society (NPF).
There were over 80
delegates, and the conference
took place in Oslo on 31
October and 1 November.
The conference attracts
leaders from organisations
across the oil and gas sector,

Rory Clarke speaks about the benefits of ADIT to delegates
at the NPF International Petroleum Tax Conference

including energy companies,
professional service firms
and government, from
across Europe, Asia and the
Americas.
Other recent ADIT highlights
include participation at this
year’s Taxsutra Conclave,
which was held in Mumbai
from 5–7 October, and of
course the CIOT/ATT European
Branch’s 21st Cross Atlantic
and European Tax Symposium

in London on Friday 17
November.
We would like to
thank the University of
Edinburgh, the NPF and
Taxsutra for welcoming
our participation at their
respective events, and
the attending delegates
for their interest and time
in discussing ADIT and its
benefits as an international
tax benchmark.

Members’
Support Service
• The Members’ S upport S ervice aims to help those with
work- related personal problems
• An independent, sympathetic fellow practitioner
will listen in the strictest confidence and give
support
• The service is available to any member of the
CIOT and ATT
• There is no charge for this service

To be p ut in touch w ith a member
of the Sup p ort Service p lease
telep hone 0 8 4 5 7 4 4 6 6 1 1 and q uote
‘ Members’ Sup p ort Service’
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Recruitment

To place an advertisement contact:
advertisingsales@lexisnexis.co.uk

Accountant/Tax Advisor
London/Newcastle upon Tyne
Competitive salary

Qubic is a growing professional services firm which provides specialist tax advice to a
range of clients throughout the UK. Qubic are seeking to add qualified tax specialists
ACA, ACCA, CTA and/or ATT to their team. Based in Newcastle upon Tyne or London you
will work within a team of talented professionals and have responsibility for your own
client caseload and associated relationships.
The team specialises in bespoke tax advisory work primarily for corporate clients in a
diverse range of sectors. Client profiles range from owner managed businesses to FTSE
100 companies.
Whilst full in-house training will be provided to any successful candidate, You must
also have UK tax experience and possess superb communication and interpersonal
skills. Qubic Tax place great value in the strength of our relationships with clients and
their existing advisors and would hope that any candidate would have the ability to
demonstrate how they had developed such relationships within their previous role(s) and
the value that this had added as a result. This vacancy offers an excellent opportunity
to make a definite and recognisable contribution to an already thriving practice.
To apply or for more details please email our team – cv@qubictax.com

Technical Officer: Low Incomes Tax Reform Group
£43,000 to £55,000 depending on skills and qualifications
Temporary position for 12 months initially with the possibility of extension
An opportunity has arisen for a technical specialist to oin the
Low Incomes Tax Reform Group (LITRG), an initiative of the
Chartered Institute of Taxation (CI T) to give a voice to the
unrepresented taxpayer The successful candidate will have
a high degree of technical expertise in areas of personal tax
likely to a ect unrepresented taxpayers on a low income, along
with a real interest in the tax problems of the low-paid and
an ability to explain complex sub ect matter clearly and in a
manner that can be understood by a non-specialist audience
They will demonstrate an enthusiasm for enhancing the public
understanding of tax and helping to make the tax system work
better for the unrepresented An interest in and some knowledge
of tax credits and welfare benefits is a distinct advantage

The duties of the technical o cer will include (among other things)
researching and writing technical copy for our websites and print
media, including professional ournals, and our research reports
dra ing responses to consultations and calls for evidence and
participating in meetings with o cials, workshops, conferences and
so forth briefing parliamentarians, ournalists and other opinion
formers about tax and related welfare issues a ecting those on
low incomes working with and supporting members of the main
LITRG committee and other stakeholders, including other charities
The position will probably be o ered on a - day a week basis
(there is exibility over working hours) The role will be homebased, as with the other CI T technical o cers, but with a
requirement to attend various meetings, mostly in London

More information
For a ob information pack including a ob description and our benefits package, please email Faith Mulera at fmulera ciot org uk
Applications must be submitted electronically Closing date 22 December 201 at pm Interviews to be held during anuary February
2018 Further information on LITRG can be found at www litrg org uk
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R&D Senior or Manager
Leeds or Manchester – £excellent

R&D Manager or Senior Manager
Leeds – £excellent

An excellent opportunity for a qualified tax professional (ACA,
ICAS, ACCA, CTA or a former Inspector of Taxes) to join a
growing R&D tax team in an international firm of accountants.
You may currently work in mainstream corporate tax and want
to specialise – or you may already have some R&D experience.
In this role, you will work with engineers and scientists to help
companies maximise their R&D spend and claim the relevant
allowances for their sector. Call Georgiana Ref: 2517

This is a key role in the next stage of development of this
national R&D Tax team. You will help lead the firm’s R&D
offering in the north of England. You will be instrumental
in building and maintaining client relationships as well
as overseeing the management and delivery of technically
excellent tax projects. This firm has a brilliant client list
ranging from multinationals and FTSE groups to dynamic
local OMBs. Call Georgiana Ref: 2518

Transfer Pricing
Manchester – £39,000 to £45,000 + benefits

Transfer Pricing Manager
Manchester – £excellent

Our client is the Transfer Pricing team in a Big 4 accountancy
firm. They seek a recently qualified (ACA, CTA or ICAS) to
join their team and deal with transfer pricing and broader
international tax issues for a great portfolio of blue chip clients.
Would consider someone in corporate tax who is looking to
specialise. 4 day week considered, and study support for ADIT
available. Could suit someone in a London team, who wants
to move back to the North West. Call Georgiana Ref: 3000

This team is a North West success story – based outside the
Big 4. This TP practice has won work from the FTSE 100
and large inbound multinationals as well as medium sized
entrepreneurial businesses who are expanding overseas. The
current team includes a mix of transfer pricing professionals
with backgrounds in industry and practice. This commercial
blend gives them an edge which is leading to great work
wins. Now they seek a new hire. Call Georgiana Ref: 2545

Tax Director
Stockton on Tees – £market rate

Personal Tax Senior Manager
Leeds – £48,000 to £65,000 + benefits

Our client is a large independent accountancy firm, seeking
a qualified tax professional to lead their tax team. Ideally,
you will have an all round background in OMB tax – with
the ability to deal with corporate tax advisory work while
also managing and developing team of experienced personal
tax and payroll staff. A large part of your role will be to assist
the partners with advisory work. This is a great opportunity
for someone looking for a senior, but local, North East based
position. Call Georgiana Ref: 2544

Thiis is a great opportunity for an experienced private client
tax manager to join a well regarded accountancy practice. In
this role, you will oversee some compliance review, but the
majority of your time will be spent on all-round advisory
work for HNW individuals and their families – including
IHT planning and trust planning. It is likely that you will
have experience of family investment companies and also
individuals with large property investments. Flexible working
and part time working considered. Call Georgiana Ref: 2539

Corporate Tax Assistant Manager
Leeds – To £39,000 + benefits

Corporate Tax Assistant Manager (EU Funds)
Manchester – To £39,000 + benefits

This role involves a mix of tax advisory, compliance
management and business development responsibilities. You
will work on a varied portfolio of clients including UK listed,
international groups and large owner managed businesses.
Given the varied client base, the technical work you will get
exposure to is also varied, and will include M&A, R&D,
capital allowances, group restructuring and international tax
issues. You should be ACA/ICAS/CTA qualified. Mixed tax
specialists and auditors looking to specialise in corporate tax
are encouraged to apply. Call Alison Ref: 2376

You will provide corporate and international tax advice
specific to fund clients, and support the team by building
up technical knowledge in order to run a portfolio of fund
clients. Clients include large investments funds, pension
funds and life assurance companies in the UK and a number
of US investment funds, Canadian funds and sovereign
wealth funds. This opportunity will provide you with
exposure to the unique and complex tax issues faced by
fund clients. You should be ACA/CTA qualified. Part time
working considered. Call Alison Ref: 2542

Expatriate Tax Assistant Manager
Leeds/Manchester – To £38,000 + benefits

Private Client Manager
Chester – £excellent + benefits

This Big 4 firm is looking for a CTA/ACA qualified expatriate
tax professional with experience of dealing with UK expatriate
taxation including attending tax briefings and undertaking both
compliance and advisory work. Your responsibilities will involve
developing and maintaining client relationships, reviewing
tax returns, the preparation and review of Income Tax/NIC
calculations, conducting arrival/departure meetings, advisory work
and involvement in business development and coaching junior team
members. This is a great role with career development opportunities
in a successful and friendly team. Call Alison Ref: 2537

Fantastic opportunity for a private client manager to join
a growing team in a great location. This highly regarded
firm is looking for a private client tax manager to undertake
a mix of tax compliance, advisory and team management
responsibilities. Clients include HNW individuals, non
domiciled clients, company directors and sole traders. A
broad understanding of entrepreneurial type clients, issues
facing OMBs and shareholder transactions would be useful.
You will be ACA/CTA or qualified by experience. Part time
candidates will be considered. Call Alison Ref: 2543

In-House Tax Projects Manager
Sheffield – £excellent + benefits
Working in the large in-house tax team you will be responsible
for leading and delivering a wide range of strategic projects across
the international tax function. This is a varied role and you will
provide strategic tax advice, implement tax policies, manage
tax risk and ensure / monitor adherence to tax compliance
obligations. You must be ACA/CTA qualified with experience
in tax strategy, planning, support and project management. This
is an interesting and unique in-house role for an experienced
corporate tax practitioner. Call Alison Ref: 2470

Trust Tax Associate
Chester or Liverpool – £excellent + benefits
Working within the private client team you will deal with matters
in relation to UK and offshore trusts and their beneficiaries.
You will prepare and analyse trust accounts and working
papers, prepare tax returns for trust, estate and beneficiary
clients, interpret the effects of trust deeds and wills and deal
with ad-hoc trust tax queries. You will ideally be AAT or part
or fully ATT/STEP qualified with experience of completing
trust accounts and returns, dealing with estate administration
and estate and trust planning. Call Alison Ref: 2500
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GUI DI NG YOU TO THE B EST TA X J O BS IN TH E NO RTH O F E NGLAND

SENIOR TAX MANAGER /
PARTNER DESIGNATE
CUMBRIA
£ Flexible dep on exp
This well respected, forward thinking independent firm is now
looking to further strengthen its tax advisory capabilities with
the addition of a Tax Manager or Senior Manager in a role
that, for the right candidate, would lead to partnership in the
short to medium term.

REF: A2710

CORPORATE TAX A M /
MANAGER
LEEDS
To £50,000 plus benefits
Due to continued growth this Big 4 firm is looking to recruit a
number of talented and driven individuals with excellent client
facing skills. Your role will focus on corporate tax advisory work
and will be truly varied. Would suit someone recently qualified
with some prior corporate or mixed tax experience looking to
join a truly global organisation offering a friendly and dynamic
working environment.

REF: A2726

IN-HOUSE CT ADVISOR
MANCHESTER CITY CENTRE
To £45,000
Our client is a large well-known UK Group based in Manchester.
Working as part of a small in-house tax team this role covers
a range of corporate tax work, including both compliance and
advisory aspects. Ideal first move in-house.

REF: R2721

RELOCATION

NEW YEAR =
NEW DIRECTION?
Will your New Year’s Resolutions include improving
your work / life balance and spending more time
on leisure activities or with your family, and less
time commuting? If so, relocation to the North
of England can achieve this for you without
compromising your quality of work. Over the
years we have advised many candidates (from
newly qualifieds through to partners) who have
relocated to the North – and this trend has
accelerated in the last few months. Some wanted
to move their families to a less stressful and
more rural environment whilst others were coming
“home” or returning to their university cities.
Leeds, Manchester, Liverpool and Newcastle are
vibrant, offering culture and nightlife and each
of these cities is only an hour or so away from
fantastic countryside (be it the Lake District, the
Yorkshire Dales, the Peak District or the beautiful
Northumberland coast). The quality of life on
offer is hard to beat. Most major accounting firms
have substantial tax practices across the North
and the region also has many dynamic regional
independent firms and a great range, and growing
number of, in-house tax roles. Not only that but
we also recruit for smaller firms with offices right
in the heart of some beautiful rural areas for
those looking to make a complete lifestyle change.
Whatever your motivation if you are considering
relocation please call us to get an expert view on
the tax market in the North.

IN-HOUSE TAX MANAGER
LIVERPOOL
£50,000 - £55,000 + benefits
Working closely with the Head of Tax, your role will be
to manage UK tax compliance, year-end and quarterly tax
reporting as well as providing tax advice to the business. You
will be a tax manager seeking your first in-house move, a
self-starter, and ideally CTA/ ACA qualified.

REF: R2727

PERSONAL TAX SENIOR
CHESTER
To £35,000 dep on exp
Great opportunity for a recently qualified ATT or CTA to join this
leading firm based in Chester. You will be responsible for managing
your own portfolio of private clients including HINWIs, partnerships
and Trusts. You will also have the opportunity to support senior
team members on advisory work in areas such as IHT and CGT
planning. Great long-term prospects.

W
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REF: A2719
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PRIVATE CLIENT
TAX MANAGER
MANCHESTER
To £40,000 dep on exp
Highly regarded city centre practice looking to recruit an
experienced personal tax senior, or manager, to control the
compliance work on a portfolio of private clients and assist
with ad-hoc private client advisory work.

REF: A2724
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Tel: 0333 939 0190 Web: www.taxrecruit.co.uk
Mike Longman FCA CTA: mike@taxrecruit.co.uk; Ian Riley ACA: ian@taxrecruit.co.uk; Alison Riordan: alison@taxrecruit.co.uk
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OPPORTUNITY TO BE AN
EXAMINER FOR THE CIOT

With the introduction of our new ex am syllabus in 2 0 1 9 , we want to strengthen our ex amining teams and are
seeking specialists in the following areas who would like to j oin us:
•
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Applications are invited from those with at least three years’ post q ualification ex perience who can offer the skills req uired to
help to maintain and enhance the standard of our ex aminations. The key req uirements for the role are:
•
•
•
•
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Y ou would be part of a team responsible for drafting, reviewing and marking one of the Advisory ex amination papers and for
ensuring that the ex aminations are of the highest possible q uality. The time commitment varies from paper to paper, but most
ex aminers continue to work full- time and carry out CIOT work at weekends and in the evenings. Typically, an ex aminer in an
Advisory team will be part of a team of four and will write and review half of a paper once a year and will mark q uestions they
have set. If appointed you will be req uired to attend training on 1 4 March 2 0 1 8 and an E x aminers’ Day on 1 5 March 2 0 1 8 .
The draft 2 0 1 9 syllabus and recent ex am papers can be found here:
ast e a
ra t

a ers https: / / www.tax .org.uk/ students- q ualifications/ studying/ past- ex am- papers
s llab s https: / / www.tax .org.uk/ draft2 0 1 9 syllabus

R emuneration is commensurate with the strong skill set demanded for ex aminers.
If you are interested then please email
e Mai ent a copy of your CV in the first instance ( ai ent iot or
). This
will be passed to the Chief E x aminer. If you would like to discuss the ex aminer role then please contact Jude on 0 2 0 7 3 4 0 0 57 7 .

Season's
Grtings

